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Release Notes and Announcements

Release Notes

TKE General Cluster Updates (2023)
Last updated�2023-03-30 18:26:22

February 2023

Update Description Referenc

Launched the runtime 

upgrade capability

The cluster node upgrade entry also supports the minor version 

updates of docker and containerd components.
-

Supported metadata 

customization by using 

cluster log collection rules

When configuring rules for collecting logs and shipping them to 

Tencent Cloud Log Service (CLS) in the TKE console, you can 

customize metadata to reduce unnecessary storage resources.

Using CR

References

For more information on TKE General cluster updates, see TKE General Cluster Updates (Before 2023).

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/43936
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/35312
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TKE General Cluster Updates
Last updated�2023-03-31 10:02:59

Note�

For more information on TKE General cluster updates, see TKE General Cluster Updates (2023)�

December 2022

Update Description Date

Supports upgrading a 

Kubernetes version to 1.22

You can upgrade a cluster Kubernetes version from 1.20 to 

1.22.
2022-12-08

November 2022

Update Description

Launches the imc-operator 

component

You can cache super nodes in clusters on images with CRD.

Enhanced the dedicated 

scheduler for native nodes

Supports virtually expanding the capacity of native nodes and configuring 

scheduling and running thresholds for the nodes.

September 2022

Update Description Date

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/53978
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Launched the Ceberus 

enhanced add-on

Signature images in the TCR repository can be verified for 

trustworthiness, reducing the security risks of invalid images being 

deployed in the container environment.

2022

Enabled all custom kubelet 

parameters

It provides an entry for you to modify parameters. 2022

Defined the error codes of 

Service/Ingress events
It helps quickly troubleshoot business exceptions and provides solutions. 2022

Supported scheduling Pods 

in kube-system to monthly 

subscribed super nodes

It helps reduce resource use costs. 2022

Integrated the basic 

monitoring add-on `tke-

monitor-agent` into the add-

on management module for 

maintenance

You can upgrade the add-on in the console. 2022

Launched the 

`SecurityGroupPolicy` 

enhanced add-on

You can bind a Pod not matching a policy to a security group to control 

the inbound and outbound network traffic of the Pod.
2022

Launched the in-place Pod 

configuration adjustment 

capabilities for TKE native 

nodes

You can directly modify the Request/Limit values of CPU and memory 

without restarting a Pod, which helps handle traffic surges and reduce 

business costs.

2022
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August 2022

Update Description Date

Launched Request 

smart 

recommendation for 

native nodes

It recommends the Request/Limit values of resources at the container 

level for Kubernetes workloads to reduce resource waste.
2022-08-22

Launched the 

dedicated scheduler 

for native nodes

It virtually expands the capacity of native nodes, solving the problem of 

resource occupation and low utilization.
2022-08-19

Supported automatic 

update for the image 

cache feature

Automatic update is supported for the image cache feature. After it is 

enabled, a cache update will be triggered when the updated image is 

uploaded to TCR, eliminating the need to recreate an image cache.

2022-08-08

Supported edit 

operations for the 

image cache feature

The image cache feature allows you to edit security groups, images, 

cache sizes, and expiration policies.
2022-08-08

Released the brand-

new native node

A native node is a brand-new node type of TKE. It supports declarative 

APIs and adopts the FinOps concept, facilitating cost reduction and 

efficiency improvement for Tencent Cloud resources through the "visual 

resource management dashboard", "smart request recommendation", 

and "dynamic dedicated scheduler".

2022-08-04

Supported managing 

image caches 

through CRD

Image caches can be managed through CRD on super nodes. Currently, 

management can be performed in the console and through 

TencentCloud API. With the image caching feature, Pods can be started 

2022-08-04
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within seconds.

Supported declaring 

the size of resources 

required by a Pod.

You can declare the size of the system disk required by a Pod through 

an annotation on super nodes. If the size exceeds 20 GiB, the excessive 

part will be billed based on the pay-as-you-go published price of CBS 

Premium Cloud Storage, meeting your requirements for system disk 

resources in special scenarios.

2022-08-03

Added third-party 

nodes

The TencentOS Server 2.4 (TK4) operating system is supported, which 

is compatible with the CentOS 7 user mode. The entry to create Cilium-

Overlay clusters is added in the TKE console for easier use. In Cilium-

Overlay network mode, the check for a conflict between the IP range of 

a container and that of another container in another cluster within the 

same VPC can be ignored, thereby solving your problem of IP resource 

insufficiency.

2022-08-01

July 2022

Update Description Date

Released all 

the super 

nodes

A super node is a brand-new node form of TKE, which supports custom node size 

and flexible configuration adjustment. The monthly subscription mode is more cost-

effective, while the pay-as-you-go mode eliminates the need to reserve resource 

buffer, contributing to your cost reduction and efficiency improvement. Node 

management and resource operations are simplified, so that you can concentrate on 

the business.

2022-0

Supported 

productized 

Nginx-ingress

The Nginx-ingress add-on can be quickly deployed for out-of-the-box Nginx services. 

By default, CM and CLS are integrated to meet the observability requirement.
2022-0

Quickly 

cleared invalid 

RBAC resource objects can be quickly cleared. De-registered Tencent Cloud 

accounts can be automatically detected, which is suitable for scenarios where cluster 

2022-0
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RBAC 

resources

permissions need to be reclaimed after personnel turnover.

Released the 

deletion 

protection 

feature for the 

node pool

This feature is suitable for node resource protection, fixing the issue where node 

resources were batched released due to maloperations.
2022-0

Supported 

associating 

with a TMP 

instance

A cluster can be associated with a TMP instance during creation, simplifying the 

association process.
2022-0

June 2022

Update Description Da

TMP provides metrics recommended by experts Simplifies the metric selection. 20

qGPU supports viewing GPU card resources with 

CRD
Unifies and streamlines the GPU resource view. 20

qGPU supports scheduling at both the node and 

GPU card levels

Realizes refined scheduling of GPU resources and 

solves fragmentation problems.
20

Unschedulable nodes can be bound to the CLB 

backend
Solves the issue of unbalanced traffic load.

20
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May 2022

Update Description

TKE provides audit/log/event 

APIs

You can install relevant add-ons in TKE clusters by calling the audit/log/event 

APIs.

April 2022

Update Description

Kubernetes versions 

are discontinued

Kubernetes v1.14 and earlier versions cannot be created from May 20, 2022 (UTC 

+8).

The scaling group 

service is 

discontinued

Starting from June 6, 2022 (UTC +8), no more TKE scaling groups can be created in 

the console and by using the API. The feature will be officially discontinued from June 

13, 2022 (UTC +8). Existing scaling groups will be migrated to node pools 

automatically.

Updates CFS 

dynamic persistence 

storage

TKE supports sharing a CFS storage instance when dynamically create a PVC.

Launches TMP
Supports cross-region monitoring in multiple VPCs and supports checking multiple 

monitoring instances on a single Grafana instance.

TMP Overview You can have enhanced cloud native monitoring capabilities with quick migration.
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March 2022

Update Description

Starts charging 

on managed 

clusters

For TKE managed clusters created before March 21, 2022 10:00 (UTC +8), select a 

specification for them in the console before April 1, 2022 10:00 (UTC +8). If you do not select 

a specification, they will be billed on the basis of the recommended specification.

Backend 

architecture 

upgrade of 

TKE basic 

monitoring

Backend architecture upgrade of TKE basic monitoring

Supports 

upgrading of 

log collection 

add-on in the 

Ops center

Supports upgrading of log collection add-on in the Ops center. Please upgrade the add-on to 

the latest version.

Optimized user 

experience in 

the TKE 

console

On the Pods management details page, you can search by Pod status in the search box.

In the Log column of cluster workload details page, you can search by name in the drop-

down list.

February 2022

Update Description D
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Optimized the search 

feature in the console

You can filter clusters by status, and prompts are available when you search by 

node/node pool label.
2

Upgraded the add-on 

architecture
Add-ons can be installed via cloud APIs after the add-on architecture upgrade. 2

Optimized CFS Turbo 

add-on
Fixed known mounting issues. 2

Optimized operations 

of log collection rules 

in the console

When Pod Labels are specified as the log source, you can add != label filter and 

optimize selection for namespaces in container standard output (multiple 

namespaces can be chosen and excluded).

2

January 2022

Update Description Date

Configures the httpHeaders for health 

check in the TKE console

Health Check is a service provided by TKE to check the 

status and running of resources in the cluster.
2022-01-

Optimized operations of node pool in the 

console

You can set cloud tags and configure instance creation 

policies in the node pool.
2022-01-

Updates CFS add-on CFS supports using V3 and V4 protocols for mounting. 2022-01-

Updates CBS-CSI add-on
Cloud disks dynamically created by CBS-CSI inherit the 

cluster cloud tags.
2022-01-
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Updates Request Recommendation Supports downloading of recommended Request values.
2022-01-

Supports connecting to the Pods in TKE 

clusters via the API gateway

Supports exposing services via API gateways. It can be 

specified when you create an Ingress.
2022-01-

December 2021

Update Description Date Related Documents

Updates CFS-

CSI add-on

Cloud tags can be added when CFS instances 

are created dynamically through 

StorageClass.

2021-

12-25

 Managing CFS Templates 

by Using a StorageClass 

November 2021

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Enhances qGPU 

features

qGPU supports multiple GPU cards in one container. A 

container can be bound with multiple entire cards or a 

scorecard. In addition, GPU monitoring is supported.

qGPU supports GPU monitoring. It supports GPU 

card/Pod/container utilization monitoring.

qGPU supports TKE BM clusters and supports Ampere 

GPU cards.

qGPU supports the online/offline hybrid deployment feature 

and supports the native priority scheduling capabilities of 

online inference and offline training.

2021-

11-05
-

Feature updates 

of CFS-CSI add-

on

The CFS-CSI add-on in clusters of v1.20 supports reading 

the fsgroup configuration of security context in workloads.

2021-

11-02
 CFS-CSI 

October 2021

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/36154
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/38707
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Update Description

Launches Request 

Recommendation

Request Recommendation is a resource recommendation feature launched by TKE. It reco

Request and Limit values for resources at the container level in TKE and TKE Serverless c

Launches the 

registered cluster 

feature

Registered cluster is a new cluster type of TKE. It allows you to register Kubernetes cluste

local infrastructure or those of other cloud vendors with TKE for unified management.

Launches the cloud-

native AI service

Cloud-native AI is a complete solution for AI scenarios launched by TKE, which has the ch

of modularity, low coupling, and high scalability.

September 2021

Update Description

Launches 

qGPU add-on

qGPU is a GPU sharing technique launched by Tencent Cloud. It supports sharing of GPU cards a

multiple containers and provides the capacity to isolate the vRAM and computing resource among

August 2021

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Uses pre-request 

script to add 

existing nodes

When adding existing nodes, you can use pre-request 

scripts via API. The script is executed before the K8s node is 

initialized. You can customize the configuration such as data 

disk mounting.

2021-

08-01
-

July 2021

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Supports specifying the model 

when creating a GPU CVM in 

the console

Chooses the GPU driver version, CUDA 

version and cuDNN version in the console.

2021-

07-13

 Using a GPU 

Node 

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30656
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Supports MIG

Once enabled, you can improve the GPU 

utilization in scenarios where multiple jobs 

are running in parallel.

2021-

07-13

 Using a GPU 

Node 

Enhances TKE console

Supports formatting and mounting of 

multiple data disks when adding existing 

nodes.

2021-

07-05

 Adding an 

Existing Node 

June 2021

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Introduced the feature 

of adding external 

nodes

External nodes allow users to add non-Tencent Cloud 

CVMs to a TKE cluster. Users provide computing 

resources and TKE manages cluster lifecycle.

2021-

06-28
-

May 2021

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Improves cloud 

native 

monitoring

Optimizes data collecting configuration.

Displays status of collection targets.

Optimizes interaction process.

Tests the collection target.

2021-

05-28

 Log 

Collection 

Launches OLM 

add-on

The OLM add-on helps users automatically install and 

upgrade Operator, and manage its lifecycle.

2021-

05-28
 OLM 

Launches HPC 

add-on

Developed by Tencent Cloud, HPC can help periodically 

modify the number of replicas of K8s workload. Used in 

conjunction with HPC CRD resources, it can support 

scheduled actions in seconds.

2021-

05-28
 HPC 

Enhances TKE 

console

Selects OS upon node creation.

Modifies desired number of nodes while scaling up a node 

pool.

Searches workloads by labels.

2021-

05-20

 Adding a 

Node 

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30656
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30652
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/48770
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/40955
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/40956
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30652
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April 2021

Update Description

Enhances TKE 

console

StatefulSet and DaemonSet can be redeployed with a few steps.

Secret supports TLS certificate. You can import it from file or paste multiple key-value 

pairs to enter in a batch.

The container health check readinessProbe supports configuration and naming of a port.

Namespace supports the selection of “All namespaces” and can be searched by 

keyword.

Enhances log 

collection capability

It supports the extraction mode of multiple lines - full regex, which is suitable for 

searching for log by key-value pair in multi-line logs such as java program.

It supports automatic generation of regular expressions based on user’s log samples, 

and automatic extraction of corresponding key-value pairs.

March 2021

���� ���� ����

The beta ARM 

cluster starts The beta of ARM cluster starts. To join the beta, submit a ticket.
2021-03-31

Enhances TKE 

console

Kubernetes objects support batch input by pasting multiple key-

value pairs.

When configMap is used as an environment variable, all keys can 

be selected with one-click.

Secret can be modified through console.  

ConfigMap can be managed through console. You can manually 

add or upload file to add key-value pairs.

SubPathExpr can be configured through console.

CronJob supports displaying the generated active Jobs. User can 

customize the “Completed Jobs Retained” and “Failed Jobs 

Retained”, pause the generation of a scheduled Job, resume the 

paused Job, and manually generate a new Job.

2021-03-31

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/workorder/category
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Enhances node 

search capability
The nodes can be searched in batch by label or IP address. 2021-03-19

February 2021

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Enhances the 

operations for nodes in 

the node pool

The node in the node pool can be cordoned and 

drained, and the node management capability of the 

node pool is improved.

2021-

02-25

Node Pool 

Overview 

Users can mount data 

disk partition when 

adding an existing node

When adding an existing node to a cluster or node 

pool, users can select partition or logical volume 

name for the data disk mounting, which provides 

more flexible mount settings.

2021-

02-20

Adding an 

Existing Node 

January 2021

Update Description Date Related Documents

Master version upgrade 

supports minor version

This feature provides a more flexible 

version upgrade mechanism.

2021-

01-14

 Upgrading the Master 

Kubernetes Version 

December 2020

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Node pool supports 

configuration of removal 

protection

Removal protection is used to prevent the nodes 

of important application from being scaled in or 

being removed from the node pool during 

manually size adjustment.

2020-

12-30
-

Node pool supports 

configuration of multiple 

This feature can reduce the risk of scale-out 

failure caused by sold out single model resource.

2020-

12-29

 Adjusting a 

Node Pool 

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/35900
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30652#.E6.B7.BB.E5.8A.A0.E5.B7.B2.E6.9C.89.E8.8A.82.E7.82.B9
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30640
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/35903
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alternative models that have 

the same specification

Launches Descheduler add-

on

Based on the actual node loads, this add-on 

supports automatic rescheduling of marked 

services on high-load nodes to maintain the 

cluster load balance.

2020-

12-25
 DeScheduler 

Fully launches Nginx-ingress 

add-on

The issue of nginx-ingress-controller toleration 

scheduling is fixed.

Nginx-Ingress UI experience is improved, 

including the regular matching of forwarding rule, 

configuration of backend ClusterIP mode 

Service, and certificate supporting 

kubernetes.io/tls type Secret.

2020-

12-24
 Nginx-ingress 

Launches CBS-CSI add-on

CBS-CSI add-on supports:

Creating static volume/dynamic volume

Storage topology awareness

Scheduler awareness of node maxAttachLimit

Online volume expansion

Volume snapshot and restoration

2020-

12-22
 CBS-CSI 

Enhances TKE console

The console supports Resource Quota, which 

can be used to configure the resource quotas 

and default resource request values for the 

namespace.

The ConfigMap can be generated based on the 

imported file.

2020-

12-09
-

Launches NetworkPolicy 

add-on

This add-on supports automatic synchronization 

of NetworkPolicy to make the network isolation 

policy effective.

2020-

12-03

 Network 

Policy 

November 2020

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Launches beta for new 

TKE network solution

Leveraging intelligent ENI, TKE launches a new 

container network solution. In this solution, each 

pod is assigned a dedicated ENI. Pod-to-pod 

communications can be implemented without 

traveling through the node protocol stack (default 

2020-

11-27

-

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/39146
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/39143
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/39136
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/39120
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namespace), so as to shorten the container 

access link and the access latency.

Launches beta for 

productized Nginx-

Ingress

TKE extends and maintains native Nginx-ingress 

to help you quickly deploy and build a traffic 

access gateway in the production environment, 

and provide complete Nginx-ingress lifecycle 

management, automated cloud native monitoring, 

CLS and supporting OPS capabilities.

2020-

11-26
 Nginx-ingress 

Launches event 

dashboard

This feature implements the aggregation search 

and trend observation of top events and exception 

events.

2020-

11-26
 Event Dashboard 

Launches audit 

dashboard

This feature implements the aggregation search 

and direct observation of cluster global, nodes, 

K8s objects and other important operations.

2020-

11-26
 Audit Dashboard 

The node pool and 

cluster operating 

system can be modified

Users can create node pools of different operating 

systems as needed to facilitate the standardized 

management of nodes.

2020-

11-23

 Creating a Node 

Pool 

Adds 

DynamicScheduler 

add-on

This add-on performs scheduling based on actual 

node loads, so as to prevent traffic hotspots.

2020-

11-21
 DynamicScheduler 

October 2020

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

TPS supports using edge 

cluster as monitoring object 

to access the monitoring 

instance.

TPS supports the monitoring of edge clusters 

and the management of multiple clusters 

across VPCs.

2020-

10-30

 PROM Instance 

Management 

TPS alarm policy supports 

webhook configuration.

The alarm policy supports webhook 

configuration, which enables users to 

troubleshoot abnormal services in time and 

improve service stability.

2020-

10-30

 Alarm 

Configurations 

TKE node pool adds the 

capability of viewing scaling 

log

This feature helps users to more easily 

observe the change of node number in the 

node pool as well as the trigger cause and 

2020-

10-13

 Viewing Node 

Pool Scaling Logs 

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/39143
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/38892
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/38890
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/35901
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/39119
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/46739
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/46739
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/38370
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result of scaling, improving the node pool 

observability.

September 2020

Update Description Date Related Documents

TKE ServiceConfig 

was optimized

You can configure service/ingress to create 

tkeserviceconfig automatically.

2020-

09-23

 Using 

TKEServiceConfig to 

Configure CLBs 

Launches 

DNSAutoscaler add-

on

This add-on can obtain number of nodes and 

cores of the cluster via Deployment, and auto-

scaling the number of DNS replicas according to 

the preset scaling policy, so as to improve DNS 

availability.

2020-

09-23
 DNSAutoscaler 

Launches beta for 

cloud native ETCD

This feature enables you to one-click deploy the 

high-reliability and high-performance ETCD 

cluster, which is profusely verified through 

Tencent’s internal services. It also provides 

cross-AZ disaster recovery capabilities and 

optimal performance configuration.

2020-

09-16
-

Quick add-on 

configuration is 

available when 

creating the cluster

You can easily and quickly configure the 

required add-ons for the cluster.

2020-

09-15
 Creating a Cluster 

August 2020

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Optimizes the monitoring capability of 

TPS

The cluster monitoring collection 

items are preset, and a diverse 

Grafana dashboard is available.

The Targets list page is added to 

allow users to view the real-time 

status of monitoring tasks.

2020-

08-31

 Data Collection 

Configurations

 Alarm 

Configurations

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/37015
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/39122
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30637
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/48770
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/46732
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The alarm module of the cloud native 

monitoring service was upgraded.

It can be associated with a local 

Alertmanager add-on.

It supports managing PROM 

instance rules with CRD.

2020-

08-31

 Alarm 

Configurations

TKE launches 

NodeProblemDetectorPlus add-on

It supports configuring node self-

healing policy on the basis of 

existing detection feature.

2020-

08-25

 Node-Problem-

Detector-Plus 

TKE launches in-place major-version 

upgrade capabilities

The in-place major-version upgrade 

feature supports major-version 

upgrade without node reinstallation.

2020-

08-25
-

Fully launches TKE add-ons

The add-on feature enables users 

to install or uninstall multiple 

advanced add-ons for clusters.

2020-

08-25
 Add-on Overview 

Fully launches TKE Kubernetes 1.18 

version

Allows users to create clusters of 

the Kubernetes 1.18 version and 

upgrade clusters to the 1.18 

version.

2020-

08-24
-

July 2020

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Optimizes capabilities of 

storage plug-ins

The TKE console supports PV creation 

without specifying StorageClass.

Users can set and mount COS sub-

directories.

2020-

07-28

 PV and PVC 

Binding Rules 

 Using COS 

Cluster creation supports 

setting node configuration 

placement groups

This feature enables disaster recovery and 

high availability for nodes when they are 

launched.

2020-

07-15
 Creating a Cluster 

Cloud native monitoring is 

launched for beta testing.

It supports one-click deployment of the 

high-availability monitoring architecture 

and quick association with TKE clusters 

and TKE Serverless clusters.

2020-

07-15
-

The collection configuration 

and alarm configuration of 

Three configuration modes are supported: 

service monitor, pod monitor, and raw job.

Alarm history rewinding is supported.

2020-

07-15

-

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/46732
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/38784
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/33988
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/37770
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/36160
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30637
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TPS are implemented through 

products

Launches beta for RBAC-

based permission control with 

finer granularity

It allows cluster admins to configure 

management permissions for different 

roles regarding different resources in the 

cluster.

It supports certificate revocation.

It is suitable for enterprises’ compliance 

permission management scenarios.

2020-

07-10

 TKE Kubernetes 

Object-level 

Permission Control 

June 2020

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Launches beta for IPVS-

bpf mode

TKE uses eBPF to bypass conntrack and 

optimize the Kubernetes Service, improving 

the non-persistent connection performance by 

over 40% and reducing the p99 latency by 

over 31%.

2020-

06-19
-

TKE supports the creation 

of services in CLB-to-Pod 

direct access mode

The forwarding performance of pods with 

LoadBalancer directly connected to ENI can 

be improved by over 10%.

2020-

06-18

 Using Services 

with CLB-to-Pod 

Direct Access 

Mode 

TKE supports balanced 

forwarding and local 

binding

TKE has strengthened the Loadbalancer 

Service and the LoadBalancer Ingress 

backend binding with the RS feature. TKE 

supports balanced forwarding and local 

binding.

2020-

06-18

 Service Backend 

Selection 

Comprehensively upgrades 

The TKE app market

The app market provides an output window 

for Tencent Cloud’s practical cloud-native 

technologies and also provides a variety of 

great community apps that users can easily 

and quickly use.

2020-

06-10
 Application Market 

May 2020

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/37366
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/36837
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/36836
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/37706
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Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

TKE launches the 

ContainerNative network 

LoadBalancer (supports 

CLB-to-Pod direct 

access)

In TKE, you can use services and ingresses with 

LoadBalancer directly connected to pods, which 

provides higher performance and more robust product 

capabilities. This feature can resolve issues such as 

imbalanced load for persistent connections, health 

check session persistence configuration issues, and 

IPVS jitter.

2020-

05-12
-

Optimizes the cluster 

deletion feature

When deleting a cluster, you can view the existing 

nodes, security groups, cloud disks, and other 

resources in the cluster.

A deletion risk reminder is added to prevent accidental 

deletion that may interrupt your business.

You can delete the nodes, cloud disks, and other 

resources in the cluster at the same time.

2020-

05-12

 Deleting 

Clusters 

TKE launches the open-

source KMS plug-in

 The Tencent Cloud TKE-KMS plug-in integrates the 

rich key management features of the Key Management 

Service (KMS) to provide robust encryption/decryption 

capabilities for secrets in Kubernetes clusters.

By using the TKE-KMS plug-in, you can perform KMS 

encryption on your business credential information 

stored in clusters to enhance your security.

2020-

05-08
-

April 2020

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

The TKE console 

supports multidimensional 

node filtering and node list 

export

Cluster nodes can be filtered based on lock status.

Cluster nodes can be filtered based on CVM 

attributes such as node status and IP address.

Cluster nodes can be exported in batches.

2020-

04-22
 Node Overview 

TKE Image Registry can 

configure a global image 

lifecycle management 

policy

TKE Image Registry adds the image lifecycle 

management feature, which allows users to 

configure a global image version clearing policy for 

the main account and supports independent 

version clearing policies retained for individual 

repositories.

2020-

04-16

 Image Lifecycle 

Management 

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/36280
https://github.com/Tencent/tke-kms-plugin
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30650
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1051/38867
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The TKE beta version 

supports the node pool 

feature

The node pool feature can be used in the following 

scenarios:

When a cluster contains multiple heterogeneous 

nodes (different models), node pools can 

standardize node group management.

If a cluster needs to scale nodes in or out 

frequently, node pools can reduce the operation 

costs.

If application scheduling rules in a cluster are 

complex, node pool tags can quickly specify 

business scheduling rules.

During routine cluster node maintenance, node 

pools can conveniently manage Kubernetes and 

Docker version upgrades.

2020-

04-10
-

TKE removes Kubernetes 

1.8 as an option

TKE no longer supports creating clusters using 

Kubernetes 1.8.

2020-

04-03

 Creating a 

Cluster 

Upgrades self-deployed 

cluster master

You can now use the TKE console to perform 

rolling updates of Kubernetes masters on self-

deployed clusters.

2020-

04-02

 Upgrading a 

Cluster 

March 2020

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

TKE now supports both 

GlobalRouter and VPC-

CNI network modes

TKE now supports GlobalRouter and VPC-CNI 

network modes for your business needs. 

Choose the one that fits your needs.

2020-

03-30

 How to Choose 

TKE Network 

Mode 

TKE has stopped providing 

features related to 

TencentHub

We plan to discontinue support for TencentHub 

this month, so TKE has officially stopped 

providing features related to TencentHub and 

no longer supports related APIs.

2020-

03-25
-

TKE supports enabling 

"Local Disk Formatting" for 

BM and big data models

TKE now allows you to enable "Local Disk 

Formatting" for BM and big data model nodes 

and also allows you to mount and set container 

directories.

2020-

03-02

 Creating a 

Cluster 

February 2020

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30637
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30640
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/38966
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30637
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Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

TKE cluster scaling groups 

support node shutdown when 

scaling in

When scaling in, cluster scaling groups now 

support shutting nodes down instead of 

terminating or draining them. To enable this 

feature, submit a ticket.

2020-

02-17

 Cluster 

Scaling 

TKE fully launches Kubernetes 

1.16 and passes conformance 

verification 

Users can create self-deployed clusters and 

managed clusters of the Kubernetes 1.16 

version.

Users can update a cluster from Kubernetes 

1.14 to 1.16.

2020-

02-14

 Creating a 

Cluster 

 Upgrading a 

Cluster 

January 2020

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

TKE allows 

users to create 

clusters using a 

cluster 

template

The template-based cluster creation feature provides multiple 

templates for creating managed clusters, self-deployed clusters, 

and serverless clusters, simplifying the current cluster 

creation process and improving the cluster creation 

experience. It applies to various business scenarios such as 

HA clusters and GPU clusters.

2020-

01-12

 Creating a 

Cluster 

December 2019

Update Description

TKE supports the PVs and the 

PVCs of the Cloud File Storage 

(CFS) and Cloud Object Storage 

(COS) types

TKE supports the PVCs and the PVs of the CFS and COS types connecting

resources with Kubernetes, which makes it convenient for users to use ba

Tencent Cloud products through the native Kubernetes mode and allows use

to manage file storage and object storage via PVs and PVCs.

Launches beta for TKE 

Kubernetes 1.16

This allows users to create Kubernetes 1.16 self-deployed clusters and mana

clusters via the console.

It also allows users to upgrade the Kubernetes version of a cluster from 1.14 

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/workorder/category
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30638
https://github.com/cncf/k8s-conformance/pull/879
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30637
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30640
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30637
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TKE supports purchasing multiple 

data disks during node initialization 

as well as custom formatting

TKE allows users to purchase multiple data disks during node initialization a

supports custom data disk formatting, allowing users to isolate data and fo

settings flexibly based on their actual needs.

TKE nodes support the in-place 

rolling updates of minor 

Kubernetes versions

Nodes in in-place updates support the rolling update mode.

Only one node is updated at a time, and the next node will be updated on

the current node is successfully updated.

Currently, in-place updates only support updating different minor version

same major version.

November 2019

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Launches beta for TKE 

custom Hostname

The TKE custom Hostname feature provides 

the following advantages:

Helps clusters interwork with enterprises’ 

internal domain name service systems.

Makes it easier for users to quickly create 

nodes with a specified Hostname in 

batches.

2019-

11-15
 Adding a Node 

Releases TKE Ingress 

performance optimization

TKE Ingress performance is optimized to better 

serve users.

CLB changes are optimized to allow batch 

calling APIs to process backend binding.

CVM backend query is optimized to help 

users avoid unnecessary repeated queries.

2019-

11-07

 Basic Ingress 

Features 

October 2019

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Cluster worker nodes 

support configuring 

several security groups 

simultaneously and 

using the default security 

group

TKE allows a cluster worker node to bind 

multiple security groups and provides a default 

security group, helping users quickly configure 

available security groups.

2019-

10-22

 TKE Security 

Group 

Settings 

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30652
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30673
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/9084
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Node labels can be 

added in batches during 

creation of 

clusters/nodes

When a cluster is created or new nodes are added to 

an existing cluster, TKE allows users to add labels 

for nodes that run the same business or have 

the same configurations. The labels help users 

divide resources, label resource attributes, and filter 

and batch process massive resource volumes.

2019-

10-21
-

Runtime component 

Containerd supports the 

GPU model

The TKE runtime component Containerd supports the 

GPU model. When users need to create a GPU 

application in a cluster, they can choose 

Containerd as the runtime component.

2019-

10-17

 How to 

Choose 

Containerd 

and Docker 

Launches beta for rolling 

Kubernetes reinstallation 

and upgrade of TKE 

nodes

TKE supports the batch update of nodes in a 

cluster from an earlier version to a later version. 

This feature applies to clusters whose Kubernetes 

version is outdated and clusters whose nodes 

do not have relevant custom configurations. 

Custom configurations will become invalid after the 

rolling reinstallation and upgrade of nodes.

2019-

10-15

 Upgrading a 

Cluster 

TKE supports GPU 

monitoring metrics

TKE supports GPU monitoring metrics, enabling 

users to monitor GPU-related resources. By 

checking monitoring data, users can precisely identify 

specific problems, shorten troubleshooting time, and 

reduce OPS costs, ensuring the continuous and 

stable running of businesses.

2019-

10-15

 List of 

Monitoring 

and Alarm 

Metrics 

September 2019

Update Description Date Related Documents

Related APIs of the 

TKE cluster scaling 

group have been 

updated to API 3.0

TKE APIs have been updated to 3.0 and support 

all-region access. The new API 

documentation is more standardized and 

comprehensive, with unified parameter 

styles and common error codes. The 

SDK/CLI version is consistent with the API 

documentation, providing a simple and 

convenient user experience.

2019-

09-12
 CreateClusterAsGroup 

TKE Kubernetes 

1.14 is fully launched 

and has passed 

TKE Kubernetes 1.14 is fully launched and 

has passed conformance verification to ensure 

that the latest Kubernetes version is available.

2019-

09-07

 Conformance 

Verification 

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/31088
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30640
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30691
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/51206
https://github.com/cncf/k8s-conformance/tree/master/v1.14/tencentcloud
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conformance 

verification

TKE supports the 

Tencent Cloud tag, 

allowing 

authorization by tag

If the Tencent Cloud tag is added to a cluster 

when the cluster is created, the Tencent Cloud 

services, cloud disks, CLBs, and other 

resources created in the cluster will 

automatically inherit the cluster’s tag, allowing 

users to clearly view resource categories.

2019-

09-06
-

The default instance 

type for created 

LoadBalancer-type 

services is CLB

When TKE creates a LoadBalancer-type 

service, the default instance type is CLB. This 

instance type covers all features of a 

conventional CLB.

The CLB instance type supports the TCP, UDP, 

HTTP, and HTTPS protocols.

It provides flexible forwarding capabilities based 

on domain names and URLs.

2019-

09-06
 Instance Types 

TKE self-deployed 

clusters support the 

separate viewing of 

Master and Etcd 

nodes

This feature allows users to intuitively view 

the list of all Master and Etcd nodes of a 

self-deployed cluster and the details of 

such nodes. Users no longer have trouble 

distinguishing Master and Etcd nodes in self-

deployed clusters.

2019-

09-05
-

August 2019

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

When a “self-deployed cluster” is 

created, a security group is 

automatically bound to the Master 

node

This feature can automatically bind an 

applicable security group to the 

Master node in a self-deployed cluster. 

This prevents the Master node from being 

associated with a security group with 

communication problems and improves the 

success rate of creating self-deployed 

clusters.

2019-

08-27

 Creating a 

Cluster 

TKE supports the visualized 

display of the cluster creation 

progress

The visualized display of the cluster 

creation progress enables users to see 

the waiting time for cluster creation 

and troubleshoot the steps with 

2019-

08-23

 Creating a 

Cluster 

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/214/8847
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30637
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30637
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exceptions. This improves the success 

rate of cluster creation and ensures the 

continuous and stable running of 

businesses.

Open source 

components: TencentCloud-

controller-manager and cbs-

csi support Kubernetes 1.14

The open source components Tencent 

Cloud-controller-manager and cbs-

csi support Kubernetes 1.14.

2019-

08-12

 Open Source 

Components 

Use existing CLB instances to 

create Ingress

Users no longer have to create new CLB 

instances in order to create a new Ingress. 

They can now avoid additional costs by 

using existing CLB instances to create a 

new Ingress.

August 

8, 2019

 Basic Ingress 

Features 

Launches beta for TKE 

Kubernetes 1.14

Users can now use the TKE console 

to create clusters based on 

Kubernetes 1.14.

2019-

08-04
-

Related APIs of TKE cluster 

nodes have been updated to API 

3.0

TKE APIs have been updated to 3.0 and 

support all-region access. The new API 

documentation is more standardized and 

comprehensive, with unified parameter 

styles and common error codes. The 

SDK/CLI version is consistent with the API 

documentation, providing a simple and 

convenient user experience.

2019-

08-04
 API 3.0 

TKE now supports application-

level log collection

By checking the collected file logs in the 

container, users can view the running 

status of applications in the container, 

precisely identify specific problems, 

shorten the troubleshooting time, and 

reduce OPS costs to ensure the continuous 

and stable running of businesses.

2019-

08-01

 Log 

Collection 

July 2019

Update Description

https://github.com/TencentCloud/tencentcloud-cloud-controller-manager
https://github.com/TencentCloud/kubernetes-csi-tencentcloud
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/32430
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30673
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/6787
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/32419
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The CLB health check failure 

issue in IPVS mode is fixed

Fixed the compatibility issue between the TLinux kernel and IPVS and fixed 

the CLB health check failures in IPVS mode.

Fixed the compatibility issue 

between the TLinux kernel 

and IPVS and fixed the CLB 

health check failures in IPVS 

mode.

When TKE creates a scaling group, users can choose spot instances

 and purchase pods at a certain discount.

However, the system may automatically recall these pods that are sold at a 

discount.

TKE supports choosing 

Containerd as the container 

runtime component

When Containerd serves as the container runtime component,it only runs 

necessary features to manage images and the container 

lifecycle,providing users with more stable and more resource-efficient 

container running infrastructures.

June 2019

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Launches beta for 

VPC-CNI network 

mode

TKE provides the VPC-CNI extended network mode, 

which can assign intra-VPC IP addresses to Pods 

in a cluster. In the VPC-CNI mode, clusters can 

create StatefulSet that supports fixed IP address 

types, and the Pod IP addresses will not change 

because of restart or migration.

2019-

06-29
-

Launches beta for 

StatefulSet with fixed 

IP addresses

The StatefulSet with fixed IP addresses help resolve 

issues related to IP address changes caused by 

Pod restart or migration. Users can create the 

StatefulSet with fixed IP addresses for source IP 

address authorization, IP-based process review, log 

query based on Pod IP addresses, and other business 

needs to ensure the continuous and stable running of 

businesses.

2019-

06-29

 Managing 

StatefulSets with 

Static Pod IP 

Addresses 

TKE uses the new 

console version by 

In order to provide a better product user experience, 

TKE now uses the new Kubernetes-compatible 

2019-

06-17

 The New TKE 

Console 

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/38974
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tke2
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default console.

Fixes an issue where 

cordoning a node 

while it is being 

created causes the 

process to freeze

Fixes an issue where cordoning a node while it is being 

created causes the process to freeze.

2019-

06-13
 pr69047 

Fixes an issue where 

too many secrets 

results in a pod 

creation failure

Fixes an issue where too many secrets results in a pod 

creation failure.

2019-

06-13
 pr74755 

Launches the new 

version of the TKE 

international console

The new version of the TKE international console 

adjusts a series of functional modules and provides a 

native, easier-to-use platform, which helps users 

resolve environmental issues in development, testing, 

and OPS, reduce costs, and improve efficiency.

2019-

06-05

TKE 

International 

Console

Managed clusters 

support configuring 

ACLs for public 

network access

Users can set security group rules for managed 

clusters that enable public network access.

2019-

06-05

 TKE Security 

Group Settings 

May 2019

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Nodes in a scaling 

group tolerate drain 

failures during 

automatic scaling in

When scale-in conditions such as the number of idle 

nodes are met, the cluster automatically scales 

in. However, only when all pods of a node are 

successfully scheduled to other nodes can the 

pods be drained successfully and scale-in be 

performed successfully.

2019-

05-20
 Cluster Scaling 

Supports registering 

the TKE network to 

CCN

TKE allows users to register existing clusters to 

CCN, which can manage the container’s network. 

After the container’s network is registered, you can 

enable or disable its IP range routing on the CCN side to 

achieve interconnection between the container’s cluster 

and the resources in CCN.

2019-

05-17

 Register 

Container 

Clusters with 

CCN 

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/69047
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/74755
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/9084
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30638
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/43391
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TKE supports GPU 

virtualization

Extension components support the installation and the 

deployment of GPU visualization components.

Clusters that have deployed GPU nodes and 

gpu_manager can extend GPU-related settings during 

workload creation.

2019-

05-17

 Using a GPU 

Node 

April 2019

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Kubelet applies CNI 

mode by default

TKE Kubelet uses the VPC-CNI network mode by 

default.

2019-

04-24
-

Launches beta for 

Docker 18.06

Runtime components that use Docker 18.06 can create 

clusters.

2019-

04-22
-

The new alarm version 

is launched and 

supports all regions

Alarms enable users to discover exceptions in TKE in a 

timely manner to ensure business stability and 

reliability. The new alarm version provides more 

alarm metrics. We recommend that you configure 

necessary alarms for all production clusters.

2019-

04-22

 Setting 

Alarms 

Cluster management - 

Kubernetes online 

updates - managed 

master nodes

In the managed cluster mode, the Master and Etcd 

nodes of your Kubernetes cluster will be centrally 

managed and maintained by the Tencent Cloud 

technical team. The online updates of the 

Kubernetes version ensure business stability.

2019-

04-11

 Cluster 

Hosting 

Modes 

Self-deployed clusters 

support Master and 

Etcd monitoring

Users can query monitoring information about Master 

and Etcd nodes on the Node Management page of 

self-deployed clusters.

2019-

04-11

 Viewing 

Monitoring 

Data 

March 2019

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

TKE supports Bare 

Metal (BM 2.0) nodes

BM physical servers are a type of on-demand pay-as-

you-go physical server rental service that provides high-

2019-

03-28

-

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30656
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30688
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/31417
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30689
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performance and securely isolated physical server 

clusters for cloud users.

Users can use a 

purchased CVM to 

create clusters

Using existing CVMs to create clusters helps 

users reuse existing resources and reduce costs.

2019-

03-28

 Creating a 

Cluster 

Cluster auto-scaling 

(CA) supports 

disabling pod 

draining

When there are multiple idle nodes in a cluster, scale-in 

will be triggered. CA supports disabling pod draining.

2019-

03-16

 Cluster 

Scaling 

Cluster scaling 

groups support the 

scale-out of GPU 

nodes

When a pod in a cluster cannot be scheduled due to a 

lack of available resources in the cluster, the previously 

set auto scale-out policy will be triggered. GPU nodes 

can be added during scale-out.

2019-

03-12

 Cluster 

Scaling 

February 2019

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Release a new 

monitoring 

system

A good monitoring environment ensures the high reliability, 

high availability, and high performance of Tencent Cloud 

TKE. You can collect monitoring data in different 

dimensions for different resources to quickly 

understand the resource usage situation and easily locate 

errors.

2019-

02-18

 Overview of 

Monitoring and 

Alarms 

Self-deployed 

clusters support 

Kubernetes 1.12

Users can now create Kubernetes 1.12 self-deployed 

clusters in the TKE console.

2019-

02-15
-

Fixes the runC 

vulnerability CVE-

2019-5736

The lightweight container runtime environment runc was 

found to have a container escape vulnerability, which 

allowed attackers to overwrite the host runc file (and 

consequently obtain host root access). This vulnerability 

has been fixed.

2019-

02-13
-

January 2019

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30637#.E8.87.AA.E5.AE.9A.E4.B9.89.E6.96.B0.E5.BB.BA.E9.9B.86.E7.BE.A4.3Ca-id.3D.22customclustercreation.22.3E.3C.2Fa.3E
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30638
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30638
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30688
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Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Existing CLBs can 

be used to create 

Service

Using existing CLBs to create Service can save 

resources and help users reduce costs.

2019-

01-24

 Service 

Management 

Custom images can 

be used to create 

clusters

TKE allows users to create custom images based on 

the basic image provided by TKE and use these 

custom images to create clusters. To enable this 

feature, submit a ticket to apply.

2019-

01-24
-

Affinity scheduling 

can be set during 

workload creation

YAML is delivered to the Kubernetes cluster to 

schedule pods in a workload. The affinity and anti-

affinity mechanism of Kubernetes ensures that 

pods are scheduled according to specific rules.

2019-

01-24

 Setting the 

Scheduling Rule 

for a Workload 

TKE allows multiple 

Services to use the 

same CLB instance

Multiple Services can now use the same CLB 

instance to avoid additional resource costs.

2019-

01-10

 Service 

Management 

December 2018

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

TencentHub 

supports Helm 

Chart 

management

Helm is a package management tool of Kubernetes. Chart 

is a collection of files describing Kubernetes resources. 

Tencent Hub provides an address for users to store Helm 

Charts.

2018-

12-26
-

TKE supports 

Helm application 

installation

Helm is a packaging tool for managing Kubernetes 

applications. TKE has integrated Helm-related features 

to visually add, delete, modify, and query Helm 

Charts in a specified cluster.

2018-

12-26

 Helm 

Application 

Management 

Fixes the privilege 

escalation 

vulnerability in 

Kubernetes

Tencent Cloud Security Center detected that a severe 

privilege escalation vulnerability existed in Kubernetes 

(vulnerability ID: CVE-2018-1002105). This vulnerability 

has been fixed. Now, TKE can effectively prevent attackers 

from using the vulnerability to illegally access Kubernetes 

cluster resources, inducing privilege escalation and 

2018-

12-04

-

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/36832
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/workorder/category
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30668
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/36832
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30683
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initiating malicious requests that ultimately jeopardize the 

security of the business system.

Removes 

Kubernetes 1.7.8 

as an option for 

creating clusters

The entry for creating clusters of Kubernetes 1.7.8 in the 

console is disabled. To enable it, submit a ticket.

2018-

12-04
-

pr71415 is 

merged to fix 

CVE-2018-

1002105

CVE-2018-1002105 is fixed and backend error responses 

are processed.

2018-

12-04
 pr71415 

Kubelet disables 

kmem accounting 

to avoid kernel 

cgroup leakage

Kernel cgroup leakage has an adverse impact on the 

system. Kubelet disables kmem accounting to avoid kernel 

cgroup leakage.

2018-

12-04
-

November 2018

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Fixes the kubelet inotify 

leakage

The kubelet inotify leakage problem is 

fixed.

2018-11-

12
-

October 2018

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Launches beta for the 

new TKE console

The new TKE console adjusts a series of feature 

modules to provide you with a native and easy-to-

use platform. The new and old consoles are fully 

compatible in terms of features. Switching consoles 

will not affect your business. You can use the new 

console to continue to operate existing clusters.

2018-

10-31
-

Service CLB can be 

bound to specified 

nodes

If your cluster is large, you will need to set affinity for 

entry-type applications to schedule them to certain 

2018-

10-31

-

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/workorder/category
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/71415
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nodes. You can configure the Service CLB to be bound 

only to specified nodes.

Conflicts and Pod 

creation failures caused 

by the frequent updates 

of quota statuses by the 

quota controller are 

resolved

Previously, if the quota controller frequently updated 

the quota status, conflicts and even Pod creation 

failures would occur. This problem has been resolved.

2018-

10-22
-

September 2018

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

The default 

Kubernetes version in 

TKE is 1.10

When a new cluster is created, the default Kubernetes 

version is 1.10. However, you can change the version 

based on your actual needs.

2018-

09-10

 Creating a 

Cluster 

BM clusters support 

Kubernetes 1.10

TKE allows users to create BM clusters with 

Kubernetes 1.10.

2018-

09-10
-

BM clusters support 

Ubuntu 16.04

When TKE creates a BM cluster, the default operating 

system is Ubuntu 16.04.

2018-

09-10
-

July 2018

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

TKE supports the Russia 

and India regions

The TKE console supports the Russia and India 

regions. You can go to the console to switch to and 

use these regions.

2018-

07-30
-

TKE supports private 

network access to the 

Master node

After the private network access entry is enabled, 

TKE allows private network access to the Master 

node.

2018-

07-30
-

The open source 

component tencentcloud-

cloud-controller-manager 

is released

This component is the Cloud Controller Manager 

implementation for TKE and allows the following 

features to be implemented on the 

2018-

07-30

 Open Source 

Components 

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30637
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/32430
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Kubernetes clusters built by Tencent Cloud 

CVMs:

Updates the relevant addresses information of the 

Kubernetes nodes.

Routecontroller: creates routes within pod IP 

ranges in a VPC.

Servicecontroller: creates a corresponding CLB 

when a load balancer-type service is created in a 

cluster.

The open source 

component kubernetes-

csi-tencentcloud is 

released

This component is a plug-in for the Tencent Cloud 

CBS service and complies with CSI standards. It 

allows users to use CBS on Kubernetes 

clusters built by Tencent Cloud CVMs.

2018-

07-30

 Open Source 

Components 

The BM cluster ingress 

plug-in is released

ingress-tke-bm is the ingress controller for Tencent 

Cloud TKE BM clusters. This controller monitors 

ingress resources, creates BM CLBs, and binds 

them to the corresponding services.

2018-

07-30
-

June 2018

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

CCS is renamed TKE

Tencent Kubernetes Engine (TKE) is a highly 

scalable and high-performance container 

management service. It allows you to easily run 

applications on a managed CVM instance cluster.

2018-

06-22

 Tencent 

Kubernetes 

Engine 

Cluster auto scaling 

supports custom 

configurations

TKE allows users to customize cluster scaling settings 

based on their actual needs, making it easier for them 

to configure businesses flexibly.

2018-

06-22
 Cluster Scaling 

Node initialization 

supports the import of 

scripts

This feature allows users to configure a node 

using custom data. As long as the script can be re-

inputted and has a clear retry pattern, it will be used to 

configure the node after startup.

2018-

06-22
 Adding a Node 

May 2018

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/32430
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/6759
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30638
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30652
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Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

TKE 

supports 

BM 

clusters

BM container clusters extend Tencent Cloud’s CPM, BM Load 

Balancer, and other Kubernetes plug-ins, providing a complete set 

of features such as high-efficient deployment and resource 

scheduling for containerized applications. This helps industries 

such as gaming and AI easily cope with the challenges of high-

performance computing business scenarios.

2018-

05-01
-

TKE 

supports 

GPU 

clusters

If your business involves scenarios such as deep learning 

and high-performance computing, you can use the GPU 

feature supported by TKE, which can help you quickly use a GPU 

container.

2018-

05-01

 Enabling GPU 

Scheduling for 

a Cluster 

April 2018

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

TKE integrates the 

new Tencent Cloud UI 

version

The new Tencent Cloud UI is elegant and easy to use, 

offering a better container service experience.

2018-

04-01
 TKE Console 

TKE now supports all 

CVM models

During cluster creation or node addition, the models 

available for selection on the TKE console are 

consistent with those on the CVM platform.

2018-

04-01

 Creating a 

Cluster 

March 2018

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

TKE supports 

the auto-scaling 

of services

Horizontal Pod Autoscaler (HPA) can automatically 

scale the number of pods for services according to 

the average CPU utilization and other metrics of 

target pods.

2018-

03-01

 Basic Operations 

of Automatic 

Scaling 

The TKE 

console 

The feature modules of the TKE console are adjusted. 2018-

03-01

-

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30642
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tke2
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30637
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/32424
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interface is 

updated

February 2018

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

TKE supports the 

auto-scaling of 

clusters

Cluster auto scaling adjusts the number of nodes 

dynamically according to resource demand:

If pods become unschedulable due to a lack of 

resources, the cluster will automatically scale out.

If there are enough idle nodes, the cluster will 

automatically scale in to reduce costs.

2018-

02-08

 Cluster 

Scaling 

TKE supports log 

collection

This feature allows log files from services or specific 

node paths to be sent to Kafka, Elasticsearch, or 

CLS so that users can store and analyze them.

2018-

02-06

 Log 

Collection 

TKE supports 

application 

management

TKE supports the group management of services via 

applications, which significantly simplifies service 

management.

2018-

02-06
-

December 2017

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Vouchers can be used to 

purchase cluster nodes

TKE allows users to use vouchers in their 

accounts to purchase nodes.

2017-

12-20
-

Empty clusters can be created
This feature allows users to create clusters 

that do not contain nodes.

2017-

12-20
-

Users can set the container 

directory and the project of the 

resources when adding existing 

nodes

Container directory: users can set the 

directory for storing containers and images. 

We recommend that they be stored in data 

disks.

Project: newly added resources will be 

automatically assigned to this project.

2017-

12-20

 Adding an 

Existing Node 

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30638
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/32419
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30652
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November 2017

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Cluster 

reservation 

policy

Reserves system process resources such as dockerd 

and kubelet: when a cluster runs the retention policy, 

certain resources are reserved to ensure the proper running 

of system processes such as dockerd and kubelet.

2017-

11-30
-

Cluster draining 

policy

To ensure that there are sufficient resources for 

system processes, pods will be drained when 

necessary.

2017-

11-30

 Draining or 

Cordoning a 

Node 

Dockerd log 

rollback

Logs are recycled automatically to ensure that there is 

sufficient disk space: when log files occupy a certain 

amount of memory, the log rollback feature will be triggered 

to automatically recycle logs to ensure that there is sufficient 

disk space.

2017-

11-30
-

Ingress 

forwarding rules 

support 

wildcards

Ingress forwarding rules must comply with both the 

rules for the public network load balancing domain 

names and the Kubernetes rules for the Ingress 

domain names.

They support regular expressions with a length of 1-80 

characters.

Other than regular expressions, they also support `a - z, 0 - 

9, and -`.

For domain names with wildcards, currently, only one `*` can 

be used in a domain name, such as `*.example.com`.

2017-

11-30
-

October 2017

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Launches beta for 

TKE application 

management feature

With the rise of micro-service and Devops, users need 

to deploy and manage multiple services in multiple 

environments. TKE supports the group 

management of services via applications, which 

significantly simplifies service management.

2017-

10-31
-

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30654
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The multi-region 

deployment of Image 

Registry supports the 

new Hong Kong 

(China) region

Image Registry is used to store Docker images, which 

are used to deploy TKE. Each image has a unique ID 

(the image's repository address + the image name + the 

image Tag). Image Registry can be deployed in 

multiple regions, including the Hong Kong (China) 

region that is now also supported.

2017-

10-31

 Image 

Registry 

Overview 

The Tencent Cloud 

international console 

supports TKE

The TKE international console is launched, which helps 

users solve environmental issues in development, 

testing, and OPS, reduce costs, and improve efficiency.

2017-

10-31

 TKE 

International 

Console

September 2017

Update Description Date
Rel

Doc

TKE Image 

Registry 

integrates 

access 

permission 

management

The address format of a TKE image is as 

follows:  ccr.ccs.tencentyun.com/${namespace}/${name}:${tag} 

 The following fields are required for configuring the permissions of 

Image Registry:

${namespace}: the namespace of the image repository.

${name}: the name of the image repository.

2017-

09-26

 TK

Reg

Res

leve

Per

Set

TKE 

supports 

setting labels 

for services

TKE supports setting labels for service pods. When searching services, you 

can filter them by label.

2017-

09-26
-

Configuration 

items can be 

imported to 

environment 

variables

When deploying a container in a pod, users can import the configuration items 

ConfigMap and Secret to environment variables.

2017-

09-26
-

Clusters 

support the 

Project 

attribute

Clusters are not project-specific, but CVMs, CLBs, and other resources in a 

cluster are project-specific.

Project: new resources added to the cluster will be allocated to the project.

2017-

09-26
-

TKE 

supports the 

Singapore 

region

TKE now supports purchasing resources and deploying businesses in the 

Singapore region.

2017-

09-26

 TK

Con

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1051/38866
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tke2?language=en
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/11527
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tke2
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August 2017

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

TKE integrates the 

alarm platform

TKE allows users to set multi-dimensional alarms for 

clusters to discover cluster exceptions quickly and 

reduce business risks.

2017-

08-23

 Setting 

Alarms 

TKE clusters 

support Kubernetes 

1.7

TKE allows users to create clusters with Kubernetes 

1.7.

2017-

08-23
-

Continuous 

integration and 

deployment based 

on TencentHub

TencentHub is a management platform created by Tencent 

Cloud for storing R&D process files and creating DevOps 

workflows. TencentHub allows users to quickly and 

conveniently perform operations such as storage, query, 

and calls for files generated during the full project cycle.

2017-

08-23
-

Image Registry 

adds the trigger 

feature

The Image Registry trigger feature allows users to trigger 

actions such as service update, webhook, and message 

push after creating an image. The trigger feature can be 

combined with continuous integration for 

continuous deployment.

2017-

08-23
-

Image Registry 

supports operation 

logs

Operation logs allow users to view image uploads and 

download records, which helps troubleshoot problems.

2017-

08-23
-

Kubectl is used to 

operate clusters on 

public networks

Kubectl is a CLI tool for Kubernetes cluster 

operations. You can use Kubectl to connect a local 

client to a TKE cluster.

2017-

08-04

 Connecting to 

a Cluster 

TKE clusters 

integrate access 

permission 

management

Access management is mainly used to help you securely 

manage and control access to resources under your 

Tencent Cloud accounts. Using CAM, you can create, 

manage, and terminate users (or user groups) and 

manage the use of Tencent Cloud resources through 

identity management and policies.

2017-

08-04

 TKE Cluster-

level 

Permission 

July 2017

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30688
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30639
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/37499
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Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

TKE supports 

configuration file 

management

The configuration file management feature can help you 

manage the configurations of different businesses under 

different environments. It supports multiple versions and 

the YAML format.

The configuration file supports multiple versions, allowing 

you to update and roll back applications.

It also allows you to quickly import configurations, in the 

form of files, into containers.

2017-

07-19
-

TKE supports CI 

source code 

building

Continuous container integration enables the automatic 

and manual building of container images on the 

Tencent TKE Platform.

2017-

07-18
-

Image Registry 

adds TencentHub 

images

Image Registry allows users to view and use TencentHub 

images.

2017-

07-18
-

Image Registry 

adds "Favorite 

Public Images"

"Favorite Public Images" will display the images 

bookmarked by users, allowing users to query and use 

specific images.

2017-

07-18

 Image 

Registry 

Overview 

Image Registry 

supports multiple 

namespaces

Image Registry supports the creation of multiple 

namespaces. The names of namespaces are globally 

unique. If the namespace name you want to use is already 

being used by another user, try using another appropriate 

name.

2017-

07-18

 Creating a 

Namespace 

June 2017

Update Description

TKE supports NFS volumes

NFS volumes are used for the persistent storage of data that is read an

many times. They can also be used in scenarios such as big data analy

media processing, and content management.

TKE supports privileged containers and 

working directory configurations
A privileged container has a certain priority.

WorkingDir: specifies the current working directory. If it does not exist, o

be automatically created. If no directory is specified, the default directo

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1051/38866
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1051/38866
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the container runs is used. If workingDir is not specified in the image or 

the console, the default workingDir is `/`.

TKE supports cluster capacity

A cluster is a collection of cloud resources required for running a contai

including several CVMs and CLBs. You can run your applications in yo

cluster.

TKE supports auto-formatting data disks 

and specifying container directories 

while creating/adding CVMs in container 

clusters

If the system disk capacity is small or a server with a data disk needs to

the data disk, you can set the storage directory of the containers and im

TKE supports service re-deployment
Re-deployment means to re-deploy containers under a service and re-f

images.

April 2017

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

TKE supports adding 

existing CVMs to 

container clusters

TKE allows users to add existing CVMs to container 

clusters, which helps users reuse existing resources 

and effectively reduce costs.

2017-

04-27

 Adding an 

Existing Node 

TKE supports the 

query of monitoring 

metrics for instances, 

services, and clusters

A good monitoring environment ensures the high 

reliability, high availability, and high performance of 

Tencent Cloud TKE. You can collect monitoring data 

in different dimensions for different resources to 

quickly understand the resource usage situation and 

easily locate errors.

2017-

04-27

 Overview of 

Monitoring and 

Alarms 

TKE supports viewing 

container logs

By creating log collection rules, TKE can provide 

users with log information from within a cluster, 

making it easier for them to maintain and troubleshoot 

containers.

2017-

04-27
 Log Collection

The TKE remote 

terminal supports 

uploading and 

downloading files 

remotely

When uploading files, you need to specify the file 

directory.

When downloading files, you need to specify the file 

path.

2017-

04-19

 Basic Remote 

Terminal 

Operations 

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30652#.E6.B7.BB.E5.8A.A0.E5.B7.B2.E6.9C.89.E8.8A.82.E7.82.B9
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30688
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/32419
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/9120
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TKE supports custom 

security groups when 

creating a cluster

If the current default security group cannot meet your 

business requirements, you can customize cluster 

security groups by referring to "Managing Security 

Group Rules".

2017-

04-19

 Creating a 

Cluster 

March 2017

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

TKE allows remote 

web terminals to log in 

to containers

Remote terminals help you debug containers quickly 

and connect to the containers for troubleshooting. It 

supports file copy, paste, upload, and download 

operations, and helps solve the problems of long 

container login paths and difficult debugging.

2017-

03-15

 Basic Remote 

Terminal 

Operations 

TKE supports third-

party image creation 

services

The third-party image creation service helps users 

deploy applications flexibly based on their actual 

business needs.

2017-

03-15
-

TKE now supports 7-

layer load balancing

An Ingress is a collection of rules that allow access to 

services within a cluster. You can configure different 

forwarding rules to allow different URLs to access 

different services within the cluster.

2017-

03-06

 Ingress 

Management 

Users can query 

monitoring information 

about clusters, 

services, and pods

A good monitoring environment ensures the high 

reliability, high availability, and high performance of 

Tencent Cloud TKE. You can collect monitoring 

data in different dimensions for different 

resources to quickly understand the resource usage 

situation and easily locate errors.

2017-

03-06

 Overview of 

Monitoring and 

Alarms 

TKE supports native 

Kubernetes APIs, 

requesting Kubernetes 

certificates via 

Tencent Cloud APIs, 

and all Kubernetes 

features

TKE makes it easy for you to build, operate, and 

manage container clusters by seamlessly utilizing 

Tencent Cloud computing, networking, storage, 

monitoring, and security capabilities. You can refer to 

corresponding examples in the API 

documentation to perform operations such as 

adding, deleting, modifying, and querying scaling 

groups, networks, nodes, and clusters.

2017-

03-06

 Overview of 

APIs 

December 2016

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30637
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/9120
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/37013
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30688
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/32029
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Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Cluster management

Cluster management supports cluster addition, 

deletion, modification, and query, VPC-based 

container clusters, cross-AZ clusters, and open-

source native Kubernetes APIs.

2016-

12-26
-

Service management

Service management supports service addition, 

deletion, modification, and query, the creation of 

services via private images and official Docker 

images, and cross-AZ scheduling of services.

2016-

12-26
-

Image management

Image management supports official Docker images, 

My Images, uploading and downloading private 

images, and official Docker image acceleration.

2016-

12-26
-

Cluster monitoring and 

container monitoring

TKE provides the basic monitoring feature for all 

clusters by default.

2016-

12-26

 Viewing 

Monitoring 

Data 

Service creation, event 

updates, and rolling 

updates for services

Rolling updates indicate that pods are updated one 

by one, which allows you to update the service 

without interrupting your business.

2016-

12-26
-

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30689
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TKE Serverless Cluster Updates (2023)
Last updated�2023-03-31 10:34:01

February 2023

Update Description

Super nodes support the feature of 

downloading the deduction history of 

reserved instances

You can download the deduction history of reserved instances for 

super nodes in a specified period of time.

Terraform supports creating and 

editing super node resources

You can use Terraform to manage super node resources: creating and 

editing super node resources.

References

For more information on TKE Serverless cluster updates, see TKE Serverless Cluster Updates (Before 2023).

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/37359
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TKE Serverless Cluster Updates
Last updated�2023-03-31 10:54:55

���

For more information on TKE Serverless cluster updates, see TKE Serverless Cluster Updates (2023)�

December 2022

Update Description Date

Supports running 

DaemonSet

Supports adding DaemonSet to super nodes to align with DS scenario 

product features.
2022-12

November 2022

Update Description Date

Launches Window 

containers
Supports the serverless Windows container service. 2022-11-01

October 2022

Update Description Date

Supports static IP 

addresses for Pods

Pods running on super nodes can use static IP 

addresses.
2022-10-01

August 2022

Update Description Date

Enhances Pod 

security

Supports configuring and managing Pod security groups by label to implement 

fine-grained secure access control.
2022

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/53951
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June 2022

Update Description

Launches disk 

cleanup capability

You can enable the capabilities such as cleaning up images, cleaning up exited 

containers and restarting the Pods with high disk usage though annotations.

April 2022

Update Description Date

Supports upgrading TKE clusters to 

TKE Serverless clusters through 

tools

Supports upgrading existing managed TKE clusters to TKE 

Serverless clusters through tools.
2022-04-2

Launches the feature of restarting 

Pods automatically when the 

system disk load reaches the 

threshold for TKE Serverless 

clusters

This feature was launched on April 27, 2022 (UTC +8). The 

Pods created before that date must be rebuilt to enable the 

feature.

2022-04-2

Launches the batch Job scheduling 

feature for TKE Serverless clusters

TKE Serverless supports batch scheduling of Jobs. You can 

submit a ticket to apply for it.
2022-04-1

Supports restricting the number of 

schedulable GPU Pods on super 

nodes

Supports restricting the number of schedulable GPU Pods 

on super nodes. You can submit a ticket to apply for it.
2022-04-1

March 2022

Update Description

Supports automatic specification upgrade and retry if 

the current specification has no resources available 

during TKE Serverless cluster resource creation

Dynamic specification upgrade can be enabled in 

TKE Serverless clusters.

Adds reservation resource overview

Reservation resource overview is added for you to 

view the current numbers of Pods and corresponding 

reservations in real time.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/workorder/category
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/workorder/category
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Supports restricting the number of schedulable GPU 

Pods on super nodes

You can set annotations for a super node to control 

the number of GPUs on it.

Supports the HPC component
TKE Serverless componentization supports 

scheduled scaling.

Updates the image cache feature

Image cache allows you to use an annotation to 

customize the time for delayed CBS cloud disk 

termination.

Supports global annotation settings in TKE Serverless 

clusters

You can use  ConfigMap  to set global 

annotations.

December 2021

Update Description

Supports the image cache feature for 

TKE Serverless

You can use image cache to accelerate image pull during instance 

creation so as to expedite instance startup.

November 2021

Update Description

Supports discounts on resources with 

small specifications for TKE Serverless

TKE Serverless offers up to 65% discount for resources with small 

specifications such as 1-core 2 GiB and 2-core 4 GiB.

July 2021

Update Description

Supports creation 

of container 

instance

Container instance is a service model launched by Elastic Kubernetes Service that allows 

users to deploy container applications without the need to purchase servers or deploy K8s 

clusters.
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May 2021

Update Description Da

Supports automatic 

allocation of EIP for 

Pods when they are 

created

The EIP can be automatically allocated for Pod when it is created. Pod no longer 

strongly relies on NAT gateway for public network communication.
202

Supports modifying 

the custom DNS of a 

super node

Users can modify the custom DNS of the super node. After modification, the Pods 

scheduled to this super node will adopt this DNS configuration by default.
202

TKE Serverless 

cluster supports log 

collection via CRD 

configuration

Users can use the Custom Resource Definitions (CRD) to configure log collection 

for the TKE Serverless cluster. CRD is non-intrusive to Pod and supports a variety 

of log parsing methods. It sends standard output and file logs in the container to 

Tencent Cloud CLS, which provides search and analysis, visual application, log 

download and consumption, and other services. It is recommended to use CRD to 

configure log collection.

202

EKS supports the 

purchase of 

reserved instances

EKS reserved instances can be purchased by month. Purchased EKS reserved 

instances can be used to offset the cost of containers of the same location, 

resource type, and resource specifications.

202

March 2021

Update Description

EKS has connected to Tencent 

Cloud Tags

Users can add Tencent Cloud tag to TKE Serverless cluster, and manage bills

through tags.

December 2020

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Supports spot 

instance

The spot instance costs are 20% of the original cost, which 

is expected to reduce business costs by 65%.

2020-

12-25
-
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Launches event 

dashboard

This feature supports the multi-dimensional statistics of top 

events, exception events, etc. and supports aggregation 

search and trend observation.

2020-

12-08

Event 

Dashboard

November 2020

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

The event storage feature 

is available

Users can observe resource change and 

locate the problem in time.

2020-11-

26
Event Storage

August 2020

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Pod Event 

completion

The Pod Event is aligned with the native K8S, making the K8S 

cluster running events more abundant and locating problems 

in Pod operation more convenient.

2020-

08-15
-

July 2020

Update Description Date

Supports binding Pods 

with CAM roles

Users can bind Pods with CAM roles to obtain the permission policies 

owned by the roles.
2020-07-2

Supports static IP 

addresses of Pods

The IP addresses of Pods can remain unchanged when the 

StatefulSet/Bare Pod updates its workload.
2020-07-1

Supports Pod login
Users can use the console or run kubectl exec -it to remotely log in to a 

Pod.
2020-07-0

Supports third-party 

image repositories

When creating a workload, users can select images from third-party 

image repositories and set the image repository access credential.
2020-07-0

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/38892
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30686
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June 2020

Update Description Date

The EKS console provides a command 

line window for interaction with 

containers

This feature improves the user experience and helps you 

quickly identify issues.
202

Supports updates of StatefulSets and 

Pods without changing their IP addresses

This feature enhances service stability and simplifies service 

network management.
202

LoadBalancer supports IPv6 The service IP address supports the IPv6 network. 202

EKS supports the purchase of Tencent’s 

self-developed Star Lake servers

Tencent’s self-developed Star Lake servers provide reliable, 

secure, and stable high performance at low costs.
202

Fully releases EKS

EKS is a service mode launched by Tencent Cloud TKE that 

allows users to deploy workloads without having to purchase 

nodes.

202

December 2019

Update Description

Launches 

beta for 

Elastic 

Kubernetes 

Service (EKS)

EKS allows users to deploy workloads without having to purchase nodes. It is fully 

compatible with native Kubernetes and supports resource purchase and management in the 

native mode. Resources are billed based on the amount of resources used by the containers.
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TKE Edge Cluster Updates (2023)
Last updated�2023-03-31 10:34:01

February 2023

Update Description Refe

Optimizes the health status check 

feature for edge node pools

The health status check capabilities for edge node pools are 

optimized for better user experience.
- 

References

For more information on TKE Edge cluster updates, see TKE Edge Cluster Updates (Before 2023).

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/37360
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TKE Edge Cluster Updates
Last updated�2023-03-31 10:47:28

Note�

For more information on TKE Edge cluster updates, see TKE Edge Cluster Updates (2023)�

December 2022

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Supports accessing 

VPC nodes

TKE Edge clusters support accessing VPC nodes, 

reducing public network traffic.

2022-12-

02
-

October 2022

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

TKE Edge supports 

custom scripts

TKE Edge supports custom deployment scripts, 

including pre-install and post-install scripts.

2022-

10-01
-

September 2022

Update Description Date

Officially 

commercializes TKE 

Edge clusters

TKE Edge clusters will be officially commercialized from October 20, 

2022, 11:00:00, and fees generated by consumption will be billed and 

charged.

2022-09-08

May 2022

Update Description

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/53950
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Edge cluster 

supports 

ServiceGroup

ServiceGroup makes it easy to deploy a set of services in different data centers or 

regions in the same cluster. It also allows requests between services to be completed 

within the same data center or region, avoiding cross-region access to services.

April 2022

Update Description Dat

Cluster 

resource 

quota 

adjustment

Edge cluster automatically applies a set of resource quotas to namespaces in clusters with 

no more than five nodes (0 < nodeNum ≤5) and clusters with more than five and fewer than 

20 nodes (5 < nodeNum < 20). You cannot adjust the quotas as they will protect the cluster 

control plane from instability caused by potential bugs in an application after it is deployed in 

the cluster.

202

Cross-

region 

service 

access

Edge cluster allows Pods in different edge regions to access services in different regions. 202

March 2022

Update Description Date

Edge cluster supports 

edge node pool 

management and group 

management of node 

pools

Edge cluster supports edge node pool management and group management 

of node pools. This update reconstructs the UI interaction between the 

earlier version of NodeGroup and NodeUnit. Clusters created after March 

29, 2022 will use the new interaction logic, and clusters on earlier versions 

will not be affected.

2022

February 2022

Update Description Dat

Edge cluster supports binding 

ENIs to an edge node

Edge cluster supports binding Pods on edge CVMs with independent 

ENIs to implement a high-availability network scheme.
202

Edge cluster supports remote Edge cluster supports remote login to edge nodes in both the public and 202
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login to edge nodes private networks.

November 2021

Update Description D

Enhances the feature 

development 

capabilities for edge 

clusters

Edge clusters support edge node-Pod connection, Kubernetes 1.20 features, and 

StatefulSetGrid/Headless service.
2

September 2021

Update Description

Edge cluster adds Tencent Cloud edge 

nodes with GPU

Edge cluster adds Tencent Cloud edge nodes with GPU, GPU version 

and description of operating system version.

June 2021

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

TKE Edge enhances the 

security features of edge 

clusters

Edge node permissions are optimized and node 

scripts are added to support the configuration of 

TTL expiration time.

2021-

06-25

Node 

Management

April 2021

Update Description Date

The statefulsetGrid application 

and canary upgrade features are 

supported

Backend upgrades to support management of 

statefulsetGrid and canary upgrade by YAML command 

line.

2021-04-27

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/35386
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March 2021

Update Description

TKE Edge supports using 

custom parameters to create 

clusters

TKE Edge supports using custom parameters to create clusters, specifying 

custom related parameters for K8S clusters, and specifying max Pods per node.

January 2021

Update Description Date

Supports the Ops 

management of edge 

clusters

The Ops management of edge clusters is supported. You can 

configure, overview, and search for the log, audit, and event 

information of edge clusters.

2021-01-30

Adds support for using 

TCR image repository
Adds support for using TCR image repository 2021-01-19

Adds support for 

configuring alarms in 

Cloud Monitor

TKE Edge alarming is supported by Cloud Monitor. User can 

configure alarm policies for TKE Edge in Cloud Monitor.
2021-01-18

Adds support for the 

creation of CVM node
CVM node can be purchased for edge cluster. 2021-01-13

December 2020

Update Description Date

TKE Edge opens 

source for 

SuperEdge

SuperEdge is an edge container management system based on the native 

Kubernetes. Tencent Cloud has provided the edge-related source code in the 

TKE Edge for the SuperEdge open source project.

202

November 2020
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Update Description Date

ServiceGroup feature 

was launched.
User can use ServiceGroup in the cluster details page on the console. 2020-11

The node installation 

script supports "check" 

and "clear" parameters

The "check" parameter is convenient for you to use scripts to manually 

check where the installation requirements are not met in the node 

environment.

The "clear" parameter is convenient for one-click cleaning of dirty data in 

the node, turning off the firewall, etc.

2020-11

Edge DNS solution is 

launched
The edge DNS solution will no longer occupy 53 port of the nodes. 2020-11

October 2020

Update Description Date

Adds support for 

multi-architecture 

hybrid management

You can manage the nodes in both ARM and X86 CPU architectures within a 

cluster at the same time.
2020-

Adds support for 

edge Pod HPA

The feature of edge Pod HPA is launched, while the native Kubernetes HPA 

feature is also available on the edge.
2020-

Upgrades the 

feature of using 

script to add node

You can use the same script to add self-owned nodes to the cluster multiple 

times (the script validity is 1 hour), making it convenient to add self-owned 

nodes in batches.

2020-

September 2020

Update Description

You can enable the edge health 

feature in the console

The Enable Edge Health switch is added to the Basic Info page of the 

edge cluster. You can enable or disable it as needed.

Adds support for ECM security 

groups

When purchasing ECM resources in the TKE Edge console, you can selec

the node security group for security management.

Launches the permission 

convergence solution of edge nodes

This feature is automatically enabled and can effectively prevent malicious 

users from disrupting the normal operation of the system through edge 
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nodes.

August 2020

Update Description Date
Related 

Documents

Edge clusters are available in 

the Beijing region

You can create edge clusters in the Beijing 

region.

2020-

08-28

Creating a 

Cluster

Optimizes the node installation 

script

The node installation script can 

automatically obtain the default ENI.

2020-

08-12
-

The Pod access mode is 

added

Pods can access Apiserver in incluster 

mode.

2020-

08-05
-

July 2020

Update Description Date

The application market, Helm 

Chart, and assembly line supports 

TKE Edge

You can create apps directly or with application 

market, and use assembly line with TKE Edge.
2020-07-06

Supports customizing the node 

initialization script

Node initialization operations include mounting a data 

disk and creating a directory.

The script is run only once during node initialization.

2020-07-01

Supports obtaining the metrics of 

all Pods in the cluster via the 

apiserver

You can obtain the metrics (if any) of all Pods in the 

cluster by requesting the apiserver.

It is the use case of deploying a monitoring component 

in the cluster.

2020-07-01

June 2020

Update Description

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/35385
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TKE Edge supports GPU
Currently, TKE Edge supports the NVIDIA Tesla (T4, P40, M40, P4, and V100) 

GPU models.

Releases TKE Edge 

image acceleration feature 

for beta test

The launch time of big-image Pods is shortened by 30%, and the public traffic 

consumption for pulling images is reduced to 1/n (n: the number of nodes in the 

same LAN) of the original traffic consumption.

TKE Edge supports 

custom parameters

Supports custom node initialization scripts.

Supports custom container directories.

Supports custom node max-pod.

TKE Edge supports 

Kubernetes v1.18.2
Supports the creation of Kubernetes v1.18.2 clusters.

March 2020

Update Description

Launches 

TKE Edge

TKE Edge is a container system that manages edge cloud resources from the central cloud. You 

can use it to manage distributed nodes in the same cluster across multiple regions. TKE Edge is 

fully compatible with native Kubernetes, supports one-click app delivery, and provides edge 

autonomy and distributed health checks.
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Upgrade time

TKE plans to upgrade the minor Kubernetes version of the master add-on of the TKE managed cluster in batches from

10:00 PM to 5:00 AM on October 12–13, 17–18, and 24–27, 2022.

Upgrade scope

This upgrade involves the master add-on of managed clusters, with the major Kubernetes version between v1.16 and

v1.22. After the upgrade, the master add-on will be on the latest minor version of the current major version. For

example, if the current master add-on of your cluster is on v1.20.6-tke.15, and the latest version launched by TKE is

v1.20.6-tke.27, the upgraded version will be v1.20.6-tke.27.

Upgrade content

This upgrade contains:

1. Performance enhancement: Optimize the kube-apiserver list performance of large clusters and improve etcd

storage stability.

2. Security enhancement: Combine the fix PR of the key community vulnerability CVE-2022-3172.

3. Stability enhancement: Combine the fix PR of multiple community features and improves kubelet, kube-

scheduler, and HPA capabilities.

4. Feature support: Support dedicated schedulers for native nodes, in-place Pod configuration adjustment, and

super node creation.

Upgrade description

The minor version of the master add-on is fully compatible with earlier versions, and you don't need to reset the

Kubernetes add-on startup parameters, as the original settings (if any) will be retained. This upgrade won't change the

Announcements

Version Upgrade of Master Add-On of TKE

Managed Cluster
Last updated�2022-12-08 17:25:19
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major Kubernetes version of the master add-on, nor the Kubernetes version of the node. For more information on TKE

Kubernetes version revisions, see TKE Kubernetes Revision Version History. If you have any questions, contact us.

Note

Kubernetes on v1.14 or earlier will no longer be iterated, and no more technical support is available. We

recommend you upgrade your cluster as soon as possible. For detailed directions, see Upgrading a Cluster.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/9315
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/46720
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30640
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September 2022

TKE's basic monitoring add-on  tke-monitor-agent  will be connected to the cluster add-on management

module from 10:00 AM to 22:00 PM on September 27 and 28, 2022, after which you can maintain its lifecycle in the

module. This change won't affect your businesses.

Change content

Connect the  tke-monitor-agent  add-on to the add-on management module to support version upgrades in

the console. For detailed directions, see Add-On Lifecycle Management.

Create a secret named  sh.helm.release.v1.monitoragent.v1  in the  kube-system  namespace.

July 2022

TKE's monitoring add-on will be upgraded to a new version from 10:00 AM to 23:00 PM on July 27–29 and August 1–

4, 2022. This upgrade will fix some of the known issues and support the collection and reporting of some basic

metrics. This change won't affect your businesses. If you don't want to have this change, contact us for assistance.

Change content

Fix the issue where the CPU utilization (usage/request) and CPU utilization (usage/limit) of the Pod are negative

values.

Fix the data source configuration issue where the data source of the GPU metric is incorrectly configured, affecting

GPU metric pull in GPU scenarios.

Fix the issue of reporting node CPU and memory utilization metrics.

Support the collection of some metrics:

Support the collection of the node CPU/memory packing rate.

Support the collection of metrics for calculating the recommended CPU/memory value and optimizable

CPU/memory resources, which will be collected and reported only when the request recommendation add-on is

installed.

Troubleshooting

If you encounter any problems during the upgrade, contact us for assistance.

Upgrading tke-monitor-agent
Last updated�2022-12-08 18:03:06

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/38705
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/46720
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/46720
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Tencent Cloud TKE API 2.0, which has not been updated since March 2020, will be officially discontinued from July

15, 2022 (UTC +8). To avoid impacts on your business, please migrate your service to TKE API 3.0. For more

information, see API Mapping Guide.

If you have any question, please submit a ticket.

Discontinuing TKE API 2.0
Last updated�2022-08-04 17:11:23

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/35699
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/workorder/category
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TKE plans to apply a resource usage quota to managed clusters from April 30, 2022 (UTC +8). This quota is

automatically applied according to the cluster model, and can not be modified. It prevents the cluster from being

unavailable due to excessive resource usage due to application bugs. Please check the resource usage of clusters

under your account. Upgrade the cluster or delete unused resources before April 30 if necessary. For quota details,

see Quotas and Limits.

Instructions on Cluster Resource Quota

Adjustment
Last updated�2022-06-22 11:32:31

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/9087
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Discontinuing Kubernetes v1.14 and Earlier Versions

Starting from May 20, 2022 (UTC +8), Kubernetes v1.14 and earlier versions are officially discontinued. You are

unable to create kubernetes clusters of these versions.

Please upgrade your clusters as soon as possible. For details, see Upgrading a Cluster and Version Maintenance

Mechanism.

Discontinuing Kubernetes v1.14 and Earlier

Versions
Last updated�2022-07-08 16:37:23

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30640
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/47894
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To ensure a consistent user experience, TKE plans to deactivate the scaling group service on June 13, 2022. If your

cluster has a created scaling group, you can convert it into a node pool through the

CreateClusterNodePoolFromExistingAsg API or in the console. The conversion will not affect your business.

Through the API

Through the console

You can use the  CreateClusterNodePoolFromExistingAsg  API to convert the scaling group into a node

pool. For detailed directions, see CreateClusterNodePoolFromExistingAsg.

A node pool provides more stable and comprehensive elastic scaling capabilities than a scaling group, facilitating

node creation, management, and termination. After the deactivation, you can use the node pool to manage created

scaling groups. For more information, see Node Pool Overview.

Deactivation plan

Creation entry closure: Starting from June 6, 2022, no more scaling groups can be created in the console or

through the API.

Feature deactivation and switch: The scaling group service will be deactivated on June 13, 2022. We recommend

you convert your scaling group into the node pool as instructed in "Converting a scaling group into a node pool"

before the deactivation date. Scaling groups that still exist after the date will be automatically converted into node

pools for unified management.

Deactivation of Scaling Group Feature
Last updated�2022-11-02 11:43:23

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/38780
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/35900
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To provide better and more powerful product capabilities, TPS will be merged and upgraded into Tencent Managed

Service for Prometheus (TMP). The new TMP service supports cross-region and cross-VPC monitoring and allows

you to connect a unified Grafana dashboard to multiple TMP instances for unified data display. For TMP billing details,

see Pay-as-You-Go. For cloud resource usage details, see Billing Mode and Resource Usage. Free metrics for basic

monitoring will not be billed.

TMP has been officially launched. Click here to try it out. TPS instances can no longer be created, all the legacy

instances will be deactivated on May 16, 2022, and relevant resources will be deleted at that time. You can use our

quick migration tool to migrate your TPS instances to TMP. Before the migration, streamline monitoring metrics or

reduce the collection frequency first; otherwise, higher costs may be incurred.

Notice on TPS Discontinuation on May 16,

2022 at 10:00 (UTC +8)
Last updated�2022-06-10 16:50:47

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/46734
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1116/43156
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/46733
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/46735
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tke2/prometheus2
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/46736
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/46737
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Background

TKE will be upgraded to provide more stable basic monitoring services and improve the availability of monitoring data,

alarming, and HPA scaling. The upgrade falls into three phases, that is, deploying the new version of the monitoring

service add-on, switching the add-on version, and deactivating the earlier version, without affecting the services.

Operation Details

Phase 1. Deploying the monitoring service add-on

The  tke-monitor-agent  monitoring data collection add-on will be installed under the  kube-system 

namespace of your cluster. The agent will use less than 70 MB memory and 0.01 CPU cores on each node. For add-

on details, see Description of tke-monitor-agent.

Phase 2. Switching the add-on version

This phase will be performed one week after the new version of the add-on is deployed to ensure the data source

stability.

Note�

If a Kubernetes cluster on v1.8 or later is used, a Service and Endpoint named  metrics-service  will be

created under the  kube-system  namespace and point to the  metrics-server  maintained on the

container side.

The  hpa-metrics-service  in the cluster will point to the new data source. If  apiservice

v1beta1.metrics.k8s.io  uses the default  kube-system/hpa-metrics-service  data source

provided by the container, and the Kubernetes cluster is on v1.8 or later, it will switch to the more stable data

source  kube-system/metrics-service .

 apiservice v1alpha1.monitor.tencent.io  will be added to support TKE virtual nodes in reporting

monitoring data and querying the monitoring data of Pods on each node.

Phase 3. Deactivating the earlier version of the monitoring add-on

This phase will be performed one week after the add-on version is switched.

Basic Monitoring Architecture Upgrade
Last updated�2022-06-10 16:48:44

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/46740
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Tencent Cloud plans to start charging on TKE managed clusters from March 21, 2022 10:00 (UTC +8). Nine cluster

models are available with different specifications, such as the maximum nodes and maximum Pods. SLA support is

provided for all models.

The new Auto Cluster Upgrade feature is released, which upgrades the cluster model automatically when the load on

control plane components reaches the threshold or the number of nodes reaches the upper limit.

Tencent Cloud provides a 10-day grace period for TKE managed clusters created before 10:00, March 21, 2022

(UTC +8), which means you do not need to pay for these clusters during this period. When the grace period ends, that

is 10:00, April 1, 2022 (UTC +8), you will be charged based on the chosen models. If you do not choose the model for

managed clusters, a system-recommended model will apply and incur charges accordingly.

For more information about the prices, see TKE Billing Overview.

If you have any question, please submit a ticket.

Starting Charging on Managed Clusters
Last updated�2022-03-25 11:02:39

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/45157
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/workorder/category
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Note�

We plan to carry out an operation from 23:00 September 21,2020 (Monday) to 06:00 September 22,2020

(Tuesday) UTC+8 to stop delivering the Kubeconfig file.

Background

Currently, TKE stores the Kubeconfig file with the admin token in nodes by default. By using this Kubeconfig file, users

can easily operate on Kubernetes clusters. However, if users fail to conduct node login permission management

carefully, clusters may face security risks. Therefore, we decided to stop delivering the Kubeconfig file.

Existing clusters may use the Kubeconfig file to perform cluster initialization operations in user-defined scripts. To

solve this issue, we will provide a client certificate for node initialization with the same permissions as the Kueconfig

file, but with a validity period of only 12 hours. After the certificate expires, the Kubeconfig file will be invalidated. If you

still need the file after the expiration, refer to Issues and Solutions.

Note�

If you still require default long-term admin permissions instead of a Kubeconfig file whose validity period is only

12 hours for some special scenarios, or if you encounter any other issues, submit a ticket to contact us.

Issues and Solutions

Issues

If you prefer to use the following command to log in to a TKE cluster node for kubectl operations, you will be prompted

with the following error message:

$ kubectl get node

The connection to the server localhost:8080 was refused - did you specify the rig

ht host or port?

Instructions on Stopping Delivering the

Kubeconfig File to Nodes
Last updated�2021-11-03 16:06:51

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/workorder/category
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$ kubectl get node

error: You must be logged in to the server (Unauthorized)

Solutions

1. Log in to the TKE console.

2. Obtain the credential Kubeconfig file of the current account. For more information, see Obtaining credentials.

3. After obtaining the Kubeconfig file, you can enable private network access or directly use the service IP address of

Kubernetes.

Enabling private network access: on the cluster details page, choose Basic Information in the left sidebar,

enable Private Network Access in the Cluster API Server information section, and operate according to the

prompt.

Using the service IP address of Kubernetes: on the cluster details page, choose Services and Routes >

Service in the left sidebar to obtain the service IP address of Kubernetes in the default namespace. Replace the

clusters.cluster.server field in the Kubeconfig file with https://&lt;  IP >:443.

4. Copy the content of the Kubeconfig file to  $HOME/.kube/config  on the new node.

5. Access a Kubeconfig cluster and use  kubectl get nodes  to test connectivity.

Handling Special Scenarios

Special scenarios

A workload has mounted the  /root/.kube/config  or  /home/ubuntu/.kube/config  file of the host for

use.

Solutions

Use Kubernetes serviceaccount correctly to access clusters in incluster mode. For more information, see Configure

Service Accounts for Pods.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tke2
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/37368
https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/configure-pod-container/configure-service-account/
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Vulnerability Details

Add-on: runC

Vulnerability Name: runC path traversal vulnerability

CVE No.: CVE-2021-30465

Fix Policy: Upgrade runC to 1.0.0-rc95 or later.

Fix Progress

1. The vulnerability was fixed for incremental nodes in September 2021 in TKE.

2. For legacy nodes, see the following upgrade script and fix the vulnerability during off-peak hours to avoid affecting

the business stability.

Note�

Upgrading the runC add-on will not restart the business Pod.

#!/bin/bash

util::is_docker() {

if command -v docker 1>/dev/null 2>&1; then

RUNTIME="docker"

return 0

else

return 1

fi

}

wget http://static.ccs.tencentyun.com/docker-19.03.9-install-1.2.tgz

tar -zxf docker-19.03.9-install-1.2.tgz

if ! docker-19.03/bin/runc --version; then

echo "unmatch libseccomp version"

# Get OS distribution

OS_RELEASE="$(. /etc/os-release && echo "$ID")"

OS_VERSION="$(. /etc/os-release && echo "$VERSION_ID")"

if [ "ubuntu" = "${OS_RELEASE}" ]; then

apt-get install libseccomp2

Security Vulnerability Fix Description

Runc Vulnerability (CVE-2021-30465) Fix

Description
Last updated�2022-06-10 16:48:44
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else

yum install -y libseccomp

fi

fi

if ! docker-19.03/bin/runc --version; then

echo "bad libseccomp version"

exit 1;

fi

if util::is_docker; then

cp docker-19.03/bin/runc /usr/bin/docker-runc

cp docker-19.03/bin/runc /usr/bin/runc

else

cp docker-19.03/bin/runc /usr/local/sbin/runc

fi

rm -r docker-19.03

rm docker-19.03.9-install-1.2.tgz
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Tencent Kubernetes Engine (TKE) provides container-centric solutions based on native Kubernetes. Since the

Kubernetes versions are upgraded continuously, TKE releases the maintained Kubernetes versions on a regular

basis. This document describes the Kubernetes version maintenance mechanism.

Version Maintenance

Starting from September 24, 2018 (UTC +8), TKE only releases Kubernetes major versions with even numbers. The

version maintenance mechanism is as follows:

Cluster creation

TKE supports creating Kubernetes clusters of the latest three versions (for example, v1.16, v1.18 and v1.20). You

are unable to create a Kubernetes cluster of an earlier version when a later Kubernetes version is released and

upgrading is available. For example, when Kubernetes v1.22 is released and upgrading from v1.20 to v1.22 is

available, you are unable to create Kubernetes clusters of v1.16. However, when Kubernetes v1.22 is released and

upgrading is unavailable, you are still able to create Kubernetes clusters of v1.16.

Upgrading and Ops

Upgrading is available for Kubernetes v1.10 and later major versions. However, TKE focuses on the upgrading and

Ops of the latest three Kubernetes major versions. For example, currently the latest version is v1.20, so TKE

focuses on guaranteeing the upgrade of v1.18, v1.16 and v1.14, and provides troubleshooting, failure recovery,

bugfix and other support for them. Clusters of earlier versions are at a risk of unstable operation and upgrade

failures. Please upgrade your Kubernetes clusters in time. For details, see Upgrading a Cluster.

Technical support

TKE provides technical support for the latest three Kubernetes major versions. For example, answering questions,

online guidance and troubleshooting. For Kubernetes clusters of earlier versions, TKE does not guarantee the

quality and effectiveness of the technical support.

Release Notes

Kubernetes Version Maintenance

TKE Kubernetes Version Maintenance

Mechanism
Last updated�2022-07-08 16:37:23

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/30640
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Kubernetes 1.22 Changes Since 1.20

Major updates

PodSecurityPolicy deprecated

PodSecurityPolicy is deprecated in 1.21 and will be removed in 1.25. You can evaluate and migrate it to Pod Security

Admission or third-party admission plug-ins.

GA of immutable Secret and ConfigMap volumes

After Secret and ConfigMap volumes are set as immutable (  immutable: true ), kubelet no longer watches the

changes of these objects and mounts them to the container again to reduce the load of apiserver. This feature enters

GA in 1.21.

CronJobs GA

CronJobs enters GA (batch/v1) in 1.21, and the new version controller CronJobControllerV2 with higher performance

is enabled by default.

Beta of IPv4/IPv6 addresses in dual-stack networks

Dual-stack networks allow Pods, services, and nodes to obtain IPv4 and IPv6 addresses. In 1.21, the dual-stack

network feature is upgraded from alpha to beta and the feature is enabled by default.

Graceful node shutdown

This feature enters beta in 1.21. It allows kubelet to listen for node shutdown events and gracefully terminates Pods on

nodes.

Persistent volume health monitoring

This alpha feature is introduced in 1.21. It monitors the running status of persistent volumes (PVs) and marks PVs

when they become unhealthy so that workloads can be adjusted accordingly to avoid data from being written to or

read from unhealthy PVs.

Server-side Apply GA

Update Notes of TKE Kubernetes Major

Versions
Last updated�2022-12-13 18:23:37
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Server-side Apply helps users and controllers manage resources through declarative configuration, such as creating

or modifying objects declaratively. Server-side Apply entered GA in 1.22.

External credential GA

External credentials enters GA in 1.22, providing better support for interactive login process plug-ins. For more

information, see sample-exec-plugin.

Etcd updated to 3.5.0

Etcd 3.5.0 is used by default in 1.22. Etcd 3.5.0 has improved security, performance, monitoring, and developer

experience, fixed multiple bugs, and added important new features such as structured log records and built-in log

rotation.

MemoryQoS

The alpha MemoryQoS feature is supported starting from 1.22. When it is enabled, the Cgroups v2 API will be used to

manage and control memory allocation and isolation, ensuring memory usage for workloads and improving the

availability of workloads and nodes in the case of memory resource competition. This feature was proposed by

Tencent Cloud and contributed to the Kubernetes community.

Cluster's default seccomp configuration

Kubelet introduces the  SeccompDefault  alpha feature in 1.22. According to the  --seccomp-default 

parameter and setting, kubelet will use the  RuntimeDefault  seccomp setting instead of  Unconfined ,

improving the security of workloads.

Other updates

GA features:

1.21: EndpointSlice,Sysctls,PodDisruptionBudget

1.22: CSIServiceAccountToken

Features graduating to beta:

1.21: TTLAfterFinished

1.22: SuspendJob,PodDeletionCost,NetworkPolicyEndPort

1.22: Introduces the new scheduler scoring plug-in  NodeResourcesFit , which is used to replace three plug-

ins:  NodeResourcesLeastAllocated ,  NodeResourcesMostAllocated , and

 RequestedToCapacityRatio .

1.22: When the alpha feature  APIServerTracing  is enabled, apiserver supports distributed tracing and

allows users to use the  --service-account-issuer  parameter to set multiple issuers. In addition, apiserver

can provide uninterrupted service when issuers are changed.

Deprecations and removals

https://github.com/ankeesler/sample-exec-plugin
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Removed parameters and features

1.  Service TopologyKeys  is deprecated and replaced with  Topology Aware Hints .

2. kube-proxy

Starting from 1.21,  net.ipv4.conf.all.route_localnet=1  will not be automatically set in IPVS mode.

For upgraded nodes,  net.ipv4.conf.all.route_localnet=1  will be retained. But for new nodes, the

default system value (usually  0 ) is inherited.

The  --cleanup-ipvs  parameter is deleted and can be replaced with the  --cleanup  parameter.

3. kube-controller-manager

Starting from 1.22, the  --horizontal-pod-autoscaler-use-rest-clients  parameter is removed.

The  --port  and  --address  parameters become invalid and will be removed in 1.24.

4. kube-scheduler: The  --hard-pod-affinity-symmetric-weight  and  --scheduler-name 

parameters are removed in 1.22, and instead, these information can be configured in the  config  file.

5. Kubelet: The  DynamicKubeletConfig  feature is deprecated and is disabled by default. If the  --dynamic-

config-dir  parameter is set when kubelet is started, an alarm will be reported.

Removed or deprecated versions

1. Starting from 1.21, CronJob batch/v2alpha1 is removed.

2. Starting from 1.22, the following beta APIs are removed: (Find details in Kubernetes official documentation.)

rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1beta1

admissionregistration.k8s.io/v1beta1

apiextensions.k8s.io/v1beta1

apiregistration.k8s.io/v1beta1

authentication.k8s.io/v1beta1

authorization.k8s.io/v1beta1

certificates.k8s.io/v1beta1

coordination.k8s.io/v1beta1

extensions/v1beta1 and networking.k8s.io/v1beta1 ingress API

Change logs

kubernetes1.22changelog

kubernetes1.21changelog

Kubernetes 1.20 Changes Since 1.18

Major updates

New version of CronJob controller

https://kubernetes.io/docs/reference/using-api/deprecation-guide/#v1-22
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/blob/master/CHANGELOG/CHANGELOG-1.22.md#whats-new-major-themes
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/blob/master/CHANGELOG/CHANGELOG-1.21.md#whats-new-major-themes
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Kubernetes 1.20 introduces the new version of the CronJob controller, which uses the informer mechanism to replace

polling, optimizing the performance. You can set  --feature-gates="CronJobControllerV2=true"  in

 kube-controller -manager  to enable the new version. The new version will be enabled by default on later

Kubernetes versions.

Dockershim deprecation

Dockershim is being deprecated. Support for Docker is deprecated and will be removed from a future release. Docker-

produced images will continue to work in your cluster with all CRI compliant runtimes as Docker images follow the

Open Container Initiative (OCI) image specification.

For more information, see Don't Panic: Kubernetes and Docker and Dockershim Deprecation FAQ.

Structured logs

The log message and Kubernetes object reference structures are standardized to make log parsing, processing,

storage, query, and analysis easier. Two methods are added to klog to support structured logs:  InfoS  and

 ErrorS .

The  --logging-format  parameter is added to all components, and its default value is  text  in the previous

format. You can set it to  json  to support structured logs, and the following parameters will become invalid:  --

add_dir_header ,  --alsologtostderr ,  --log_backtrace_at ,  --log_dir ,  --log_file ,  --

log_file_max_size ,  --logtostderr ,  --skip_headers ,  --skip_log_headers ,  --

stderrthreshold ,  --vmodule , and  --log-flush-frequency .

Exec probe timeout handling

A longstanding bug regarding exec probe timeouts that may impact existing Pod definitions has been fixed. Prior to

this fix, the  timeoutSeconds  field was not respected for exec probes. Instead, probes would run indefinitely, even

past their configured deadline, until a result was returned. With this change, the default value of  1 second  will be

applied if a value is not specified and existing Pod definitions may no longer be sufficient if a probe takes longer than

one second. A feature gate, called  ExecProbeTimeout , has been added with this fix that enables you to revert to

the previous behavior, but this will be locked and removed in subsequent releases. In order to revert to the previous

behavior, you should set this feature gate to  false .

For more information, see Configure Liveness, Readiness and Startup Probes.

Graduation of volume snapshot operation feature to GA

This feature provides a standard way to trigger volume snapshot operations and allows you to incorporate snapshot

operations in a portable manner on any Kubernetes environment and supported storage providers.

Additionally, these Kubernetes snapshot primitives act as basic building blocks that unlock the ability to develop

advanced and enterprise-grade storage administration features for Kubernetes, including application or cluster level

backup solutions.

https://kubernetes.io/blog/2020/12/02/dont-panic-kubernetes-and-docker/
https://blog.k8s.io/2020/12/02/dockershim-faq/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/configure-pod-container/configure-liveness-readiness-startup-probes/#configure-probes
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Note that snapshot support requires Kubernetes distributors to bundle and deploy the snapshot controller, snapshot

CRDs, and validation webhook. A CSI driver supporting the snapshot feature must also be deployed in the cluster.

Graduation of kubectl debug to beta

The  kubectl alpha debug  command graduates to beta, becoming  kubectl debug . It supports common

debugging workflows directly from kubectl, for example:

Troubleshoot workloads that crash on startup by creating a copy of the Pod with a different container image or

command.

Troubleshoot distroless containers by adding a new container with debugging tools, either in a new copy of the Pod

or using an ephemeral container. (Ephemeral containers (  EphemeralContainers ) are an alpha feature that

are not enabled by default.)

Troubleshoot on a node by creating a container running in the host namespaces and with access to the host's file

system.

Note that as a new built-in command,  kubectl debug  takes priority over any kubectl plugin named  debug .

You need to rename the affected plugins.

 kubectl alpha debug  is now deprecated and will be removed in a subsequent release. Update your scripts

to use  kubectl debug . For more information, see Debug Running Pods.

Graduation of API priority and fairness to beta

Introduced on Kubernetes 1.18, the API priority and fairness feature is now enabled by default on Kubernetes 1.20.

This allows  kube-apiserver  to categorize incoming requests by priority.

Graduation of PID limits to GA

 SupportNodePidsLimit  (node-to-Pod PID isolation) and  SupportPodPidsLimit  (ability to limit PIDs

per Pod) move to GA.

Alpha feature: Graceful node shutdown

Users and cluster admins expect that Pods will adhere to the expected Pod lifecycle, including Pod termination.

Currently, when a node shuts down, Pods do not follow the expected Pod termination lifecycle and are not

terminated gracefully, which may cause issues for some workloads. The  GracefulNodeShutdown  feature is

now in alpha on Kubernetes 1.20. It makes the kubelet aware of node system shutdowns, enabling graceful

termination of Pods during a system shutdown.

Graduation of CSIVolumeFSGroupPolicy to beta

https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/debug-application-cluster/debug-running-pod/
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CSIDrivers can use the  fsGroupPolicy  field to control whether ownership and permissions

(  ReadWriteOnceWithFSType ,  File , and  None ) can be modified during mounting.

Graduation of ConfigurableFSGroupPolicy to beta

The following can be set in a non-recursive manner: fsgroup -  PodFSGroupChangePolicy  =

 OnRootMismatch .

Other updates

The Cloud Controller Manager component is added.

Features graduating to GA:

RuntimeClass

 node.k8s.io/v1beta1  is deprecated and replaced with  node.k8s.io/v1 .

Built-in API types defaults

StartupProbe

Adding AppProtocol to Services and Endpoints

TokenRequest and TokenRequestProjection

SCTPSupport

Containerd support for Windows

Ingress

 networking.k8s.io/v1beta1  is deprecated (it will be removed on Kubernetes 1.22) and replaced by

 networking.k8s.io/v1 .

seccomp

seccomp annotations  seccomp.security.alpha.kubernetes.io/pod  and

 container.seccomp.security.alpha.kubernetes.io/...  are deprecated (they will be removed

on Kubernetes 1.22). You can directly specify the following fields for Pods and container specs:

securityContext:

seccompProfile:

type: RuntimeDefault|Localhost|Unconfined ## choose one of the three

localhostProfile: my-profiles/profile-allow.json ## only necessary if type ==

Localhost

K8S converts annotations and fields automatically, so no additional operations are required.

Kubelet Client TLS Certificate Rotation

Limit node access to API

Node authentication mode features are all implemented.

https://github.com/kubernetes/enhancements/issues/585
https://github.com/kubernetes/enhancements/issues/1929
https://github.com/kubernetes/enhancements/issues/950
https://github.com/kubernetes/enhancements/issues/1507
https://kubernetes.io/docs/tasks/configure-pod-container/configure-service-account/#service-account-token-volume-projection
https://github.com/kubernetes/enhancements/issues/266
https://github.com/kubernetes/enhancements/issues/279
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Redesign Event API

To reduce the impact of events on the system performance and add more fields to provide more useful

information, Event API is redesigned on Kubernetes 1.19.

CertificateSigningRequest API

In addition to  certificates.k8s.io/v1beta1 , the  certificates.k8s.io/v1  version is added to

 CertificateSigningRequest . When using  certificates.k8s.io/v1 :

You must specify  spec.signerName  and stop using  kubernetes.io/legacy-unknown .

You must specify  spec.usages , which can contain only known and unique usages.

You must specify  status.conditions[*].status .

 status.certificate  must be PEM encoded and can contain only the  CERTIFICATE  block.

Features graduating to beta:

The following features graduate to beta and are enabled by default:

EndpointSliceProxying

kube-proxy reads information from EndpointSlices instead of Endpoints, which greatly improves the cluster

scalability and makes it easier to add new features such as topology-aware routing.

KubeSchedulerConfiguration

HugePageStorageMediumSize

ImmutableEphemeralVolumes

The Secret and ConfigMap volumes can be marked as immutable. When there are many Secret and ConfigMap

volumes, the pressure on apiserver can be greatly mitigated.

NodeDisruptionExclusion

NonPreemptingPriority

ServiceNodeExclusion

RootCAConfigMap

kube-scheduler metrics

ServiceAccountIssuerDiscovery

Deprecations and removals

Deprecated versions

Deprecated Version New Version

apiextensions.k8s.io/v1beta1 apiextensions.k8s.io/v1

apiregistration.k8s.io/v1beta1 apiregistration.k8s.io/v1

authentication.k8s.io/v1beta1 authentication.k8s.io/v1

https://github.com/kubernetes/enhancements/issues/383
https://github.com/kubernetes/enhancements/issues/1513
https://github.com/kubernetes/enhancements/blob/master/keps/sig-auth/1205-bound-service-account-tokens/README.md
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/cluster-administration/system-metrics/#kube-scheduler-metrics
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Deprecated Version New Version

authorization.k8s.io/v1beta1 authorization.k8s.io/v1

autoscaling/v2beta1 autoscaling/v2beta2

coordination.k8s.io/v1beta1 oordination.k8s.io/v1

storage.k8s.io/v1beta1 storage.k8s.io/v1

kube-apiserver

1. The  componentstatus  API is deprecated. This API provided status of etcd, kube-scheduler and kube-

controller-manager components, but only worked when those components were local to apiserver, and when kube-

scheduler and kube-controller-manager exposed unsecured health endpoints.

After this API is deprecated, etcd health is included in the kube-apiserver health check and kube-scheduler/kube-

controller-manager health checks can be made directly against those components' health endpoints.

2. apiserver no longer listens on insecure ports.

The  --address  and  --insecure-bind-address  parameters can be set, but are invalid. The  --port 

and  --insecure-port  parameters can be set to only  0 . These parameters will be removed on Kubernetes

1.24.

3.  TokenRequest  and  TokenRequestProjection  graduate to GA. You need to set the following

parameters for kube-apiserver:

 --service-account-issuer : Fixed URL of the cluster API server.

 --service-account-key-file : One or multiple public keys for token verification.

 --service-account-signing-key-file : Private key for service account issuing, which can use the same

file as the  --service-account-private-key-file  parameter of  kube-controller-manager .

kubelet

1. The following parameters are removed:

 --seccomp-profile-root 

 --cloud-provider  and  --cloud-config , which are replaced with  config 

 --really-crash-for-testing  and  --chaos-chance 

2. The deprecated  metrics/resource/v1alpha1  endpoint is removed and replaced with

 metrics/resource .

Other removals
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The  failure-domain.beta.kubernetes.io/zone  and  failure-

domain.beta.kubernetes.io/region  labels are deprecated and replaced with

 topology.kubernetes.io/zone  and  topology.kubernetes.io/region  respectively. All users of

the  failure-domain.beta...  labels should switch to the  topology...  equivalents.

PodPreset is removed, and you can use webhooks to implement this feature.

The  basic auth  authentication method is no longer supported.

Direct CBS inline mounting to workloads is no longer supported.

Note�

When you upgrade from Kubernetes 1.18 to 1.20, successful mounting of CSI ephemeral (inline) volumes

cannot be guaranteed. If your application uses a CSI ephemeral volume, we recommend you convert it to a

persistent volume before upgrade.

Change logs

Kubernetes 1.20 changelog

Kubernetes 1.19 changelog

Kubernetes 1.18 Changes Since 1.16

Major updates

Graduation of Cloud Provider labels to GA

Deprecated and new labels are as listed below:

Deprecated Label New Label

 beta.kubernetes.io/instance-type   node.kubernetes.io/instance-type 

 failure-domain.beta.kubernetes.io/region   topology.kubernetes.io/region 

 failure-domain.beta.kubernetes.io/zone   topology.kubernetes.io/zone 

Graduation of volume snapshot to beta

 VolumeSnapshotDataSource  is enabled by default. For more information, see Kubernetes 1.17 Feature:

Kubernetes Volume Snapshot Moves to Beta.

Graduation of CSI Migration to beta

https://kubernetes.io/zh/docs/concepts/storage/ephemeral-volumes/#csi-ephemeral-volumes
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/blob/master/CHANGELOG/CHANGELOG-1.20.md#whats-new-major-themes
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/blob/master/CHANGELOG/CHANGELOG-1.19.md#whats-new-major-themes
https://kubernetes.io/blog/2019/12/09/kubernetes-1-17-feature-cis-volume-snapshot-beta/
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CSI Migration is enabled by default. For more information, see Kubernetes 1.17 Feature: Kubernetes In-Tree to CSI

Volume Migration Moves to Beta.

Graduation of Kubernetes Topology Manager to beta

The Topology Manager feature moves to beta on Kubernetes 1.18. This feature enables NUMA alignment of CPU and

devices (such as SR-IOV VFs) that will allow your workload to run in an environment optimized for low latency.

Prior to the introduction of the Topology Manager, the CPU and Device Manager would make resource allocation

decisions independent of each other. This could result in undesirable allocations on multi-socket CPU systems,

causing degraded performance on latency critical applications.

Graduation of Server-Side Apply to beta 2

Server-Side Apply was promoted to beta on Kubernetes 1.16, but is now introducing a second beta (Server-Side

Apply) on Kubernetes 1.18. This new version will track and manage changes to fields of all new Kubernetes objects,

allowing you to know what changed your resources and when.

IngressClass resource

The  IngressClass  resource is used to describe a type of Ingress within a Kubernetes cluster.  Ingresses 

can specify the class they are associated with by using a new  ingressClassName  field on Ingresses. This new

resource and field replace the deprecated  kubernetes.io/ingress.class  annotation.

Other updates

Graduation of NodeLocal DNSCache to GA.

Graduation of IPv6 to beta.

 kubectl debug : Alpha feature.

 Windows CSI support : Alpha feature.

 ImmutableEphemeralVolumes : Alpha feature (it supports immutable ConfigMaps and Secrets without

refreshing the corresponding volumes).

The following features graduate to GA:

 ScheduleDaemonSetPods 

 TaintNodesByCondition 

 WatchBookmark 

 NodeLease 

 CSINodeInfo 

 VolumeSubpathEnvExpansion 

 AttachVolumeLimit 

 ResourceQuotaScopeSelectors 

 VolumePVCDataSource 

 TaintBasedEvictions 

https://kubernetes.io/blog/2019/12/09/kubernetes-1-17-feature-csi-migration-beta/
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 BlockVolume  and  CSIBlockVolume 

 Windows RunAsUserName 

Features graduating to beta:

 EndpointSlices : Disabled by default

 CSIMigrationAWS : Disabled by default

 StartupProbe 

 EvenPodsSpread 

Deprecations and removals

Removed features

The following features, which are enabled by default and cannot be configured, are removed.

 GCERegionalPersistentDisk 

 EnableAggregatedDiscoveryTimeout 

 PersistentLocalVolumes 

 CustomResourceValidation 

 CustomResourceSubresources 

 CustomResourceWebhookConversion 

 CustomResourcePublishOpenAPI 

 CustomResourceDefaulting 

Other removals

The following built-in cluster roles are removed:

 system:csi-external-provisioner 

 system:csi-external-attacher 

Deprecated feature switches and parameters

The default service IP CIDR block (  10.0.0.0/24 ) is deprecated. It must be set through the  --service-

cluster-ip-range  parameter on kube-apiserver.

The  rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1alpha1  and  rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1beta1  API

groups are deprecated and will be removed on Kubernetes 1.20. Therefore, migrate your resources to

 rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1 .

The  CSINodeInfo  feature gate is deprecated. This feature has graduated to GA and is enabled by default.

Parameter and other changes

kube-apiserver
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 --encryption-provider-config : If  cacheSize: 0  is specified in the configuration file, versions

earlier than 1.18 are automatically configured to cache 1,000 keys, while version 1.18 will report a configuration

verification error. You can disable the cache by setting  cacheSize  to a negative value.

 --feature-gates : The following features are enabled by default and can no longer be configured through the

command line.

 PodPriority 

 TaintNodesByCondition 

 ResourceQuotaScopeSelectors 

 ScheduleDaemonSetPods 

The following resource versions (group versions) are no longer supported:

 apps/v1beta1  and  apps/v1beta2 , which are replaced with  apps/v1 .

Under  extensions/v1beta1 :

 daemonsets ,  deployments  and  replicasets , which are replaced with  apps/v1 .

 networkpolicies , which is replaced with  networking.k8s.io/v1 .

 podsecuritypolicies , which is replaced with  policy/v1beta1 .

kubelet

 --enable-cadvisor-endpoints : This parameter is disabled by default. To access the  cAdvisor v1

JSON  API, you must enable it.

The  --redirect-container-streaming  parameter is deprecated and will be removed on later versions.

Kubernetes 1.18 supports only the default behavior (kubelet proxy for streaming requests). If  --redirect-

container-streaming=true  is set, it must be removed.

The  /metrics/resource/v1alpha1  endpoint is deprecated and replaced with  /metrics/resource .

kube-proxy

The following parameters are deprecated:

 --healthz-port  is deprecated and replaced with  --healthz-bind-address .

 --metrics-port  is deprecated and replaced with  --metrics-bind-address .

The  EndpointSliceProxying  feature gate (disabled by default) is added to control whether to enable

EndpointSlices in kube-proxy. The  EndpointSlice  feature gate no longer affects the behaviors of kube-proxy.

The following timeout settings for IPVS connection configuration are added:

 --ipvs-tcp-timeout 

 --ipvs-tcpfin-timeout 

 --ipvs-udp-timeout 

The iptables mode supports the IPv4/IPv6 dual-protocol stack.

kube-scheduler
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The  scheduling_duration_seconds  metric is deprecated.

 scheduling_algorithm_predicate_evaluation_seconds  is deprecated and replaced with

 framework_extension_point_duration_seconds[extension_point="Filter"] .

 scheduling_algorithm_priority_evaluation_seconds  is deprecated and replaced with

 framework_extension_point_duration_seconds[extension_point="Score"] .

 AlwaysCheckAllPredicates  is deprecated in the scheduler policy API.

-enable-profiling parameter

To align  kube-apiserver ,  kube-controller-manager  and  kube-scheduler , profiling is enabled by

default. To disable profiling, specify the  --enable-profiling=false  parameter.

kubectl

The deprecated  --include-uninitialized  parameter is removed.

 kubectl  and  k8s.io/client-go  no longer use  http://localhost:8080  as the default apiserver

address.

 kubectl run  supports Pod creation and no longer supports using the deprecated generator to create other

types of resources.

The deprecated  kubectl rolling-update  command is removed and replaced with the  rollout 

command.

 –dry-run  supports three parameter values:  client ,  server , and  none .

 –dry-run=server  supports the following commands:  apply ,  patch ,  create ,  run ,

 annotate ,  label ,  set ,  autoscale ,  drain ,  rollout undo , and  expose .

The  kubectl alpha debug  command is added, which can be used for debugging and troubleshooting on

ephemeral containers in Pods (the  EphemeralContainers  feature introduced on version 1.16 needs to be

enabled).

hyperkube

The implementation of hyperkube is changed from Go code to a bash script.

Change logs

Kubernetes 1.18 changelog

Kubernetes 1.17 changelog

Kubernetes 1.16 Changes Since 1.14

Major updates

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/88663
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/88004
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/blob/master/CHANGELOG/CHANGELOG-1.18.md#whats-new-major-themes
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/blob/master/CHANGELOG/CHANGELOG-1.17.md#whats-new-major-themes
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Improved cluster stability and availability

Production-ready features like bare metal cluster tool and high availability (HA) are improved and enhanced.

kubeadm support for HA capability moves to beta, allowing you to use the  kubeadm init  and  kubeadm

join  commands to configure and deploy an HA control plane. Certificate management has become more robust,

with kubeadm now seamlessly rotating all your certificates (on upgrades) before they expire. For more information, see

Ability to create dynamic HA clusters with kubeadm and kubeadm: graduate the kubeadm configuration.

Continuous CSI improvement

SIG Storage continues work to enable migration of in-tree volume plugins to Container Storage Interface (CSI). It

works on bringing CSI to feature parity with in-tree functionality, including resizing and inline volumes. It introduces

new alpha functionality in CSI that doesn't exist in the Kubernetes Storage subsystem yet, like volume cloning.

Volume cloning enables you to specify another PVC as a  DataSource  when configuring a new volume. If the

underlying storage system supports this functionality and implements the  CLONE_VOLUME  capability in its CSI

driver, then the new volume becomes a clone of the source volume. For more information, see In-tree storage plugin to

CSI Driver Migration.

Features

Features graduating to GA:

 CRD 

 Admission Webhook 

 GCERegionalPersistentDisk 

 CustomResourcePublishOpenAPI 

 CustomResourceSubresources 

 CustomResourceValidation 

 CustomResourceWebhookConversion 

CSI support for volume resizing graduates to beta.

General updates

Go modules are supported by the Kubernetes core.

Preparation on cloud provider extraction and code organization is continued. The cloud provider code has been

moved to  kubernetes/legacy-cloud-providers  for easier removal later and external usage.

kubectl get and describe should work well with extensions

Support 3rd party device monitoring plugins.

A new scheduling framework for developing and managing plugins and extending the scheduler features is in

alpha. For more information, see Scheduling Framework.

 extensions/v1beta1 ,  apps/v1beta1  and  apps/v1beta2  APIs continue to be depreciated. These

extensions will be retired on Kubernetes 1.16.

https://github.com/kubernetes/enhancements/issues/357
https://github.com/kubernetes/enhancements/issues/970
https://github.com/kubernetes/enhancements/issues/625
https://github.com/kubernetes/enhancements/issues/515
https://github.com/kubernetes/enhancements/issues/606
https://github.com/kubernetes/enhancements/issues/624
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The Topology Manager component is added to Kubelet. It aims to coordinate resource allocation decisions to

optimize resource allocation.

IPv4/IPv6 dual stack is supported to assign both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses to Pods and Services.

The API server network proxy is in alpha.

More extension options are provided for cloud controller manager migration.

 extensions/v1beta1 ,  apps/v1beta1  and  apps/v1beta2  APIs are deprecated.

Known issues

Using the  --log-file  parameter is known to be problematic on Kubernetes 1.15. This presents as things being

logged multiple times to the same file. For more information, see [Failing Test] timeouts in ci-kubernetes-e2e-gce-

scale-performance.

Update notes

Cluster

The following labels can no longer be added to new nodes:  beta.kubernetes.io/metadata-proxy-

ready ,  beta.kubernetes.io/metadata-proxy-ready  and  beta.kubernetes.io/kube-

proxy-ds-ready .

 ip-mask-agent  uses  node.kubernetes.io/masq-agent-ds-ready  as the node selector and

no longer uses  beta.kubernetes.io/masq-agent-ds-ready .

 kube-proxy  uses  node.kubernetes.io/kube-proxy-ds-ready  as the node selector and no

longer uses  beta.kubernetes.io/kube-proxy-ds-ready .

 metadata-proxy  uses  cloud.google.com/metadata-proxy-ready  as the node selector and

no longer uses  beta.kubernetes.io/metadata-proxy-ready .

API Machinery

 k8s.io/kubernetes  and other published components (such as  k8s.io/client-go  and

 k8s.io/api ) now contain Go module files, including version information of the dependent library. For more

information on consuming  k8s.io/client-go  using Go modules, see Installing client-go and add go module

support, manage vendor directory using go mod vendor.

Apps

Hyperkube short aliases have been removed from source code, because hyperkube docker image currently

creates these aliases. For more information, see fix Remove hyperkube short aliases.

Lifecycle

Support for deprecated kubeadm  v1alpha3  configuration is totally removed.

 kube-up.sh  no longer supports  centos  and  local  providers.

Storage

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/issues/78734#issuecomment-501372131
http://git.k8s.io/client-go/INSTALL.md#go-modules
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/74877
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/76953
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The  Node.Status.Volumes.Attached.DevicePath  field is no longer set for CSI volumes. You must

update any external controllers that depend on this field.

CSI alpha CRDs are removed.

The  StorageObjectInUseProtection  admission plugin is enabled by default. If you previously had not

enabled it, your cluster behavior may change.

When  PodInfoOnMount  is enabled for a CSI driver, the new  csi.storage.k8s.io/ephemeral 

parameter in the volume context allows a driver's  NodePublishVolume  implementation to determine on a

case-by-case basis whether the volume is ephemeral or a normal persistent volume. For more information, see

persistent and ephemeral csi volumes.

The  VolumePVCDataSource  (storage volume cloning feature) is promoted to beta. For more information,

see Promote VolumePVCDataSource to beta for 1.16.

Limits for in-tree and CSI volumes are integrated into one scheduler predicate. For more information, see

Volume Scheduling Limits.

kube-apiserver

The  --enable-logs-handler  parameter is deprecated and will be removed on Kubernetes 1.19.

The  --basic-auth-file  flag and authentication mode are deprecated and will be removed from a future

release.

The default service IP CIDR block (  10.0.0.0/24 ) is deprecated and will be removed in six months/two

releases. The  --service-cluster-ip-range  parameter is required to configure the service IP range.

kube-scheduler

The  v1beta1  Event API is used. Any tool targeting scheduler events needs to use it.

kube-proxy

The  --conntrack-max  parameter is removed and replaced with  --conntrack-min  and  --

conntrack-max-per-core .

The  --cleanup-iptables  parameter is removed.

 --resource-container  is removed.

kubelet

The  --allow-privileged ,  --host-ipc-sources ,  --host-pid-sources  and  --host-

network-sources  parameters are removed and replaced with the admission controller of

 PodSecurityPolicy .

The cAdvisor JSON API is deprecated.

 --containerized  is removed.

The  --node-labels  parameter can no longer be used to configure forbidden labels prefixed with

 kubernetes.io-  or  k8s.io- .

kubectl

 kubectl scale job  is removed.

The  --pod/-p  parameter of the  kubectl exec  command is removed.

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/74610
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/79983
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/81792
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/77595
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The  kubectl convert  command is removed.

 --include-uninitialized  is removed.

 kubectl cp  no longer supports copying symbolic links from containers. You can use the following

commands instead:

 local to pod :  tar cf - /tmp/foo | kubectl exec -i -n <some-namespace> <some-

pod> -- tar xf - -C /tmp/bar 

 pod to local :  kubectl exec -n <some-namespace> <some-pod> -- tar cf - /tmp/foo

| tar xf - -C /tmp/bar 

kubeadm

The  kubeadm upgrade node config  and  kubeadm upgrade node experimental-control-

plane  commands are deprecated and replaced with  kubeadm upgrade node .

The  --experimental-control-plane  parameter is deprecated and replaced with  --control-

plane .

The  --experimental-upload-certs  parameter is deprecated and replaced with  --upload-certs .

The  kubeadm config upload  command is deprecated and replaced with  kubeadm init phase

upload-confi .

CoreDNS checks readiness via the  ready  plugin.

The  proxy  plugin is deprecated and replaced with the  forward  plugin.

The  resyncperiod  option is removed from the  kubernetes  plugin.

The  upstream  option is deprecated. If it is specified, it will be ignored.

Change logs

Kubernetes 1.16 changelog

Kubernetes 1.15 changelog

1.14 Changes Since 1.12

Major updates

Bump CSI Spec to 1.0.0 and gRPC to 1.13.0.

Make CoreDNS default in kubeup and update CoreDNS version/manifest in kubeup and kubeadm.

kubeadm is used to simplify cluster management.

Support Windows Server Containers for K8S.

Durable (non-shared) local storage management.

Support total process ID limiting for nodes.

Add pod priority and preemption.

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/blob/master/CHANGELOG/CHANGELOG-1.16.md#whats-new-major-themes
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/blob/master/CHANGELOG/CHANGELOG-1.15.md#whats-new-major-themes
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/71020
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/69883
https://github.com/kubernetes/enhancements/issues/116
https://github.com/kubernetes/enhancements/issues/121#issuecomment-457396290
http://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/73651
https://github.com/kubernetes/enhancements/issues/564
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General updates

 dry-run  graduates to beta (  dry-run  enables you to simulate real API requests without actually changing

the cluster status).

 kubectl diff  graduates to beta.

kubectl plugin registration becomes stable.

kubelet plugin mechanism graduates to beta.

 CSIPersistentVolume  graduates to GA.

 TaintBasedEviction  graduates to beta.

kube-scheduler perception of volume topology becomes stable.

Support for out-of-tree CSI volume plugins becomes stable.

Third-party device monitoring plugins are supported.

kube-scheduler subnet feasibility graduates to beta.

Pod Ready supports customizing probe conditions.

Node memory supports HugePage.

 RuntimeClass  graduates to beta.

Node OS/Arch labels graduate to GA.

Node leases graduate to beta.

The kubelet resource metrics endpoint graduates to alpha and supports data collection through Prometheus.

 runAsGroup  graduates to beta.

 kubectl apply server-side  graduates to alpha, allowing you to perform apply operations on the server

side.

kubectl supports kustomize.

 resolv.conf  can be configured in Pods.

CSI volumes can be resized.

CSI supports topology.

Volume mounting supports configuration of sub-path parameters.

CSI supports raw block devices.

CSI supports local ephemeral volumes.

Update notes

kube-apiserver

 etcd2  is no longer supported.  --storage-backend=etcd3  is used by default.

The  --etcd-quorum-read  parameter is deprecated.

The  --storage-versions  parameter is deprecated.

The  --repair-malformed-updates  parameter is deprecated.

kube-controller-manager

The  --insecure-experimental-approve-all-kubelet-csrs-for-group  parameter is deprecated.
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kubelet

The  --google-json-key  parameter is deprecated.

The  --experimental-fail-swap-on  parameter is deprecated.

kube-scheduler

 componentconfig/v1alpha1  is no longer supported.

kubectl

The  run-container  command is no longer supported.

taints

 node.alpha.kubernetes.io/notReady  and  node.alpha.kubernetes.io/unreachable  are no

longer supported and are replaced with  node.kubernetes.io/not-ready  and

 node.kubernetes.io/unreachable  respectively.

Change logs

Kubernetes 1.14 changelog

Kubernetes 1.13 changelog

1.12 Changes Since 1.10

Major updates

API

Subresources for  CustomResources  are now beta and enabled by default. With this, updates to the

 /status  subresource will disallow updates to all fields other than  .status  (not just  .spec  and

 .metadata  as before). Also,  required  and  description  can be used at the root of the CRD OpenAPI

validation schema when the  /status  subresource is enabled. In addition, you can now create multiple versions

of CustomResourceDefinitions, but without any kind of automatic conversion, and CustomResourceDefinitions now

allow specification of additional columns for  kubectl get  output via the

 spec.additionalPrinterColumns  field.

The  dry run  feature is supported. It allows you to view the execution results of some commands without

having to submit relevant modifications.

Authentication and authorization

RBAC aggregation of ClusterRoles graduates to GA. The  client-go credentials  plugin graduates to beta,

allowing you to get TLS authentication information from external plugins.

The following annotations are added to audit events, so that you can be better informed of the audit decision-

making process:

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/blob/master/CHANGELOG/CHANGELOG-1.14.md#kubernetes-v114-release-notes
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/blob/master/CHANGELOG/CHANGELOG-1.13.md#kubernetes-113-release-notes
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The Authorization component sets  authorization.k8s.io/decision  (the  allow  or  forbid 

authorization decision) and  authorization.k8s.io/reason  (the reason for this decision).

The PodSecurityPolicy admission controller sets  podsecuritypolicy.admission.k8s.io/admit-

policy  and  podsecuritypolicy.admission.k8s.io/validate-policy  annotations containing

the name of the policy that allows a Pod to be admitted. (  PodSecurityPolicy  also gains the ability to limit

 hostPath  volume mounts to be read-only.)

The NodeRestriction admission controller prevents nodes from modifying taints on their node objects, making it

easier to keep track of which nodes should be in use.

CLI

CLI implements a new plugin mechanism, providing a library with common CLI tooling for plugin authors and further

refactorings of the code.

Internet

The IPVS mode graduates to GA.

CoreDNS graduates to GA to replace  kube-dns .

Node

 DynamicKubeletConfig  graduates to beta.

 cri-tools  graduates to GA.

 PodShareProcessNamespace  graduates to beta.

Alpha features  RuntimeClass  and  CustomCFSQuotaPeriod  are added.

Scheduler

Pod priority and preemption graduate to beta.

DaemonSet Pod scheduling is no longer managed by the DaemonSet controller, but by the default scheduler.

 TaintNodeByCondition  graduates to beta.

The Use Local Image First feature is enabled by default. During Pod scheduling, nodes that have locally pulled the

images required by all or some Pods will have a higher priority. This accelerates the launch of Pods.

General updates

Features graduating to GA:  ClusterRole  and  StorageObjectInUseProtection .

Features graduating to beta: External cloud provider.

Update notes

kube-apiserver
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The  --storage-version  parameter is removed and replaced with  --storage-versions . The  --

storage-versions  parameter is also deprecated.

The default value of  --endpoint-reconciler-type  is changed to  lease .

When  --enable-admission-plugins  is used, it is contained by default. When the  --admission-

control  parameter is used, it must be explicitly specified.

kubelet

The  --rotate-certificates  parameter is deprecated and replaced with the

 .RotateCertificates  field in the configuration file.

kubectl

All  kubectl run  generators except  run-pod/v1  are deprecated.

The  --interactive  parameter is removed from  kubectl logs .

 --use-openapi-print-columns  is deprecated and replaced with  --server-print .

Change logs

Kubernetes 1.12 changelog

Kubernetes 1.11 changelog

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/blob/master/CHANGELOG/CHANGELOG-1.12.md#major-themes
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/blob/master/CHANGELOG/CHANGELOG-1.11.md#kubernetes-111-release-notes
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TKE Kubernetes 1.24.4 revisions

Note

In Kubernetes 1.24, support for Docker through Dockershim is removed. Use containerd for container runtime

for new nodes. Images built by using Docker can still be used. For more information, see Dockershim Removal

FAQ.

Date Version Updates

2022-12-

08

v1.24.4-

tke.3

Supports disk usage metrics of containerd runtime. (kubelet)

Supports extended scheduler Prebind and Unreserve operations. (kube-

scheduler)

Supports TKE Serverless super nodes. (kube-controller-manager, kube-

scheduler)

2022-05-

07

v1.24.4-

tke.1

Updates the launch method of running kube-proxy as an image, and

automatically adapts to the iptables running mode of the node to support the

operating system that uses the NF_TABLES mode to run iptables by default.

(kube-proxy)

Allows the special IP range used by TKE managed clusters (kube-apiserver).

Reverts pr63066, which fixes the issues of LB health check and IPVS (kube-

proxy).

Incorporates PR112299, which optimizes the apiserver Gzip compression level.

TKE Kubernetes 1.22.5 Revisions

Date Version Updates

2023-01-

12

v1.22.5-

tke.9

Supports the feature of enlarging native nodes. (kube-scheduler)

Adds the `delegated_to_storage` tag to the

`list_too_many_objects_events_total` metric to indicate whether to pass through

requests to etcd. (kube-apiserver)

TKE Kubernetes Revision Version History
Last updated�2023-02-23 18:34:01

https://kubernetes.io/blog/2022/02/17/dockershim-faq/?spm=a2c4g.11186623.0.0.48413edcVJKrrD
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/112299
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Date Version Updates

2023-01-

05

v1.22.5-

tke.8

Enhances the kube-apiserver priority and fairness features. (kube-apiserver)

a. During rate limiting, consider the number of objects of the resource type

requested by `list` requests. The higher the number of objects, the lower the

concurrent QPS and the less resources occupied by APIServer, which

effectively improves cluster stability and avoids crashes. If the service add-on

sends a large number of `list` requests, the delay may increase after the

upgrade, or APIServer may retry due to rate limiting.

b. Supports rate limiting based on userAgent, supports token bucket rate

limiting, and supports rate limiting and circuit breaking for add-ons of any type.

c. Supports rate limiting for update requests related to watched objects to avoid

generating too many update events at once.

DaemonSet pods can be run on super nodes when necessary. (kube-controller-

manager)

Supports the `exec` and `logs` commands for DaemonSet Pods. (kube-

apiserver)

Records the following metrics when list/watch too old, too large, and too many

objects occur (kube-apiserver):  

watch_too_old_objects_events_total ,

 list_too_large_objects_events_total ,

 list_too_many_objects_events_total ,

 watch_too_many_objects_events_total 

Incorporates PR108754, which fixes the occasional "not registered" errors

reported during ConfigMap/Secrets volume mounting. (kubelet)

Supports in-place update of Pod resources (kube-apiserver, kubelet).

2022-12-

08

v1.22.5-

tke.7
Fixes the issue where the default name of a container ENI is set to eth1. (kubelet)

2022-11-

09

v1.22.5-

tke.6

Optimizes the stability of cloud native nodes (kubelet).

Optimizes the scheduling of the number of local replicas on super nodes.

2022-10-

13

v1.22.5-

tke.5

Supports DaemonSet for Serverless clusters (kube-apiserver).

Incorporates PR112299, which optimizes the apiserver Gzip compression level.

(kube-apiserver)

Fixes CVE-2022-3172 (kube-apiserver).

Adds the `calling_webhook_timeout_error` metric (kube-apiserver).

Ignores the error in case of `TKEDefaultQuota` conflicts and increases the

number of workers to fix the `resource quota evaluates timeout` error (kube-

apiserver).

Incorporates PR110294, which fixes the issue where `Job

activeDeadlineSeconds` doesn't take effect. (kube-controller-manager)

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/108754
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/112299
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/110294
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Date Version Updates

Incorporates PR111773, which fixes the memory leakage during scheduler

preemption. (kube-scheduler)

Supports the containerd disk metric (kubelet).

Incorporates PR108831, which fixes the issue where creating multiple Pods at

a time leads to kubelet panic. (kubelet)

Supports specifying the Pod during scale-in (kube-controller-manager).

Optimizes DaemonSet Pod scheduling performance. Only the assigned nodes

are processed. (kube-scheduler)

Sets the CBS-CSI migration to the completed status (kube-controller-manager).

Supports extended scheduler Prebind and Unreserve operations. (kube-

scheduler)

Optimizes the HPA of virtual nodes in Serverless clusters (kube-controller-

manager).

2022-05-

07

v1.22.5-

tke.1

Allows the special IP range used by TKE managed clusters (kube-apiserver).

Reverts pr63066, which fixes the issues of LB health check and IPVS. (kube-

proxy)

Merges pr90260, which fixes the issue of missing monitoring records for

containerd cluster networks. (kubelet)

Fixes the issue where upgrading lxcfs in Ubuntu 16 causes pods to exit.

(kubelet)

Avoids scheduling Pods using CBS to external CHC nodes. (kube-scheduler)

Tencent Cloud CBS CSI migration is supported. (kube-controller-manager,

kubelet)

Merges pr106906 to detect whether the subPath of the network storage volume

has been deleted, thereby preventing Pods from being kept in **Terminating**

status (kubelet).

Updates the launch method of running kube-proxy as an image, and

automatically adapts to the iptables running mode of the node to support the

operating system that uses the NF_TABLES mode to run iptables by default.

(kube-proxy)

TKE Kubernetes 1.20.6 Revisions

Date Version Updates

2023-01-

05

v1.20.6-

tke.30

Incorporates PR104833, which optimizes the controller lock of API priority and

fairness to a read/write lock. (kube-apiserver)

DaemonSet pods can be run on super nodes when necessary. (kube-controller-

manager)

Incorporates PR102576, which stops using RemoveAll when a remaining Pod

volume is deleted to avoid deleting data related to the volume. (kubelet)

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/111773
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/108831/commits/6157d3cc4a11d3e5bf587c320cf1c39b2dcdd429
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/63066
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/90260
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/106906
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/104833
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/102576
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Allows DaemonSet pods with specific annotations to be scheduled to super

nodes. (kube-controller-manager)

Adds a switch for the local replica quantity policy for super nodes. (kube-

scheduler)

Enhances the kube-apiserver priority and fairness features. (kube-apiserver)

a. During rate limiting, consider the number of objects of the resource type

requested by `list` requests. The higher the number of objects, the lower the

concurrent QPS and the less resources occupied by APIServer, which

effectively improves cluster stability and avoids crashes. If the service add-on

sends a large number of `list` requests, the delay may increase after the

upgrade, or APIServer may retry due to rate limiting.

b. Supports rate limiting based on userAgent, supports token bucket rate

limiting, and supports rate limiting and circuit breaking for add-ons of any type.

c. Supports rate limiting for update requests related to watched objects to avoid

generating too many update events at once.

Super nodes support static IPs. (kube-scheduler)

Adds switches to super node related features. (kube-scheduler)

Records the following metrics when list/watch too old, too large, and too many

objects occur (kube-apiserver):  

watch_too_old_objects_events_total ,

 list_too_large_objects_events_total ,

 list_too_many_objects_events_total ,

 watch_too_many_objects_events_total 

Adds the watch cache capacity metric  watch_cache_capacity . (kube-

apiserver)

Uses ConfigMap Informer to optimize the scheduling performance of super

nodes. (kube-scheduler)

Allows users to use the environment variable

DEFAULT_LOWER_BOUND_CAPACITY to set the minimum value of the watch

cache capacity. (kube-apiserver)

Adds the AllowLocalConnection switch. When the switch is enabled, local

addresses can be accessed by external requests. (kubelet)

2022-11-

09

v1.20.6-

tke.28

Optimizes the stability of cloud native nodes (kubelet).

Fixes the issue where kubelet exits unexpectedly during the in-place

configuration adjustment of a native node (kubelet).

Optimizes the scheduling of the number of local replicas on super nodes.

2022-10-

13

v1.20.6-

tke.27

Optimizes the scheduling policy for super node IP management (kube-

scheduler).

Incorporates PR112299, which optimizes the apiserver Gzip compression level.

(kube-apiserver)

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/112299
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Fixes CVE-2022-3172 (kube-apiserver).

Adds the `calling_webhook_timeout_error` metric (kube-apiserver).

Ignores the error in case of `TKEDefaultQuota` conflicts and increases the

number of workers to fix the `resource quota evaluates timeout` error (kube-

apiserver).

Optimizes the scheduling of the number of local replicas in Serverless clusters

(kube-scheduler).

Cancels the forced scheduling of fixed EIPs to original super nodes (kube-

scheduler).

Incorporates PR99324, which performs a reset immediately when the kube-

controller-manager token becomes invalid. (kube-controller-manager)

Merges PR101155 to set multiple `ServiceAccount` token issuers (kube-

apiserver).

Adds the `StatusDetaching` status for CBS disks (kube-controller-manager).

Increases the timeout period for resource update when static IPs are scheduled

on super nodes, so as to avoid update failures during large-scale concurrency

(kube-scheduler).

Supports DaemonSet for Serverless clusters (kube-apiserver).

2022-09-

07

v1.20.6-

tke.24

Optimizes scheduler preemption to avoid a crash (kube-scheduler).

Optimizes the scheduling of super nodes. (kube-scheduler)

Supports in-place update of Pod resources (kube-apiserver, kubelet).

Allows kube-system pods to be scheduled to prepaid super nodes. (kube-

scheduler)

Optimizes super node HPA (kube-controller-manager).

Merges PR110294, which fixes the issue where `Job activeDeadlineSeconds`

doesn't take effect (kube-controller-manager).

Incorporates PR111773, which fixes the memory leakage during scheduler

preemption. (kube-scheduler)

Merges PR97348, which fixes the issue where the number for scaling is

incorrect when `StabilizationWindowSeconds` is set for HPA (kube-controller-

manager).

Merges PR108831, which fixes the issue where creating multiple Pods at a

time leads to kubelet panic (kubelet).

Fixes the issue where Pod creation fails when the Pod name/UID of CronJob is

null (kube-controller-manager).

2022-07-

27

v1.20.6-

tke.21

CBS supports native nodes. (kubelet)

Optimizes TKE Serverless virtual node HPA.

2022-06-

16

v1.20.6-

tke.20

When using docker and overlay2, obtains disk usage through fs quota to

improve performance. (kubelet)

Optimizes daemonset Pod scheduling performance. Only the assigned nodes

are processed. (kube-scheduler)

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/99324
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/101155
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/110294
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/111773
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/97348
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/108831
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Optimizes TKE Serverless scheduling (kube-scheduler).

EKS: You can mount the PVC after creating a Pod. (kube-scheduler)

The hugepages resource can be ignored through the feature switch when a Pod

is scheduled to an TKE Serverless node. (kube-scheduler)

2022-04-

22

v1.20.6-

tke.17

EKS: The sandbox feature is retained. (kube-scheduler)

Merges pr101093, which fixed the issue where `startupProbe` is no longer be

implemented after the Pod is restarted. (kubelet)

2022-03-

24

v1.20.6-

tke.16

Fixed the issue where the inline csi and ephemeral generic ephemeral volumes are

unavailable after upgrading to v1.20. (kube-apiserver, kube-controller-manager,

kube-scheduler, kubelet, kubectl)

2022-03-

18

v1.20.6-

tke.15

Supports specifying a Pod when scaling in. (kube-controller-manager)

Merges pr106906, which detects whether the network storage volume subpath

has been deleted, preventing the Pod from being in terminating status all the time.

(kubelet)

The TKE Serverless super nodes are ignored when the anti-affinity scheduling

is performed based on the hostname. (kube-scheduler)

Supports upgrading tke1.18 to 1.20. (kube-apiserver, kube-controller-manager,

kubelet)

Ports pr108325, which fixed the problem where panic is caused by the deletion

of the sandbox container when the kubelet is launched. (kubelet)

Supports Prebind and Unreserve operations for extender schedulers. (kube-

scheduler)

2022-01-

20

v1.20.6-

tke.12

TKE Serverless rescheduling optimization: Lower the score for super nodes

that have been drained in the same availability zone. (kube-scheduler)

The apiserver supports integration of ExternalName type external services.

(kube-apiserver)

Supports binding the LB addresses to the IPVS ENIs. (kube-proxy)

2021-12-

09

v1.20.6-

tke.9

Optimizes TKE Serverless super node scheduling and HPA. (kube-controller-

manager, kube-scheduler)

Fixes the inconsistency between TKE Serverless and frontend when calculating

CPU resources. (kube-scheduler)

2021-12-

02

v1.20.6-

tke.8

Optimizes gRPC logs to avoid printing too many logs when kubelet collects

volume status. (kubelet)

Avoids scheduling Pods using CBS to external CHC nodes. (kube-scheduler)

2021-11-

26

v1.20.6-

tke.7

Supports customized installation of other CNIs for added external hybrid cloud

nodes. (kube-controller-manager)

Avoids unnecessary processing of updates after a Pod is assumed. (kube-

scheduler)

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/101093
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/106906
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/108325
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Merges pr99336 to improve the node information sync mechanism upon

kubelet startup. (kubelet)

2021-10-

13

v1.20.6-

tke.6

Merges 89465, which fixes the issue where the HPA based on Pod metrics

incorrectly calculates the number of instances during rolling updates. (kube-

controller-manager)

2021-09-

27

v1.20.6-

tke.5
Supports collection of disk usage metrics of Containerd runtime. (kubelet)

2021-09-

23

v1.20.6-

tke.4

Fixes the issue where there is no data in the stored metrics when using cgroup

v2. (kubelet)

Fixes CVE-2021-25741 to block unauthorized access to server files over soft

links. (kubelet)

2021-07-

19

v1.20.6-

tke.3

When the TKE cluster adds nodes, it can perceive the remaining IPs in the

subnet and schedule the right number of Pods to the super node at the time of

batch scheduling of Pods. (kube-scheduler)

Ports the modifications made by upstream to kubelet and cAdvisor, and fixes

the issue of metrics collection and statistics when using cgroupv2. (kubelet)

2021-06-

21

v1.20.6-

tke.2

CSIMigration and CSIMigrationQcloudCbs are enabled by default, and CBS disks

are mounted by CSI.

2021-05-

25

v1.20.6-

tke.1

Reverts pr63066, which fixes the issues of LB health check and IPVS. (kube-

proxy)

Merges pr90260, which fixes the issue of lack of containerd cluster network

monitoring. (kubelet)

Fixes the issue where upgrading lxcfs in Ubuntu 16 causes Pods to exit.

(kubelet)

Merges pr72914, which fixes the issue where mounting might fail if you delete a

pod, create a new one, and schedule it to the same node. (kube-controller-

manager)

Fixes the issue where creating containers in CentOS results in cgroup leakage.

(kubelet)

Merges pr98262, which allows you to use kube-controller-manager to

dynamically adjust the log level. (kube-controller-manager)

Merges pr97752, which fixes the issue where NewReplicaSet is displayed as

 <none>  when describing deployment. (kubectl)

Merges pr94833, which fixes the issue where the image tags in status do not

match when Pod image has multiple tags. (kubelet)

Merges pr100060, which automatically deletes the volume directory left by

orphaned Pod. (kubelet)

The kube-controller-manager supports super nodes. (kube-controller-manager)

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/99336
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/104348
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/98262
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/100060
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The kube-scheduler supports retaining a fixed number of local replicas when

TKE Serverless nodes are added on a hybrid cloud. (kube-scheduler)

CBS CSI migration is supported. (kube-controller-manager, kubelet)

Merges pr93260, which fixes the issue that the node startup becomes slowly

caused by AWS Credential Provider. (kubelet)

Adds the command line parameter eks-config-namespace for the scheduler.

This parameter specifies the namespace where scaling of TKE Serverless related

configuration occurs. (kube-scheduler)

TKE supports hybrid cloud nodes. (kube-controller-manager)

TKE kubernetes 1.18.4 revisions

Date Version Updates

2023-01-

05

v1.18.4-

tke.34

DaemonSet pods can be run on super nodes when necessary. (kube-controller-

manager)

Incorporates PR102576, which stops using RemoveAll when a remaining Pod

volume is deleted to avoid deleting data related to the volume. (kubelet)

Allows users to reduce resource limits during in-place update. (kube-apiserver)

Fixes the issue where terminated containers are not deleted during log rotation.

(kubelet)

Records the following metrics when list/watch too old, too large, and too many

objects occur (kube-apiserver):  

watch_too_old_objects_events_total ,

 list_too_large_objects_events_total ,

 list_too_many_objects_events_total ,

 watch_too_many_objects_events_total 

2022-11-

09

v1.18.4-

tke.33
Optimizes the scheduling of the number of local replicas on super nodes.

2022-10-

13

v1.18.4-

tke.30

Incorporates PR112299, which optimizes the apiserver Gzip compression level.

(kube-apiserver)

Fixes CVE-2022-3172 (kube-apiserver).

Adds the `calling_webhook_timeout_error` metric (kube-apiserver).

Ignores the error in case of `TKEDefaultQuota` conflicts and increases the

number of workers to fix the `resource quota evaluates timeout` error (kube-

apiserver).

Adds the `StatusDetaching` status for CBS disks (kube-controller-manager).

Supports DaemonSet for Serverless clusters (kube-apiserver).

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/102576
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/112299
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2022-09-

07

v1.18.4-

tke.28

Optimizes the list performance for large clusters (kube-apiserver).

Optimizes the scheduling of super nodes. (kube-scheduler)

Allows kube-system pods to be scheduled to prepaid super nodes. (kube-

scheduler)

Optimizes super node HPA (kube-controller-manager).

Supports in-place update of Pod resources (kube-apiserver, kubelet).

Merges PR97348, which fixes the issue where the number for scaling is

incorrect when `StabilizationWindowSeconds` is set for HPA (kube-controller-

manager).

Merges PR108831, which fixes the issue where creating multiple Pods at a

time leads to kubelet panic (kubelet).

2022-07-

27

v1.18.4-

tke.26
CBS supports native nodes. (kubelet)

2022-03-

18

v1.18.4-

tke.23

Merges pr92878, which allows to print alarm information only when setting the

ownership for ConfigMap/Secret volumes takes more than 30 seconds, avoiding

excessive log information. (kubelet)

Merges pr106906, which detects whether the network storage volume subpath

has been deleted, preventing the Pod from being in terminating status all the time.

(kubelet)

The TKE Serverless super nodes are ignored when the anti-affinity scheduling

is performed based on the hostname. (kube-scheduler)

Merges pr93026, which fixed the problem where DefaultPodTopologySpread

cannot obtain replicaset information. (kube-scheduler)

2022-01-

20

v1.18.4-

tke.20

TKE Serverless rescheduling optimization: Lower the score for super nodes

that have been drained in the same availability zone. (kube-scheduler)

The apiserver supports integration of ExternalName 556 type external services.

(kube-apiserver)

Supports binding the LB addresses to the ipvs ENIs. (kube-proxy)

2021-12-

09

v1.18.4-

tke.17

Fixes the issue where kube-controller-manager's access to apiserver is

restricted when there are a large number of volume attachment objects. (kube-

controller-manager)

Merges PR95650, so that HPA ignores deleted Pods when counting replicas.

(kube-controller-manager)

Fixes the inconsistency between TKE Serverless and frontend when calculating

CPU resources. (kube-scheduler)

2021-12-

02

v1.18.4-

tke.16

Fixes the bug when scheduling to super nodes. (kube-scheduler)

Optimizes the super node scheduling algorithm. (kube-scheduler)

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/97348
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/108831
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/92878
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/106906
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/93026
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/95650
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2021-11-

26

v1.18.4-

tke.15

Merges pr96444, so that if an error occurs during RBAC policy sync, the

operation will be retried. (kube-apiserver)

Supports customized installation of other CNIs for added external hybrid cloud

nodes. (kube-controller-manager)

Supports binding cores by group for Android containers in cloud games.

(kubelet)

Supports extended scheduler Prebind and Unreserve operations. (kube-

scheduler)

Merges pr99336 to improve the node information sync mechanism upon kubelet

startup. (kubelet)

Fixes CVE-2021-25741 to block unauthorized access to server files over soft

links. (kubelet)

Optimizes the error message when scheduling times out due to CBS disk

creation failure. (kube-scheduler)

Optimizes gRPC logs to avoid printing too many logs when kubelet collects

volume status. (kubelet)

Avoids scheduling Pods using CBS to external CHC nodes. (kube-scheduler)

2021-08-

23

v1.18.4-

tke.14

When the TKE cluster adds nodes, it supports static IP. (kube-scheduler)

When the TKE cluster adds nodes, if TKE Serverless static IP is matched, other

pre-selected policies are skipped. (kube-scheduler)

When the TKE cluster adds nodes, TKE Serverless node resource awareness

rescheduling is optimized for TKE Serverless node scheduling, and TKE

Serverless node priority model scheduling and preference/pre-selection policy

for TKE Serverless nodes are optimized. (kube-scheduler)

Records loaded IPVS kernel module to avoid kube-proxy crashes in IPVS

mode. (kube-proxy)

Avoids panic when an error occurs at the time of writing into cpu manager

status file. (kubelet)

2021-07-

22

v1.18.4-

tke.13

Merges PR91859, which fixes the issue of kube-apiserver panic when the CRD

type has only one letter. (kube-apiserver)

2021-07-

13

v1.18.4-

tke.12

When the TKE cluster adds nodes, it can perceive the remaining IPs in the

subnet and schedule the right number of Pods to the super node at the time of

batch scheduling of the Pods. (kube-scheduler)

Supports collection of disk usage metrics of Containerd runtime. (kubelet)

You can specify the Pod at the time of scaling in. (kube-controller-manager)

2021-06-

05

v1.18.4-

tke.11
TKE supports hybrid cloud nodes. (kube-controller-manager)

2021-05-

14

v1.18.4-

tke.9

Ports pr93370 to support CronJobControllerV2. (kube-controller-manager)

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/96444
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/99336
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/104340
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/91859
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/93370
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Merges pr100376 to enable HTTP/2 health check, which prevents the issue

that the underlying layer connection is closed but can still be used incorrectly.

(kube-apiserver, kube-controller-manager, kube-scheduler, kubelet, kube-

proxy, kubectl)

Merges pr100317, which fixes the issue where CVE-2021-25735 node updates

might bypass the Validating Admission Webhook. (kube-apiserver)

When TKE cluster adds nodes, ComputeResource, TKE Serverless ClusterIP,

and HPA are supported. (kube-controller-manager, kube-scheduler)

2021-04-

02

v1.18.4-

tke.8

Merges pr97752, which fixes the issue where NewReplicaSet is displayed as

 <none>  when describing deployment (kubectl).

Merges pr93808, which fixes the issue where unnecessary information is

returned when  kube-scheduler --version  is executed. (kube-

scheduler)

Merges pr91590, which fixes the issue of warning that the port has been

allocated when using the multiprotocol service of NodePort type (kube-

apiserver).

Merges pr98262, which allows you to use kube-controller-manager to

dynamically adjust the log level. (kube-controller-manager)

Merges pr95154, which fixes the issue where kube-scheduler snapshot

contains the nodes being deleted. (kube-scheduler)

Merges pr95711, which fixes the issue where kubectl drain command occupies

too much CPU. (kubectl)

Merges pr96602, which fixes the issue where apiserver memory leaks before or

after the time gaps. (kube-apiserver)

Merges pr97023, which deletes the related metadata directory when

unmounting an emptyDir type volume (kubelet).

Merges pr97527, which fixes the issue where map access operations are not

synchronized in cpumanager (kubelet).

Merges pr100190, which automatically deletes the volume directory left by

orphaned Pod (kubelet).

Merges pr92614, when all containers of the Pod whose restart policy is

RestartPolicyOnFailure exit successfully, no new sandbox will be created

(kubelet).

Merges pr94833, which fixes the issue where the image tag does not match in

status when Pod image has multiple tags (kubelet).

2020-12-

28

v1.18.4-

tke.6

(ARM

clusters

are

supported

starting

Adds metrics to QcloudCbs. (kube-controller-manager)

Fixes the issue where extra space exists in the value of serial when mounting

CBS disk. (Kubelet)

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/100376
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/100317
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/97752
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/93808
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/91590
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/98262
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/95154
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/95711
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/96602
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/97023
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/97527
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/100190
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/92614
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/94833
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from this

version)

2020-12-

21

v1.18.4-

tke.5

Merges pr94712, which fixes CVE-2020-8564 - fixes the issue when the file

format is incorrect and logLevel >= 4, Docker configuration leaks. (kubelet)

Merges pr95316, which fixes CVE-2020-8565 - fixes the issue where

incomplete fix for CVE-2019-11250 resulting in log token leak. (logLevel >= 9)

(kube-apiserver, kubectl)

Merges pr95245, which fixes CVE-2020-8566 - fixes the issue where Ceph

RBD adminSecrets is exposed in the log when loglevel >= 4. (kube-controller-

manager)

Fixes the issue where restarting kubelet causes failure of Pod readiness check.

(kubelet)

Merges pr90825, which fixes the issue where the pop operation of the fifo queue

in client-go might be stuck due to race condition, which causes the pod to

remain in the pending state. (kubelet)

The scheduler supports super nodes. (kube-scheduler)

The kube-controller-manager supports super nodes. (kube-controller-manager)

Sets the instance-type label based on the actual model of the node, instead of

being fixed as QCLOUD. (kubelet)

Adds the CBS to OpenAPI. (kube-apiserver)

Merges pr91126, which fixes the issue where the scheduler cache is

inconsistent when Pod has the same name but different UID. (kube-scheduler)

Merges pr93387, which fixes the issue where the daemonset pod can not be

scheduled to nodes due to the disorder of node cache information in the

scheduler. (kube-scheduler)

Merges pr89465, which fixes the issue where the HPA based on Pod metrics

incorrectly calculates the number of instances during rolling updates. (kube-

controller-manager)

2020-10-

13

v1.18.4-

tke.3

Merges pr89629, which fixes the issue where the container that mounts the

subpath would fail to restart after the configmap is changed. (kubelet)

QcloudCbs supports BulkVolumeVerification. (kube-controller-manager)

Merges pr94430, which fixes the issue where the client-go reflector could not

detect the "Too large resource version" error (kubelet).

2020-08-

12

v1.18.4-

tke.2

Merges pr93403, which removes the printed error information of pod condition

irrelevant to the kubelet during kubelet update. (kubelet)

2020-08-

04

v1.18.4-

tke.1

Reverts pr63066, which fixes the issues of LB health check and IPVS. (kube-

proxy)

Merges pr72914, which fixes the issue where mounting might fail if you delete a

pod, create a new one, and schedule it to the same node. (kube-controller-

manager)

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/94712
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/95316
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/95245
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/90825
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/91126
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/93387
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/89465
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/89629
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/94430
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/93403
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/63066
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/93403
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Fixes the issue where creating containers in CentOS results in cgroup leakage.

(kubelet)

Fixes the issue where upgrading lxcfs in Ubuntu 16 causes pods to exit.

(kubelet)

metadata adds cache and timeout. cloud-provider now supports using node

name as hostname. (kubelet)

metadata adds local cache. (kubelet)

Incorporates CBS and relevant fixing code. (kubelet)

Merges pr90260, which fixes the issue of missing monitoring records for

containerd cluster networks. (kubelet)

TKE can perceive the maximum number of qcloudcbs that can be mounted to a

single node. In 1.12 and later versions, the value is maxAttachCount-2. In

version 1.10, the value is 18 by default. (kube-scheduler)

Fixes the issue where CBS intree continues to unmount a non-existent disk,

causing numerous invalid requests. (kubelet)

Merges pr2359, which fixes the issue with missing monitoring records when the

system is unable to obtain docker root. (kubelet)

kube-scheduler now supports dynamic logging level configuration. (kube-

scheduler)

Produces a workaround for the missing CBS device path (/dev/disk/by-id/virtio-

xxx/...) issue that prevents some users from accessing CBS properly. (kubelet)

TKE can perceive the maximum number of qcloudcbs that can be mounted to a

single node. The kubelet side will not patch node. (kubelet)

Merges pr89296, so that the log will not record whether the iptables random-

fully parameter is enabled. (kube-proxy)

Fixes the aws issue, pr92162. (kubelet)

Merges pr91277, which prevents the issue of large numbers of TLS handshake

error logs generated by kube-apiserver as a result of CLB health checks. (kube-

apiserver)

Merges pr91500, which fixes the issue of missing environmental variables of

KUBERNETES_SERVICE_HOST. (kubelet)

Merges 92537, which fixes the issue where client-go reflector could not recover

from the error "Too large resource version". (kube-apiserver, kube-controller-

manager, kube-scheduler, kubelet, and kube-proxy)

Merges pr92969, which fixes the issue where CVE-2020-8559 privilege

escalation from an invaded node results in invasion into other nodes. (kube-

apiserver)

Merges pr92921, which fixes the DOS attack issue where CVE-2020-8557

exhausts the disk space by writing into “/etc/hosts”. (kubelet)

(Discontinued) TKE Kubernetes 1.16.3 revisions

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/90260
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/2359
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/89296
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/92162
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/91277
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/91500
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/92537
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/92969
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/92921
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2022-10-

13

v1.16.3-

tke.32

Incorporates PR112299, which optimizes the apiserver Gzip compression level.

(kube-apiserver)

Fixes CVE-2022-3172 (kube-apiserver).

Adds the `calling_webhook_timeout_error` metric (kube-apiserver).

Ignores the error in case of `TKEDefaultQuota` conflicts and increases the

number of workers to fix the `resource quota evaluates timeout` error (kube-

apiserver).

CPU Manager first clears terminated containers when handling Pods to avoid

CPU allocation failure (kubelet).

Adds the `StatusDetaching` status for CBS disks (kube-controller-manager).

Supports DaemonSet for Serverless clusters (kube-apiserver).

Supports in-place update of Pod resources (kube-apiserver, kubelet).

2022-07-

27

v1.16.3-

tke.28

TKE Serverless virtual nodes are ignored when anti-affinity scheduling is

performed based on hostname. (kube-scheduler)

TKE Serverless: The sandbox feature is retained. (kube-scheduler)

CBS supports native nodes. (kubelet)

2022-03-

18

v1.16.3-

tke.27

Supports specifying a Pod when scaling in. (kube-controller-manager)

Optimization of super node scheduling algorithm. (kube-scheduler)

2022-01-

20

v1.16.3-

tke.25

Supports binding the LB addresses to the ipvs ENIs. (kube-proxy)

The apiserver supports integration of ExternalName type external services.

(kube-apiserver)

Optimization of TKE Serverless scheduling. (kube-scheduler)

2021-12-

09

v1.16.3-

tke.24

Fixes the issue where the TKE Serverless local replica quantity policy fails on

StatefulSet Pods. (kube-scheduler)

2021-12-

02

v1.16.3-

tke.23

Supports extended scheduler Prebind and Unreserve operations. (kube-

scheduler)

Avoids scheduling Pods using CBS to external CHC nodes. (kube-scheduler)

Fixes the bug when scheduling to super nodes. (kube-scheduler)

2021-09-

03

v1.16.3-

tke.22

Avoids panic when an error occurs at the time of writing into cpu manager status

file. (kubelet)

2021-08-

17

v1.16.3-

tke.21

Optimizes TKE Serverless node scheduling: optimizes TKE Serverless node

resource awareness rescheduling, optimizes TKE Serverless node priority

model scheduling, and optimizes preference/pre-selection policy for TKE

Serverless nodes. (kube-scheduler)

Ports 87692, which fixes the issue that there is no data for scheduler’s

pending_pods and schedule_attempts_total metrics. (kube-scheduler)

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/112299
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/87692
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2021-07-

19

v1.16.3-

tke.20

Ports 87688 and 87693, which optimizes Node Authorizer performance. (kube-

apiserver)

When the TKE cluster adds nodes, it can perceive the remaining IPs in the

subnet and schedule the right number of Pods to the super node at the time of

batch scheduling of Pods. (kube-scheduler)

Merges pr88507, which fixes the issue that the podIP and podIPs are

inconsistent when updating the Pod status. (kube-apiserver)

2021-05-

24

v1.16.3-

tke.17

Ports pr93370 to support CronJobControllerV2. (kube-controller-manager)

When the TKE cluster adds nodes, the local replicas can be retained. (kube-

scheduler)

2021-05-

06

v1.16.3-

tke.16

Updates the launch method of running kube-proxy as an image, and

automatically adapts to the iptables running mode of the node to support the

operating system that uses the NF_TABLES mode to run iptables by default.

2021-04-

14

v1.16.3-

tke.15

Merges pr97752, which fixes the issue where NewReplicaSet is displayed as

 <none>  when describing deployment (kubectl).

Merges pr92614, when all containers of the Pod whose restart policy is

RestartPolicyOnFailure exit successfully, no new sandbox will be created.

(kubelet)

Merges pr91590, which fixes the issue of warning that the port has been

allocated when using the multiprotocol service of NodePort type (kube-

apiserver).

Merges pr98262, which allows you to use kube-controller-manager to

dynamically adjust the log level. (kube-controller-manager)

Merges pr95301, which automatically deletes the volume directory left by

orphaned Pod. (kubelet)

2020-12-

28

v1.16.3-

tke.14

Adds metrics to QcloudCbs. (kube-controller-manager)

Fixes the issue where extra space exists in the value of serial when mounting

CBS disk. (Kubelet)

2020-12-

21

v1.16.3-

tke.13

Merges pr94712, which fixes CVE-2020-8564 - fixes the issue when the file

format is incorrect and logLevel >= 4, Docker configuration leaks. (kubelet)

Merges pr95316, which fixes CVE-2020-8565 - fixes the issue where

incomplete fix for CVE-2019-11250 resulting in log token leak (logLevel >= 9).

(kube-apiserver, kubectl)

Merges pr95245, which fixes CVE-2020-8566 - fixes the issue where Ceph

RBD adminSecrets is exposed in the log when loglevel >= 4. (kube-controller-

manager)

Merges pr86191, which fixes the issue where Pod might be in the wrong state

when the node is restarted. (kubelet)

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/87688
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/87693
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/88507
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/93370
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/97752
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/92614
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/91590
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/98262
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/95301
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/94712
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/95316
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/95245
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/86191
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Merges pr86140, which fixes the issue where the Controller Manager does not

handle the timeout error correctly, so that the expanded Pod could not be

created. (kube-controller-manager)

Merges pr90825, which fixes the issue where the pop operation of the fifo queue

in client-go might be stuck due to race condition, which causes the Pod to

remain in the pending state. (kubelet)

The scheduler supports super nodes. (kube-scheduler)

The kube-controller-manager supports super nodes. (kube-controller-manager)

Sets the instance-type label based on the actual model of the node, instead of

being fixed as QCLOUD. (kubelet)

Adds the CBS to OpenAPI. (kube-apiserver)

Merges pr81344, which fixes the issue where the CPU Manager does not

support SourcesReady. (kubelet)

Merges pr91126, which fixes the issue where the scheduler cache is

inconsistent when Pod has the same name but different UID. (kube-scheduler)

Merges pr89224, which fixes the issue where kube-scheduler restarts

abnormally because NodeInfo is not checked. (kube-scheduler)

Merges pr89465, which fixes the issue where the HPA based on Pod metrics

incorrectly calculates the number of instances during rolling updates. (kube-

controller-manager)

2020-10-

13

v1.16.3-

tke.11

Merges pr92971, which fixes the issue where CVE-2020-8559 privilege

escalation from an invaded node results in invasion into other nodes. (kube-

apiserver)

Merges pr92924, which fixes the DOS attack issue where CVE-2020-8557

exhausts the disk space by writing into /etc/hosts. (kubelet)

Merges pr93403, which removes the printed error information of pod condition

irrelevant to the kubelet during kubelet update. (kubelet)

Merges pr89629, which fixes the issue where the container that mounts the

subpath would fail to restart after the configmap is changed. (kubelet)

QcloudCbs supports BulkVolumeVerification. (kube-controller-manager)

Merges pr84998, which resolves the issue where the corresponding node lease

object might be rebuilt after the node is deleted, and causes junk data. (kubelet)

2020-07-

28

v1.16.3-

tke.10

Incorporates pr91277, which prevents the issue of large numbers of TLS

handshake error logs generated by kube-apiserver as a result of CLB health

checks. (kube-apiserver)

Incorporates pr91500, which fixes the issue of missing environmental variables

of KUBERNETES_SERVICE_HOST. (kubelet)

2020-06-

17

v1.16.3-

tke.9

Temporarily fixes the AWS issuepr92162. AWS Credential Provider is no longer

registered to prevent this issue from causing slow node launches.

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/86140
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/90825
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/81344
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/91126
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/89224
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/89465
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/92971
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/92924
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/93403
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/89629
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/84998
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/91277
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/91500
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/issues/92162
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2020-06-

11

v1.16.3-

tke.8

Merges pr85993, which allows you to use CNI results to set kubenet gateway

addresses.

2020-06-

10

v1.16.3-

tke.7

Merges pr90260, which fixes the issue of missing monitoring records for

containerd cluster networks.

Merges pr89515, which fixes the issue where HPA miscalculates the number of

pods during rolling updates.

Merges pr91252, which ignores Pod Condition updates generated by other

components to avoid unnecessary scheduling.

Merges pr89794, which clears kube-controller-manager error logs to avoid

CVE-2020-8555 Half-Blind SSRF attacks.

2020-05-

18

v1.16.3-

tke.6

TKE can perceive the maximum number of qcloudcbs that can be mounted to a

single node. The max value cannot be dynamically obtained.

2020-04-

20

v1.16.3-

tke.5

Merges pr69047, which fixes the  node.Spec.Unschedulable  backward

compatibility issue. (This fix is overwritten when the in-tree cbs code is

incorporated).

2020-04-

14

v1.16.3-

tke.4

Merges pr87913, which fixes the CVE-2020-8551: Kubelet DoS attack issue.

Merges pr87669, which fixes the CVE-2020-8552: apiserver DoS attack issue.

TKE can perceive the maximum number of qcloudcbs that can be mounted to a

single node. (In 1.12 and later versions, the value is maxAttachCount-2. In

version 1.10, the value is 18 by default).

Merges pr87467, which fixes the issue of excessive CPU consumption by

kubectl in parsing YAML files when an authorized user sends a malicious YAML

file.

2020-03-

11

v1.16.3-

tke.3

Fixes the issue where CBS intree continues to unmount a non-existent disk,

which causes a large number of invalid requests.

Adds a local metadata cache.

2020-02-

14

v1.16.3-

tke.2

Merges pr2359, which fixes the issue of missing monitoring records when the

system is unable to obtain docker root.

Merges pr86583, which increases the logging level to reduce the amount of logs

caused by the lack of support for random-fully in earlier versions of iptables.

kube-scheduler now supports dynamic logging level configuration.

Produces a workaround for the missing CBS device path (/dev/disk/by-id/virtio-

xxx/...) issue that prevents some users from accessing CBS properly.

Merges pr86230, which skips assumed pod updates when pods are scheduled.

2020-01-

06

v1.16.3-

tke.1

Incorporates pr79036, which fixes the issue where upon being opened, the CPU

Manager disables the CPU quota if the QoS setting of a pod is Guaranteed.

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/85993
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/90260
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/89515
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/91252
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/89794
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/69047
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/87913
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/87669
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/87467
https://github.com/google/cadvisor/pull/2359
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/86583
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/86230
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/79036
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Incorporates pr84167, which fixes the issue where an incorrect Etcd key prefix

causes an apiserver health check failure.

Reverts pr63066, which fixes the CLB health check and IPVS issues.

Incorporates pr72914, which fixes the issue where mounting may fail if you

delete a pod, create a new one, and schedule it to the same node.

Fixes the issue where creating containers in CentOS results in cgroup leakage.

Fixes the issue where upgrading lxcfs in Ubuntu 16 causes pods to exit.

Adds metadata cache and timeout. cloud-provider now supports using node

names as hostnames.

Reverts pr79036, which fixes the issue where upon being opened, the CPU

Manager disables the CPU quota if the QoS setting of a pod is Guaranteed.

Produces a workaround for the missing CBS device path (/dev/disk/by-id/virtio-

xxx/...) issue that prevents some users from accessing CBS properly.

(Discontinued) TKE Kubernetes 1.14.3 revisions

Date Version Updates

2022-04-

13

v1.14.3-

tke.27

Merges pr78428, which avoids writing a warning message when exporting the

iptables rule, causing kube-proxy panic at the time of recovery. (kube-proxy)

2022-03-

18

v1.14.3-

tke.26

Supports specifying a Pod when scaling in. (kube-controller-manager)

Optimization of super node scheduling algorithm. (kube-scheduler)

Merges pr80851, which fixed CVE-2019-11247, avoiding the unauthorized

access of CRD resources. (kube-apiserver)

2022-01-

20

v1.14.3-

tke.24

Supports binding the LB addresses to the ipvs ENIs. (kube-proxy)

The apiserver supports integration of ExternalName type external services.

(kube-apiserver)

Optimization of TKE Serverless scheduling. (kube-scheduler)

2021-12-

02

v1.14.3-

tke.23

When the TKE cluster adds nodes, it can perceive the remaining IPs in the

subnet and schedule the right number of Pods to the super node at the time of

batch scheduling of the Pods. (kube-scheduler)

Optimizes TKE Serverless node scheduling: optimizes TKE Serverless node

resource awareness rescheduling, optimizes TKE Serverless node priority model

scheduling, and optimizes preference/pre-selection policy for TKE Serverless

nodes. (kube-scheduler)

Supports extended scheduler Prebind and Unreserve operations. (kube-

scheduler)

Avoids scheduling Pods using CBS to external CHC nodes. (kube-scheduler)

Fixes the bug when scheduling to super nodes. (kube-scheduler)

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/63066
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/72914
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/78428
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/80851
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2021-05-

06

v1.14.3-

tke.22

Updates the launch method of running kube-proxy as an image, and automatically

adapts to the iptables running mode of the node to support the operating system

that uses the NF_TABLES mode to run iptables by default.

2021-04-

14

v1.14.3-

tke.21

Merges pr97752, which fixes the issue where NewReplicaSet is displayed as

 <none>  when describing deployment (kubectl).

Merges pr78999, which fixes the issue of judging the case of the protocol during

graceful close (kube-proxy).

Merges pr91590, which fixes the issue of warning that the port has been

allocated when using the multiprotocol service of NodePort type (kube-

apiserver).

Merges pr98262, which allows you to use kube-controller-manager to

dynamically adjust the log level. (kube-controller-manager)

Merges pr95301, which automatically deletes the volume directory left by

orphaned Pod. (kubelet)

2020-12-

28

v1.14.3-

tke.19

Adds metrics to QcloudCbs. (kube-controller-manager)

Fixes the issue where extra space exists in the value of serial when mounting

CBS disk. (Kubelet)

2020-12-

21

v1.14.3-

tke.18

Merges pr94712, which fixes CVE-2020-8564 - fixes the issue when the file

format is incorrect and logLevel >= 4, Docker configuration leaks. (kubelet)

Merges pr95316, which fixes CVE-2020-8565 - fixes the issue where

incomplete fix for CVE-2019-11250 resulting in log token leak (logLevel >= 9).

(kube-apiserver, kubectl)

Merges pr95245, which fixes CVE-2020-8566 - fixes the issue where Ceph

RBD adminSecrets is exposed in the log when loglevel >= 4. (kube-controller-

manager)

Merges pr86140, which fixes the issue where the Controller Manager does not

handle the timeout error correctly, so that the expanded Pod could not be

created. (kube-controller-manager)

The scheduler supports super nodes. (kube-scheduler)

The kube-controller-manager supports super nodes. (kube-controller-manager)

Sets the instance-type label based on the actual model of the node, instead of

being fixed as QCLOUD. (kubelet)

Merges pr79338, when both SupportPodPidsLimit and SupportNodePidsLimit

are not enabled, the pids cgroup subsystem will not be enabled. (kubelet)

Merges pr89224, which fixes the issue where kube-scheduler restarts

abnormally because NodeInfo is not checked. (kube-scheduler)

Merges pr89465, which fixes the issue where the HPA based on Pod metrics

incorrectly calculates the number of instances during rolling updates. (kube-

controller-manager)

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/97752
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/78999
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/91590
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/98262
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/95301
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/94712
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/95316
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/95245
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/86140
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/79338
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/89224
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/89465
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2020-10-

13

v1.14.3-

tke.17

Merges pr74781, which changes the default update strategy of ConfigMap and

Secret from Cache to Watch. (kubelet)

Merges pr93403, which removes the printed error information of pod condition

irrelevant to the kubelet during kubelet update. (kubelet)

Merges pr89629, which fixes the issue where the container that mounts the

subpath would fail to restart after the configmap is changed. (kubelet)

Merges pr80942, which fixes the issue where rules are not deleted after the

service is deleted in ipvs mode. (kube-proxy)

QcloudCbs supports BulkVolumeVerification. (kube-controller-manager)

2020-08-

04

v1.14.3-

tke.16

Merges pr78883, which fixes the bug where the default value for

pod.spec.container.SecurityContext.ProcMount is added by default.

2020-07-

28

v1.14.3-

tke.15

Incorporates pr76518 and pr82514, which limits the return size of http and exec

probe to prevent occupation of large amounts of node memory. (kubelet)

Incorporates pr91277, which prevents the issue of large numbers of TLS

handshake error logs generated by kube-apiserver as a result of CLB health

checks. (kube-apiserver)

Incorporates pr91500, which fixes the issue of missing environmental variables

of KUBERNETES_SERVICE_HOST. (kubelet)

Incorporates pr77475, which fixes the issue of Cronjob scheduling failure when

the number of jobs exceeds 500. (kube-controller-manager)

2020-06-

10

v1.14.3-

tke.14

Merges pr85027, which fixes the issue where HPA miscalculates of the number

of pods during rolling updates.

Merges pr79708, which uses spec.replicas to calculate the current number of

replicas of HPA.

Merges pr91252, which ignores Pod Condition updates generated by other

components to avoid unnecessary scheduling.

Merges pr89794, which clears kube-controller-manager error logs to avoid

CVE-2020-8555 Half-Blind SSRF attacks.

2020-06-

04

v1.14.3-

tke.13

Merges pr90260, which fixes the issue of missing monitoring records for

containerd cluster networks.

Merges pr79451, which fixes the issue where if restartPolicy is set to Never,

kubelet does not try to create SandBox again after the first attempt fails.

2020-05-

18

v1.14.3-

tke.12

TKE can perceive the maximum number of qcloudcbs that can be mounted to a

single node. The max value cannot be dynamically obtained.

2020-04-

14

v1.14.3-

tke.11

Merges pr75442, which changes the bandwidth unit from Kb to b.

Merges pr87669, which fixes the CVE-2020-8552: apiserver DoS attack issue.

TKE can perceive the maximum number of qcloudcbs that can be mounted to a

single node. (In 1.12 and later versions, the value is maxAttachCount-2. In

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/74781
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/93403
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/89629
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/8094
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/78883
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/76518
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/82514
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/91277
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/91500
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/77475
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/85027
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/79708
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/91252
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/89794
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/90260
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/79451
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/75442
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/87669
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version 1.10, the value is 18 by default).

2020-04-

14

v1.14.3-

tke.10

Fixes the issue where CBS intree continues to unmount a non-existent disk, which

causes a large number of invalid requests.

2020-01-

13

v1.14.3-

tke.9

Merges pr2359, which fixes the issue of missing monitoring records when the

system is unable to obtain docker root.

Merges pr86583, which increases the logging level to reduce the amount of logs

caused by the lack of support for random-fully in earlier versions of iptables.

kube-scheduler now supports dynamic logging level configuration.

Produces a workaround for the missing CBS device path (/dev/disk/by-id/virtio-

xxx/...) issue that prevents some users from accessing CBS properly.

Merges pr86230, which skips assumed pod updates when pods are scheduled.

2019-12-

23

v1.14.3-

tke.8

Reverts pr79036, which fixes an issue where upon being opened, the CPU

Manager disables the CPU quota if the QoS setting of a pod is Guaranteed.

2019-12-

17

v1.14.3-

tke.7

Adds metadata cache and timeout.

Fixes the issue where upgrading lxcfs in Ubuntu 16 causes pods to exit.

Avoids the readiness state of “pod not ready” when kubelet is restarted.

2019-11-

28

v1.14.3-

tke.6
cloud-provider supports using node names as hostnames.

2019-11-

18

v1.14.3-

tke.5

Merges pr83435, which fixes an issue that allows DoS attacks that use

malicious YAML or JSON files to exhaust kube-apiserver CPU or memory

resources, resulting in a loss of service.

Merges pr84167, which fixes an issue where an incorrect ETCD prefix causes

apiserver health checks to fail.

Merges pr75622, which fixes an issue where, when there is a high sts (>2000)

workload in a cluster, it takes too long to sync sts changes to pod (about 20s).

2019-10-

23

v1.14.3-

tke.4

Merges pr79036, which fixes an issue where upon being opened, the CPU

Manager disables the CPU quota if the QoS setting of a pod is Guaranteed.

2019-09-

10

v1.14.3-

tke.3

Incorporates pr63066, which fixes the issue where CLB health checks fails in IPVS

mode.

2019-09-

06

v1.14.3-

tke.2

Fixes the cve-2019-9512&cve-2019-9514 HTTP/2 DDoS security issue.

Merges pr72914, which fixes an issue where deleting a Pod and then creating a

new one and scheduling it to the same node could cause mounting a volume to

fail.

Resolves the issue where creating containers in CentOS results in cgroup

leakage.

https://github.com/google/cadvisor/pull/2359
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/86583
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/86230
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/79036
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/83435
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/84167
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/75622
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/79036
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/63066
https://discuss.kubernetes.io/t/security-release-of-kubernetes-v1-15-3-v1-14-6-v1-13-10-cve-2019-9512-and-cve-2019-9514/7596
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/72914
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Date Version Updates

2022-04-

13

v1.12.4-

tke.31

Merges pr78428, which avoids writing a warning message when exporting the

iptables rule, causing kube-proxy panic at the time of recovery. (kube-proxy)

2022-01-

20

v1.12.4-

tke.30
The LB address can be bound to the ipvs ENI. (kube-proxy)

2021-05-

06

v1.12.4-

tke.28

Updates the launch method of running kube-proxy as an image, and automatically

adapts to the iptables running mode of the node to support the operating system

that uses the NF_TABLES mode to run iptables by default.

2020-12-

28

v1.12.4-

tke.27

Adds metrics to QcloudCbs. (kube-controller-manager)

Fixes the issue where extra space exists in the value of serial when mounting

CBS disk. (Kubelet)

2020-12-

15

v1.12.4-

tke.26
QcloudCbs supports BulkVolumeVerification. (kube-controller-manager)

2020-11-

17

v1.12.4-

tke.25

Merges pr79495, which fixes the issue where the webhook call fails when there

are multiple versions of CRD. (kube-apiserver)

2020-10-

13

v1.12.4-

tke.24

Merges pr93403, which removes the printed error information of pod condition

irrelevant to the kubelet during kubelet update. (kubelet)

2020-08-

04

v1.12.4-

tke.23

Merges pr78881, which fixes the bug where the default value for

pod.spec.container.SecurityContext.ProcMount is added by default.

2020-07-

28

v1.12.4-

tke.22

Incorporates pr91277, which prevents the issue of large numbers of TLS

handshake error logs generated by kube-apiserver as a result of CLB health

checks. (kube-apiserver)

Incorporates pr91500, which fixes the issue of missing environmental variables

of KUBERNETES_SERVICE_HOST. (kubelet)

2020-06-

10

v1.12.4-

tke.21

Merges pr73915, which prevents the watcher from receiving events before the

watch is started.

Merges pr91252, which ignores Pod Condition updates generated by other

components to avoid unnecessary scheduling.

Merges pr73915, which clears kube-controller-manager error logs to avoid

CVE-2020-8555 Half-Blind SSRF attacks.

2020-06-

04

v1.12.4-

tke.20

Merges pr90260, which fixes the issue of missing monitoring records for

containerd cluster networks.

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/78428
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/79495
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/93403
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/78881
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/91277
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/91500
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/73915
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/91252
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/89794
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/90260
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Merges pr79451, which fixes the issue where if restartPolicy is set to Never,

kubelet does not try to create SandBox again after the first attempt fails.

2020-05-

18

v1.12.4-

tke.19

Merges pr77802, which disables graceful termination for UDP traffic.

Merges pr68741, which fixes the issue of when the soft link /var/lib/kubelet and

subpath are used, the host fails to unmount after pod deletion, resulting in

mount target leakage and the pod being stuck in terminating.

TKE can perceive the maximum number of qcloudcbs that can be mounted to a

single node. The max value cannot be dynamically obtained.

2020-04-

14

v1.12.4-

tke.18

Merges pr73401, pr73606, and pr76060, which deletes DaemonSet pods

allocated to non-existent nodes.

Merges pr68619, which fixes the CPU Manager dirty data issue.

Merges pr87669, which fixes the CVE-2020-8552: apiserver DoS attack issue.

TKE can perceive the maximum number of qcloudcbs that can be mounted to a

single node. (In 1.12 and later versions, the value is maxAttachCount-2. In

version 1.10, the value is 18 by default).

2020-02-

14

v1.12.4-

tke.17

Upgrades the CBS V2 interface to V3.

Fixes the issue where CBS intree continues to unmount a non-existent disk,

which causes a large number of invalid requests.

2020-01-

13

v1.12.4-

tke.16

Merges pr2359 , which fixes the issue of missing monitoring records when

docker root fails to be obtained.

Merges pr86583 , which increases the logging level to prevent excessive logs

from being generated when iptables does not support random-fully.

kube-scheduler supports dynamic logging level configuration.

Produces a workaround for the missing CBS device path (/dev/disk/by-id/virtio-

xxx/...) issue that prevents some users from accessing CBS properly.

Merges pr86230, which skips assumed pod updates when pods are scheduled.

2019-12-

23

v1.12.4-

tke.15

Reverts pr79036, which fixes an issue where upon being opened, the CPU

Manager disables the CPU quota if the QoS setting of a pod is Guaranteed.

2019-12-

17

v1.12.4-

tke.14

Adds metadata cache and timeout.

Fixes the issue where upgrading lxcfs in Ubuntu 16 causes pods to exit.

Avoids the readiness state of “pod not ready” when kubelet is restarted.

2019-11-

28

v1.12.4-

tke.13
cloud-provider supports using node names as hostnames.

2019-11-

18

v1.12.4-

tke.12

Merges pr75622, which fixes an issue where, when there is a high sts (>2000)

workload, it takes too long to sync sts changes to pod (about 20s).

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/79451
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/77802
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/68741
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/73401
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/73606
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/76060
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/68619
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/87669
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/2359
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/86583
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/86230
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/79036
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/75622
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2019-10-

23

v1.12.4-

tke.11

Merges pr79036, which fixes an issue where upon being opened, the CPU

Manager disables the CPU quota if the QoS setting of a pod is Guaranteed.

Merges pr72868, which adds a new parameter  --metrics-port  to kube-

proxy and addresses the issue where  --metrics-bind-address  does

not recognize port numbers.

2019-09-

06

v1.12.4-

tke.10

Fixes the cve-2019-9512&cve-2019-9514 HTTP/2 DDoS security issue.

Merges pr72914, which fixes an issue where deleting a Pod and then creating a

new one and scheduling it to the same node could cause mounting a volume to

fail.

Merges pr71834, which fixes an issue with IPVS load balancing where, if

sessionAffinity is set to ClientIP, traffic is routed to an invalid real server.

2019-08-

09

v1.12.4-

tke.9
Fixes the issue where creating containers in CentOS results in cgroup leakage.

August 8,

2019

v1.12.4-

tke.8

Incorporates pr72118, which fixes the issue where mounting fails if a CBS

StatefulSet is rescheduled to the same node.

2019-07-

17

v1.12.4-

tke.7
Merges pr75037, which fixes a security issue affecting the cp command in kubectl.

2019-07-

16

v1.12.4-

tke.6

Fixed the compatibility issue between the TLinux kernel and IPVS and fixed the

CLB health check failures in IPVS mode.

2019-07-

09

v1.12.4-

tke.5
Incorporates pr72361, which fixes the kube-proxy deadlock issue.

2019-06-

25

v1.12.4-

tke.4
Fixes the compatibility issue between the TLinux kernel and IPVS.

2019-06-

17

v1.12.4-

tke.3
Merges pr71114, which fixes an IPVS throughput issue.

2019-06-

04

v1.12.4-

tke.2

Merges pr74755, which fixes a hang/timeout issue when running large numbers

of pods with unique configmap/secret references.

Merges pr69047, which fixes a backward compatibility issue with

 node.Spec.Unschedulable .

(Discontinued) TKE Kubernetes 1.10.5 revisions

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/79036
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/72868
https://discuss.kubernetes.io/t/security-release-of-kubernetes-v1-15-3-v1-14-6-v1-13-10-cve-2019-9512-and-cve-2019-9514/7596
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/72914
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/71834
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/72118
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/75037
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/72361
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/71114
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/74755
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/69047
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2021-05-

06

v1.10.5-

tke.20

Updates the launch method of running kube-proxy as an image, and automatically

adapts to the iptables running mode of the node to support the operating system

that uses the NF_TABLES mode to run iptables by default.

2020-06-

10

v1.10.5-

tke.19

Merges pr90260, which fixes the issue of missing monitoring records for

containerd cluster networks.

Merges pr91252, which ignores Pod Condition updates generated by other

components to avoid unnecessary scheduling.

Merges pr89794, which clears kube-controller-manager error logs to avoid

CVE-2020-8555 Half-Blind SSRF attacks.

2020-05-

18

v1.12.4-

tke.19

Merges pr61549, which adds volumeSpec data for mountedPods cache and fixes

the issue of deletion failure when multiple pods use the same volume.

2020-04-

29

v1.10.5-

tke.17

Mergespr75622, which fixes the issue where, when a large number (>2000) of sts

workloads exist in a cluster, it takes too long (about 20s) to synchronize sts

changes to a Pod.

2020-04-

14

v1.10.5-

tke.16

Merges pr68619, which fixes the CPU Manager dirty data issue.

Merges pr87669, which fixes the CVE-2020-8552: apiserver DoS attack issue.

TKE can perceive the maximum number of qcloudcbs that can be mounted to a

single node. (In 1.12 and later versions, the value is maxAttachCount-2. In

version 1.10, the value is 18 by default).

2020-02-

14

v1.10.5-

tke.15

Upgrades the CBS V2 interface to V3.

Fixes the issue where CBS intree continues to unmount a non-existent disk,

which causes a large number of invalid requests.

2020-01-

13

v1.10.5-

tke.14

Merges pr2359, which fixes the issue of missing monitoring records when

docker root fails to be obtained.

Merges pr86583, which increases the logging level to prevent excessive logs

from being generated when iptables does not support random-fully.

kube-scheduler supports dynamic logging level configuration.

Produces a workaround for the missing CBS device path (/dev/disk/by-id/virtio-

xxx/...) issue that prevents some users from accessing CBS properly.

Merges pr86230, which skips assumed pod updates when pods are scheduled.

2019-12-

23

v1.10.5-

tke.13

Reverts pr79036, which fixes an issue where upon being opened, the CPU

Manager disables the CPU quota if the QoS setting of a pod is Guaranteed.

2019-12-

13

v1.10.5-

tke.12

kubelet does not delete nodes when checking externalID.

Adds metadata cache and timeout.

Fixes an issue where upgrading lxcfs in Ubuntu 16 causes pods to exit.

Adds the ability to reboot kubelet to avoid pod not ready.

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/90260
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/91252
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/89794
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/61549
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/75622
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/68619
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/87669
https://github.com/google/cadvisor/pull/2359
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/86583
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/86230
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/79036
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2019-11-

18

v1.10.5-

tke.11
Removes the kube-controller-manager probe that sends heartbeats to kubelet.

2019-10-

23

v1.10.5-

tke.10

Merges pr79036, which fixes an issue where upon being opened, the CPU

Manager disables the CPU quota if the QoS setting of a pod is Guaranteed.

Merges pr72868, which adds a new parameter  --metrics-port  to kube-

proxy and addresses the issue where  --metrics-bind-address  does

not recognize port numbers.

2019-09-

06

v1.10.5-

tke.9

Fixes the cve-2019-9512&cve-2019-9514 HTTP/2 DDoS security issue.

Merges pr72914, which fixes an issue where deleting a Pod and then creating a

new one and scheduling it to the same node could cause mounting a volume to

fail.

Merges 67430 to rollback the state if updateContainerCPUSet fails.

August 8,

2019

v1.10.5-

tke.8

Merges pr72118, which fixes an issue where, if kubelet mounts a device

immediately after unmounting it, an error occurs with the message `resource name

may not be empty`.

2019-07-

17

v1.10.5-

tke.7
Merges pr75037, which fixes a security issue affecting the cp command in kubectl.

2019-06-

25

v1.10.5-

tke.6
Fixes the compatibility issue between the TLinux kernel and IPVS.

2019-06-

17

v1.10.5-

tke.5
Merges pr71114, which fixes an IPVS throughput issue.

2019-03-

19

v1.10.5-

tke.4

Incorporates pr65092, which fixes the issue where apiserver would panic when

handling specific requests.

2019-02-

19

v1.10.5-

tke.3

Incorporates pr67288, which fixes the issue where apiserver does not close the

other side of the connection immediately when proxying.

2018-09-

28

v1.10.5-

tke.2

Moves the CLB creation logic from controller-manager to an independent service

controller.

2018-09-

27

v1.10.5-

tke.1

Backports pr63321, which fixes an issue where termination takes too long when

there are multiple service containers in a pod.

2018-09-

21

v1.10.5-

qcloud-

rev1

If a kubelet status update times out, controller-manager probes the kubelet port.

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/79036
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/72868
https://discuss.kubernetes.io/t/security-release-of-kubernetes-v1-15-3-v1-14-6-v1-13-10-cve-2019-9512-and-cve-2019-9514/7596
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/72914
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/67430
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/72118
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/75037
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/71114
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/65092
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/67288
https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/63321
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2020-01-

13

v1.8.13-

tke.7

Merges pr2359, which fixes the issue of missing monitoring records when the

system is unable to obtain docker root.

Produces a workaround for the missing CBS device path (/dev/disk/by-id/virtio-

xxx/...) issue that prevents some users from accessing CBS properly.

2019-12-

13

v1.8.13-

tke.6

kubelet does not delete nodes when checking externalID.

Adds metadata cache and timeout.

Fixes an issue where upgrading lxcfs in Ubuntu 16 causes pods to exit.

Adds the ability to reboot kubelet to avoid pod not ready.

2019-11-

18

v1.8.13-

tke.5

Removes the kube-controller-manager probe that sends heartbeats to kubelet.

Adds metrics to CBS PVC.

2018-09-

28

v1.8.13-

tke.2

Moves the CLB creation logic from controller-manager to an independent service

controller.

2018-09-

27

v1.8.13-

tke.1

Disables kmem statistics to prevent cgroup numbers from leaking.

Reduces resourcequota conflicts caused by creating pods.

2018-09-

21

v1.8.13-

qcloud-

rev1

If a kubelet status update times out, controller-manager probes the kubelet port.

(Discontinued) TKE Kubernetes 1.7.8 revisions

Date Version Updates

2019-12-

17

v1.7.8-

tke.4

kubelet does not delete nodes when checking externalID.

Adds metadata cache and timeout.

Fixes the issue where upgrading lxcfs in Ubuntu 16 causes pods to exit.

Avoids the readiness state of “pod not ready” when kubelet is restarted.

2018-09-

28

v1.7.8-

tke.2
Fixes a conflict between controller-manager and an external service controller.

2018-09-

27

v1.7.8-

tke.1

Moves the CLB creation logic from controller-manager to an independent service

controller.

2018-09-

21

v1.7.8-

qcloud-

If a kubelet status update times out, controller-manager probes the kubelet port.

https://github.com/google/cadvisor/pull/2359
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Release Notes

TKE provides enhanced add-ons to extend cluster features in various scenarios, including network, storage,

monitoring, image, scheduling, and GPU. You can view the current add-on versions and manually upgrade them

on the Add-On Management page in the TKE cluster details.

Upgrade notice

1. The upgrade is an irreversible operation.

2. The add-ons can only be upgraded to a later version. By default, they are upgraded to the latest version compatible

with the Kubernetes version.

3. The TKE team no longer offers technical support for disused add-on versions. We recommend you

upgrade them in time.

Version Iteration Records

June 2022

Add-On
Release

Date
Version Update Limits and Impact

DeScheduler

(rescheduler add-

on)

2022-06-

07
v1.0.1

Supported TMP authentication:

Added `auth` authentication

to `prom-probe`.

Passed in environment

variables such as `token` and

`appid` to DeScheduler and int

containers and decoded them.

Added the Prometheus

client authentication feature to

DeScheduler.

This upgrade doesn't

affect the existing

business. As the add-on

may be unavailable during

the upgrade, we

recommend you upgrade it

during off-peak hours.

qGPU

(GPU isolation

add-on)

2022-06-

08

v1.0.3 Updated the image of qgpu

manager to `tkeimages/elastic-

gpu-agent:v1.0.2`.

This upgrade doesn't

affect the existing

business. As the add-on

Add-On Version Maintenance Description
Last updated�2022-10-12 16:05:09

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/39146
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/42973
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Add-On
Release

Date
Version Update Limits and Impact

Updated the image of qgpu

scheduler to

`rtkeimages/elastic-gpu

scheduler:v1.0.2`.

Supported using GPU CRD

to manage GPU resources.

may be unavailable during

the upgrade, we

recommend you upgrade it

during off-peak hours.

DynamicScheduler

(Dynamic

scheduler)

2022-06-

30
v1.0.2

Supported TMP authentication:

Added `auth` authentication

to `probe-prometheus`.

Passed in environment

variables such as `token` and

`appid`to node-annotator and

init containers and decoded

them.

Added the Prometheus

client authentication feature to

node-annotator, and updated

the image to v3.2.1.

Fixed the bug where data

couldn't be queried for PromQL

statements using the IP as the

node exporter reporting label.

This upgrade doesn't

affect the existing

business. As the add-on

may be unavailable during

the upgrade, we

recommend you upgrade it

during off-peak hours.

May 2022

Add-On
Release

Date
Version Update Limits and Impact

CBS-CSI

(CBS)

2022-05-

06
v1.0.3

Supported taint and toleration

configuration.

Added the `type` startup

parameter.

This upgrade doesn't affect

the existing business. As

the add-on may be

unavailable during the

upgrade, we recommend

you upgrade it during off-

peak hours.

COS-CSI

(COS)

2022-05-

06

v1.0.1 Supported taint and toleration

configuration.

This upgrade doesn't affect

the existing business. As

the add-on may be

unavailable during the

upgrade, we recommend

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/39119
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/39136
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/38706
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Add-On
Release

Date
Version Update Limits and Impact

you upgrade it during off-

peak hours.

CFS-CSI

CFS

2022-05-

06
v1.0.4

Supported the idempotency for

`umount`.

This upgrade doesn't affect

the existing business. As

the add-on may be

unavailable during the

upgrade, we recommend

you upgrade it during off-

peak hours.

CFS-CSI

CFS

2022-05-

24
v1.0.5 Supported EKS cfs provisioner.

This upgrade doesn't affect

the existing business. As

the add-on may be

unavailable during the

upgrade, we recommend

you upgrade it during off-

peak hours.

CBS-CSI

(CBS)

2022-05-

31
v1.0.4

Optimized the add-on startup

logic.

Adjusted the default number

of concurrent csi-attacher

requests to 50.

This upgrade doesn't affect

the existing business. As

the add-on may be

unavailable during the

upgrade, we recommend

you upgrade it during off-

peak hours.

April 2022

Add-On
Release

Date
Version Update Limits and Impact

CFS-CSI

CFS

2022-04-

12
v1.0.2

Supported the idempotency for

`umount`.

This upgrade doesn't affect

the existing business. As

the add-on may be

unavailable during the

upgrade, we recommend

you upgrade it during off-

peak hours.

CFS-CSI

CFS

2022-04-

19

v1.0.3 Added the resource label field

to tcfs crd.

This upgrade doesn't affect

the existing business. As

the add-on may be

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/38707
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/38707
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/39136
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/38707
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/38707
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Add-On
Release

Date
Version Update Limits and Impact

Installed no tcfs resources on

Kubernetes 1.12 or earlier.

Optimized the registration

and startup of cfs-csi

startServer.

unavailable during the

upgrade, we recommend

you upgrade it during off-

peak hours.

qGPU

(GPU isolation

add-on)

2022-04-

21
v1.0.2

Updated the image version of

qgpu manager. Supported

automatic settings of GPU driver

version and other information on

the current node.

Updated the `qgpu-manager`

ClusterRole to add operation

permissions for nodes.

This upgrade doesn't affect

the existing business. As

the add-on may be

unavailable during the

upgrade, we recommend

you upgrade it during off-

peak hours.

CBS-CSI

(CBS)

2022-04-

24
v1.0.2

Canceled the directory

clearance logic in the

`NodeUnpublishVolume` API.

Supported getting the driver

letter through the serial number.

Retained the corresponding

CRD resources while deleting

the add-on.

This upgrade doesn't affect

the existing business. As

the add-on may be

unavailable during the

upgrade, we recommend

you upgrade it during off-

peak hours.

March 2022

Add-On
Release

Date
Version Update Limits and Impact

CBS-CSI

(CBS)

2022-03-

16
v1.0.1

Supported in-place lossless

migration of workloads using

`intree cbs` to CSI while

upgrading the cluster from v1.18

to v1.20.

This upgrade doesn't affect

the existing business. As

the add-on may be

unavailable during the

upgrade, we recommend

you upgrade it during off-

peak hours.

CFS-CSI

CFS

2022-03-

24

v1.0.1 Supported using automatically

generated subdirectories for

data isolation in the shared

storage instance during dynamic

creation.

This upgrade doesn't affect

the existing business. As

the add-on may be

unavailable during the

upgrade, we recommend

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/42973
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/39136
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/39136
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/38707
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Add-On
Release

Date
Version Update Limits and Impact

you upgrade it during off-

peak hours.
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CLS Add-ons Overview

The CLS add-ons are deployed by CLS on each standard node in your cluster when you enable CLS in TKE. They are

used to collect application logs generated by TKE and write them to consumers in Tencent Cloud, including CLS and

Kafka.

The CLS add-ons are as follows:

Name
Resource

Type
Description

tke-log-agent DeamonSet

Each log-agent Pod contains a controller container and a

loglistener sidecar container, which are responsible for

collecting logs generated by all containers on the node.

cls-provisioner Deployment

There is one instance per cluster, responsible for

converting the CRD configuration into a collection

configuration comprehensible by the loglistener to

communicate with CLS.

logconfigs.cls.cloud.tencent.com CRD -

log-agent Release Notes

v1.1.7

Category Content

Feature

Added the `logConfig-max-threshold` parameter. When the logconfig reaches the

threshold, the informer is used to query the workload information after you upgrade or

restart the add-on.

Optimized the method to obtain docker root. You can obtain it via the API

preferentially.

Custom metadata is available to kafka collector, and SASL authentication is

supported.

Bugfix Fixed the problem where a kubelet parameter error occurred when starting the log-

agent.

CLS Add-on Version Description
Last updated�2022-11-17 15:07:10
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Category Content

Fixed the problem where a logset API calling error occurred when replacing the

`topicID`.

CLS is not case-sensitive. Fixed the case-sensitive issue of cls-provisioner.

The log-agent supports CSI by default. The Provisioner of StorageClasses is no longer

judged and compared separately.

v1.1.6

Category Content

Feature

Added multi-line Regex matching with container standard output for the kafka

collector.

You can configure tag API address through environment variables.

Bugfix

Fixed the problem that the agent automatically created a topic but failed to sync it to

the cluster tag in regions where CLS was not available, such as Shenzhen and Tianjin.

Fixed the problem where the kafka collector’s metadata prefix captured the format

issue of containerd.

Fixed the problem where the incremental and full options were missing when cls-

provisionert was synced to CLS.

You can query the workload information through informer during logconfig loading to

reduce the load on apiserver.

v1.1.5

Category Content

Feature Added São Paulo and Shanghai Auto-Driving Cloud Zone that can be shipped to by CLS.

Bugfix -

v1.1.4

Category Content

Feature

Supported collecting standard output logs of the init container.

Supported the GBK encoding format for CLS log parsing.

Supported namespace label selectors for CLS log collection rules.

Bugfix Fixed the issue of frequent retries of the event queue.

Optimized the queue processing algorithm for the LogConfig and Pod in the log-agent

to prevent the queue from being blocked by a large number of repeated events.
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Category Content

Fixed the issue where the standard output logs of the container were not collected

when there were only namespaces but no labels.

v1.1.3

Category Content

Feature Supported index settings for CLS STANDARD_IA.

Bugfix -

v1.1.2

Category Content

Feature Supported configuring a blocklist in CLS collection rules for container files and host files.

Bugfix -

v1.1.1

Category Content

Feature
Supported the multi-core CPU for the LogListener.

Adapted the LogListener memory to the upper limit of 100 MB memory.

Bugfix
Fixed the issue where the log-agent failed to update the volume link and did not retry after

the returned error was not processed during the update.

v1.1.0

Category Content

Feature

Supported inheriting TKE clusters' tags when a topic was automatically created by

CLS.

Supported cross-region log shipping for CLS.

Bugfix -

v1.0.9
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Category Content

Feature -

Bugfix

Fixed the issue where an empty topic ID caused the logconfig to be deleted and

recreated during topic replacement.

Fixed the issue where the logconfigpro sync crashed as the logconfigpro informer was

not started.

v1.0.8

Category Content

Feature

Blocked the collection of loglistener logs under kube-system by default.

Modified the index creation policy, so that the default index was created only when a

topic was automatically created, and the topic index was not modified in other scenarios.

Supported the Kafka collector to add metadata information to messages.

Supported the following parsing modes in the Kafka collector: full text in a single line,

JSON, and full text in multiple lines.

Bugfix

Fixed the issue where the container couldn't be specified when collecting the standard

output in the workload scenario.

Added the docker client to get Storage Driver, so that if there was no configuration file,

the `info` information could be obtained through the client to get Storage Driver.

Fixed the error of the specified metadatalabel when collecting container files.

Fixed the scheme to get the kubelet root directory.

Fixed the collection configuration match error caused by the incorrectly set prefix of the

old collection configuration to be deleted.

Fixed the issue where the `timestampKey` timestamp set for messages in the current

Kafka collector was invalid.

v1.0.7

Category Content

Feature

Supported creating key-value indexes during topic creation by cls-provisioner,

including index name, type, word segmentation, and statistics collection status switch; if

not supported, the `pod_name,namespace,container_name` index would be enabled by

default.

Supported specifying metadatalabels to write the specified Pod labels into metadata

collection; if not supported, all Pod labels would be collected as metadata.

Supported customizing the CLS TencentCloud API service backend address.

Bugfix -
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V1.0.6

Category Content

Feature Supported modifying the kubelet root directory and docker root directory in log-agent.

Bugfix -

v1.0.5

Category Content

Feature

Supported the  label !=  operation (exclude labels) in the log collection

configuration.

Supported collecting only incremental logs by CLS.

Supported selecting multiple namespaces and excluding namespaces in the log

collection configuration.

Supported configuring Pod labels with the same key but different values in log-agent.

Supported configuring loglistener parameters.

Bugfix

Fixed a known issue with log-agent using configmap as source.

Fixed an issue where the collector configuration was empty and caused verification

failures under some conditions.

Fixed the issue where the collector failed to delete the configuration when deleting the

log rule.

Fixed compatibility issues with logConfig configuration.

v1.0.1

Category Content

Feature

Switched the API for cls-provisioner to access CLS to TencentCloud API.

Supported TKE log collection and delivery to CKafka (for more information, see

Configure Log Collection via the Console).

Bugfix -

v0.2.28

Category Content

Feature -

Bugfix Fixed the issue where one Pod corresponded to multiple logconfig files.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/457/32419
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v0.2.27

Category Content

Feature -

Bugfix
Fixed the issue where the extraction mode configured on a topic was overwritten in some

scenarios.

#### v0.2.26

Category Content

Feature -

Bugfix
Fixed the issue where the metadata couldn't be created in some cases when the

collection configuration of the `stdout` type was deleted.

v0.2.25

Category Content

Feature -

Bugfix

Fixed the log-agent panic issue in some cases.

Fixed the issue of soft connection deletion caused by workload cache.

Fixed the metadata file creation failure.

#### v0.2.24

Category Content

Feature -

Bugfix

Fixed the issue where metadata was accidentally deleted during container restart in a

Pod.

Supported automatically cleaning up  LogAgentRootDir  before log-agent start so

as to avoid dirty data.

Fixed the panic of log-agent caused by extreme scenarios.

Fixed the startup failure caused by log-agent's repeated mounting of the `/data`

directory.
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The VPC-CNI component contains three Kubernetes cluster components:  tke-eni-agent ,  tke-eni-ipamd ,

and  tke-eni-ip-scheduler . Generally, their versions are the same. However,  tke-eni-ip-scheduler 

is less modified, so its version may be a little earlier.

Checking the Component Version

The component version is the image tag. You can check it via the kubernetes API.

# Checking the version of tke-eni-agent

kubectl -nkube-system get ds tke-eni-agent -o jsonpath={.spec.template.spec.conta

iners[0].image}

# Checking the version of tke-eni-ipamd

kubectl -nkube-system get deploy tke-eni-ipamd -o jsonpath={.spec.template.spec.c

ontainers[0].image}

# Checking the version of tke-eni-ip-scheduler

kubectl -nkube-system get deploy tke-eni-ip-scheduler -o jsonpath={.spec.templat

e.spec.containers[0].image}

Change Records

Version

Number

Release

Date
Updates Impacts

v3.4.7
2022-

09-07

Supports the preferential scheduling policy of ip-scheduler, where

Pods with static IP addresses are preferentially scheduled to the

ENIs matching the subnet.

eni-ipamd supports the dry run to sync existing custom resources

(CRs) and promptly discover change exceptions.

Optimizes the polling logic for ENI-IP address binding to reduce

the errors caused by ENIs/IP addresses that are being bound.

Fixed the occasional issue where internally allocated IP addresses

are leaked when shared ENIs are released in non-static IP address

mode.

No impact

on

services

v3.4.6 2022-

07-26

Supports the native node pool. No impact

on

Change Records of VPC-CNI Component
Last updated�2023-02-15 10:23:24
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services

v3.4.5
2022-

06-28

The non-static IP address mode of shared ENIs supports

IPv4/IPv6 dual-stack. In dual-stack mode, each Pod will be allocated

an IPv6 IP address and an IPv4 IP address.

Fixed the issue where the EIP becomes invalid due to `nodeLost`

on super nodes. After the fix, the EIP will be bound again.

No impact

on

services

v3.4.4
2022-

06-06

By default, the EIP is tagged with `tke-clusterId` and `tke-created-

eip` and inherits the TKE cluster's tag.

Supports unbinding ENIs in instances that have been shut down.

Optimizes ip-scheduler and fixed the issue of slow start due to too

many subnets.

No impact

on

services

v3.4.3
2022-

04-13

eni-ipamd and ip-scheduler support disabling subnets. Disabled

subnets can be allocated only to specified objects by setting the `--

only-nominated-eni-subnets` startup parameter.

The static IP address mode supports specifying subnets for Pods

through the `tke.cloud.tencent.com/nominated-eni-subnets`

annotation. Multiple subnets need to be separated by comma.

eni-agent supports protecting key kernel parameters of the system

and adopting new TLinux features to prevent kernel parameters

(`rp_filter`and `ip_forward`) from being modified.

Fixed the occasional issue where the eni-ip resource of the node

fails to be registered due to kubelet restart during node initialization in

shared ENI mode.

Fixed the issue where the IP garbage collection mechanism fails

due to dockershim or containerd restart during container running.

No impact

on

services

v3.4.2
2022-

03-04

The non-static IP address mode supports specifying the ENI and

subnet of the node.

eni-agent supports automatically setting `ip_forward` and `rp_filter`

kernel parameters on schedule to avoid network failures due to their

changes.

Optimizes the scheduling performance. In shared ENI mode, if an

ENI is being bound, the polling wait occurs to reduce scheduling

failures.

Fixed the occasional issue where eni-ip extension resources are

lost due to high node loads.

Attempts to delete and recreate the ENI and IP address that are

pending for a long time; fixed the issue where the ENI and IP address

become unavailable for a long time due to underlying failures.

No impact

on

services

v3.4.1 2022-

01-21

Supports scheduling Pods to TKE Serverless nodes and

maintaining the IP address in static IP address mode.

No impact

on

services
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Supports specifying the EIP through the

`tke.cloud.tencent.com/eip-id-list` annotation.

Supports binding dedicated ENIs to security groups in non-static

IP address mode.

Upgrades the CRD API to v1 and supports Kubernetes 1.22.

Fixed the occasional issue where the IP status is not synced in

static IP address mode.

v3.4.0
2021-

12-08

Supports static IP addresses with multiple ENIs.

Supports underlay connection in and off the hybrid cloud and

elastic Pod deployment.

Fixed the issue of incorrect CNI data plane settings due to

occasional CNI concurrency in the same Pod.

No impact

on

services

v3.3.9
2021-

11-09

Fixed repeat creation of an EIP caused by the network.

Pods with independent ENIs in non-static IP address mode can

be bound to an EIP.

Optimizes the mechanism of expansion resources for eni-agent to

make the management of expansion resources more stable and

robust.

Fixed the issues caused by inconsistency between quota set for

the node and the actual quota.

Optimizes IP garbage collection mechanism for eni-agent. If there

is a dirty container in the Pod that is being created, the reclaimed IPs

will be allocated to a new container in the Pod.

Optimizes the calculating method for resources of the used IPs

and ENIs in non-static IP address mode. Fixed the issue of

inaccurate calculation of resources caused by the Pod status of

`Error`, `Evicted` and `Completed` etc.

No impact

on

services

v3.3.8
2021-

08-17

`--master` can configure the backend kube-apiserver address

without relying on kube-proxy.

eni-agent supports `--kube-client-qps` and `--kube-client-burst` to

configure `QPS` and `Burst` of kube client, and the default values

increase to 10 and 20 respectively.

If eni-agent finds that the updated expansion resources are less

than original ones, it will update the latest expansion resources

information in the node status to prevent issues caused by async

updating of kubelet.

No impact

on

services

v3.3.7 2021-

08-13

eni-ipamd supports `--enable-node-condition` and `--enable-node-

taint`. If `eni-ip` or `direct-eni` is missed on the node after enabling, the

condition or taints of the node will be set.

EIP supports parsing new API parameters in json format.

Fixed the issue where the allocated IPs may be reclaimed

improperly by garbage collection of eni-agent in containerd runtime.

No impact

on

services
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Fixed ipamd panic that may be caused by the EIP API.

Fixed the issue where an ENI is unbound because `disable-node-

eni` annotation is set improperly when the non-static IP mode is

upgrading.

v3.3.6
2021-

07-26

Fixed the issue where the allocated IPs and routes may be

reclaimed improperly because of the garbage collection mechanism

of eni-agent.

Fixed the issue where IPs may be released before the Pod when

deleting deployment and other upper-layer resources after `--enable-

ownerref` is enabled for eni-ipamd.

No impact

on

services

v3.3.5
2021-

07-20

Fixed the issue where locally stored data of the Pod cannot be

deleted because of improper deletion of the IPs or ENIs of the Pod

with a shared ENI/exclusive ENI in non-static IP address mode.

Fixed the issue where CNI information of a shared ENI/exclusive

ENI does not store and verify ENI information of the Pod in non-static

IP address mode.

No impact

on

services

v3.3.4
2021-

07-07

Fixed the issue where the component continues trying to unbind

the ENI in the condition that the CVM has shut down.

Fixed the panic caused by the concurrent writes of asynchronous

logs.

Optimizes the ENI synchronization logic in non-static IP address

mode to ensure internal data consistency and prevent the ENIs in use

from being unbound.

Fixed the issue where the existing nodes cannot allocate IPs

caused by insufficient IPs in the subnet of the cluster upgrading from

v3.2 in non-static IP address mode.

Fixed the issue where the ENI may be incorrectly released when

the primary IP of the existing ENI is being used by the Pod.

No impact

on

services

v3.3.3
2021-

06-07

Supports hybrid cloud ipam, and it can work in collaboration with

the cilium overlay/underlay mode.

No impact

on

services

v3.3.2 2021-

06-01

ip-scheduler supports occupancy caused by insufficiency of

default resources, and does not support occupancy caused by

insufficiency of IP resources.

The security group feature logic of the shared ENI is

reconstructed. It supports strong synchronization with the security

group set on the node to ensure that the binding sequence and

priority of security groups is consistent with that in user’s settings.

Supports the cilium cni-chain mode.

For eni-agent, `hostPort` field can be configured for the Pod after `-

-port-mapping` is enabled.

No impact

on

services
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The annotation `tke.cloud.tencent.com/claim-expired-duration` can

be added to the Pods to reclaim static IPs in specific time. The

annotation only affects the added Pods.

v3.3.1
2021-

05-11

Multiple ENIs can be used in shared ENI non-static IP address

mode.

Tencent Cloud API can call API QPS limits, and the limit for a

single cluster is 50 QPS by default (limit by the type of CVM, VPC

and TKE).

Changes of IP quota can be perceived after upgrading of non-

static IP address mode.

The annotation `tke.cloud.tencent.com/desired-route-eni-pod-

num` can be added for `node`. The desired number of route-eni ip can

be written and the node quota will be adjusted automatically by the

component after the writing.

Fixed the issue of VPC task polling timeout caused by the fact that

the VPC task does not exist.

Fixed the issue of eni-ipamd panic caused by failure of task

creation for the ENI.

Optimizes routing reconciliation logic and only clears the IP routes

managed by eni-agent.

Fixed the issue of exceptional panic occurred at the time of ENI

releasing in the independent ENI non-static IP address mode caused

by the fact that the ENI has already been released.

No impact

on

services

v3.3.0
2021-

04-13

Supports customized GR mode. Multiple CIDR blocks can be set

in a node and a cluster.

No impact

on

services

v3.2.6
2021-

03-31

Reduces the time of retrying for binding an ENI in exclusive ENI

mode and improves binding efficiency.

Reduces failures of concurrent binding and unbinding of ENIs,

and improves the efficiency of binding and unbinding through

concurrency control.

Optimizes subnet allocation logic for an ENI in non-static IP

address mode. Fixed the issue where some nodes cannot obtain IPs

in the condition that IPs are sufficient when the nodes are added

concurrently.

The garbage collection mechanism of eni-agent supports self-

awareness of the underlying runtime and supports containerd.

No impact

on

services

v3.2.5 2021-

02-22

dnsConfig is added when eni-ipamd and ip-scheduler are

deployed to avoid the issues caused by the DNS that are created by

users.

In the shared ENI static IP address mode, the information of

subnetID of the ENI that is bound to each node will be synced to the

No impact

on

services
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label of the node, and the key is `tke.cloud.tencent.com/route-eni-

subnet-ids`.

eni-agent will try to obtain the reasons for failures of IP allocation

and return them to the CNI plugin to make them reflect in the Pod

event.

A bare Pod can specify an IP through the annotation

`tke.cloud.tencent.com/nominated-vpc-ip`.

eni-agent supports periodic test for the connection with

APIServer. It will restart automatically if a timeout occurs.

Fixed the waste of IPs caused by internal data inconsistency.


